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CLINTON. Tenn. — Jobs
Gates, segregationist, attempt-
ed to take his life twice last
Sunday after he was arrested
for breaking five glass door
panels end several windows at
Clinton High. Gates faces a
charge of contempt of Federal
Court also. He was to be hos-
pitalized for observation.
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SEEK $100,00010 AID OUSTED  STUDENTS
*Vets Group Aids Fired Dad





' A Mallory Air Force Depot
packer who turned to the Veterans
Benefit, inc. for assistance when
he was fired from his 51.72 an
hour job, has been restored and
his wages and all benefits ruled
in force retroact•
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Negro ministers aired •maie of
their peoples' grievances Monday
when a requested hearing on the
Dorothy Moore case was held in
Police Chief J. C. Macdonald's of-
fice by Police Comm. Claude Ar-
mour.
Commissioner .4rmour aired
some of the problems of his de-
partment and some of his griev-
ances against the Mei-Aphis Press-
Scimitar which he charged is
printing "distorted news” and
"injecting 'the touchy racial thing
into this for political reasons.''
He told the ministers: "I pledge
this police department will be
honest and that the school on cour-
tesy will be continued."
Except for a long list of pre-
vious arrests a n d convictions
against Mrs. Moore and state
!rents which questioned the wom-
an's personal character, the is-
See ARMOUR Page 2
Three Frats Bringing
Rev. King To Memphis
Three fraternities are cooperating to bring Rev. Mar-
tin Luther King to. Memphis for a public program during
the week-end, April 1:1-21. when each of the Greek letter
groups will be holding their regional conferences.
The fraternities are Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha
Psi and Phi Beta Sigma
Rev. King, who is president af
the Montgomery Improvement a;-
sociation, will be the guest speak-
er at a jointly sponsored public
program on Friday, April 19 at
Metropolitan Baptist church.
LeMoyne college, of 807 Walker
ave., will be the scene of all bu.a-
ness sessions. Dr. Hollis F. Price,
president of the college, is making
preparation to entertain visiting
delegates of the three origaniza•
lions during thc Easter week end
INTERNATIONAL FAME
Rev. King has won international
fame for his high moral leader-
ship in the successful Montgom-
ery campaign to desegregate bus-
es of that city. While in Ghana
Africa last week at the indepen-
dence celebration he met Vice
President Richard Nixon, who ex-
See KING Page 2
COMING . . .
A Series Of Articles On




He'll Present Interesting Facts About:
(1) How the Fight on Breed's Hill Came to be
Known As the Battle of Bunker's Hill.
(2) What Political Pat ; Wanted to Conquer
Canada.
(3) Were the First Negroes Seen by Europeans
in What is Now Mississippi, Slaves or Free?
(4) What Great Roman General Did George
Washington Imitate in the American Revo-
lution?
(5) The Attitude of Our Political Parties on
Certain Questions Over the Years.
DON'T MISS THIS SERIES
Watch Your
Tri-State Defender .
A Champ Despite Race Barrier
BROWN MeGHEE holds up
the gold a-Rive with the spar.
kling diamond in the palm
which he received as Western
Champion of the 30th annual
Golden Gloves' Tournament
of Champions, lie reigns over
32 stales and will he back in
Chicago ou March 20 to fight
azaInst the Eastern champ in
an ellort to become naticnal
Couldn't Get Break Here:
champion. Trophies and jac-
kets around him are just a
Few of lac many he mis won





Can a letter against segregation
written to a newspaper get you
in Dutch with certain Memphis
policemen?
Willie Clitley, 38, of 2074 Ben-
ford, is one citizen who thinks
such a thing can happen.
Mr. Cutley, an International
Harvester employe, said he had
never been bothered by any po-
liceman about the way he drove
his car until last year after he
wrote a letter to the Press-Scim-
itar which appeared around Ap-
ril.
In his letter Mr. Cutley said
the pro-Southerners and Citizens
Council members seem to brand
a Communist any man who
wants eh ign treated as human
and asked • low will I know this
fellow democracy? I never met King, who had written some anti-
him NAACP articles, be dismissed.."
President Otis had joined the stu-
dent body in urging King's ous-
ter.
King's articles appeared in the
Jackson, Miss, State Times and
said among other things that the
NAACP has stirred up tensions
and done nothing locally for the
Southern Negro.
Student said they were not ncec.
essarily standing up for the N. A.
A. C. P. but they felt they de-
served the right to attend a school
where its professors did not
publish material which would hold
them up to ridicule.
They carried signs carrying "If
he stays, we go" and "King vs.
King", the latter apparently a
comparison between Prof. King
and Rev. Martin Luther King,
leader of the Montgomery, Ala.
bus byoycott.
The Regional Council of Negro
Leadership in Mississippi decided
MIXED NEGROES
He also said: "As for mingling
the races, what about these .half-
See LETTER Page
McGhee Had To Win
Title Round-About Way
brought home the Golden Gloves bacon.
Persistent little Brown Omar McGhee has finally In 1955 he went to Jackson as a
featherweight (126) and won, went
to Montgomery and won, also tak-
- representing 32 states —
• town only in a sort of round-
about way.
Because Negro boxers c a n't
Compete in the bouts held here
under sponsorship of the Commer-
cial Appeal, they have to make
their way through competition in
Jackson, Tenn., and Montgom-
ery, Ala.
HONOR FOR BTW
So it is thee(' places which get
the big honors the Booker T.
Washington Hign semi)t senior
pounded out in Chicago.
The eight boxers comprising the
Commercial Appeal's team pick-
ed up five points in the compe-
tition at Chicago while the Mont-
gomery team of six, five of them
from Memphis, picked up 11
points.
Being in a lower rated brack-
et than the Montgomery team,
none of the Commercial Appeal
team gets to fight Memphis boys
in the earlier rounds, and none
were left for the final rounds.
JOE ALLEN JONES
In addition to McGhee, anothei
Memphian, Joe Allen Jones, who
fought through the Rockford, Ill.,
team, won. Jones, also known as
Hemphill, a former Hamilton High
student, won as a heavyweight.
McGhee returns to Chicago
March 20 to fight for the national
Golden Gloves championship
against winners of the Eastern di-
vision champs out of New York
He will be accompanied by Rye
Ridblatt, veteran boxing instruc-
tor, who has handled the Mem-
phis boys since 1956.
THIRD CHANCE
McGhee has been boxing since
he was 10 and this trip to Chicago
Was his third crack at the crown.
His career started in the Tri-
State Amateur Tournament head-
ed by Prof. Harry T. Cash as a
Ironically, the featherweight title he captured at Chi- ing the sportsmanship trophy. Ridblatt worked with the team.
cago last week in the Western Tournament of Champions That year he won three fights in He came nack with them this
brings to his home- Chicago before losing in the
quarter finals. 
year. They worked hard, most sof Son Of Localthe time using the equipment in
the basement of Prof. Cash's home
Group Comes To
Youths' Rescue
PROF. CLENNON KING DR. 7, R. OTIS
A $100,000 fund drive has been launched to provide
necessary finances to enable the students, who last week
quit Alcorn college in protest of a professor's controver-
sial writings, to continue their educations in private Miss-
issippi colleges.
This action was taken by Mis-
sissippi's Regional Council of Ne-
gro Leadership after all the in-
stitution's .585 students, excepting
around 50 practice teachers, were
suspended by the all-white college
board, and President J. R. Otis,
up for retirement in April, was
immediately dismissed and re-
placed.
Both steps came as a result of
the students' boycott of classes
and &titian& that Prof. Clennon
honors
novice and weight (70 pounds) in
1950. He won.
Next year he won in the tear-
ney as a skeeter weight (80).
As a flyweight in 1952 and 53
he again took the championships.
He won again in 1954, as a ban-
tamweight (118), and that was his
first trip to Jackson. He won there
as a novice at St. Louis. This
was as far as a novice could go.
THE BULLET IS OUT—Mrs.
Bernice Harris, young moth.
er of six children who had
the .22 bullet in her heart for
10 days, looks at it after It
was removed from a small iya
tery of her lungs in a secoed
operation at John Gaston hoe
pital last week. Surgeons re
moved it from her heart in
an earlier operation. Resting
comfortably at the hospital,
Mrs. Harris, who is from
Came 1956, McGhee started out
again. The Tri-State tourney. The
AAU bouts in Jackson. To St. Lou-
is. And then back to Chicago
where he lost his second fight.
That was the first year Mr.
MeGHEE Page 2 Citizen Named
Community Ralh 
To Judge Postes To Sc°vel Richardson son of Mrs
Support Of Mrs. Ham s
• •
Foote, Miss., still has a large
hospital bill which she will be
a long, long time trying to pay
off her husband's meager wag-
es unless she gets more help
from interested persons. The
Tri-State Defender is accept-
ing donations for her through
the Bernice Harris Fund, 235
S. Wellington. Names of all
contributors will be run In the
paper. (Newson Photo)
Capitola Hawkins, of 1663 Hum-
ber, was appointed a member of
• the U. S. Customs last week by
President Eisenhower.
In making the life-time appoint-
ment, President Eisenhower upp-
Mrs. Bernice Harris took a lin- ; ed Richardson from his $11,000 a
gering look at the .22 calibre bullet year post as chairman of the U.
Monday that once was lodged in
her heart and said, "I guess I was
mighty lucky."
It was no over-stating the facts.
S. Parole Board to the $22,500 a
year judgeship.
The President's naming of Rich-
ardson to the court increases its
She was lucky. John Gaston has- Negro membership to two. Irving
pital surgeons had succeeded in C. Mollison, of Chicago, was ap-
two operations to remove the mis- pointed to the bench by former
sue from her heart and a small
artery of her lungs.
Tuesday of this week they were
to remove the last stitches, Mrs.
Harris said.ctin
omfortably, two main
things !eyed on the mind of the
Foote, Miss, mother of six, getting
home to her young children and
facing up her financial obligation
to John Gaston hospital.
"They saved my life here," Mrs. The action of the students at historic Alcorn college
Harris figures. "So if ever possible, pinpoints a growing trend among the Negro college stu-
I would like to pay what it costs." dents of the nation.
At first glance, the observer would say they used a
monkey wrench to get a fly off the baby's nose and there-
by did more harm than good. And it is to be deplored that
such a situation has developed, that a Negro college as
much needed as such institutions are has to be placed in
the position of closing its doors because of a student walk.
out and defiance.
But one enlightening, and even heartening thing the
Alcorn students have pin-pointed is the fact that there is
will always be with her Tennessee a new and still-to-be clearly defined spirit among the. 
patients who are not able to pay See SALUTE, Page 2
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at a meeting Saturday in Mound
Bayou, miss, to launch the drive.
Rev. Theodore Trammell is pres-
ident of the council, and R,
Drew is chairman of the board.
Other officials are Levy Chap-
pell, public relations director and
Dr. A. E. Henry, secretary-treas-
urer.
Several of the former Alcorn
students attended the directors
See GROUP Page 2




Payinst what it costs will be a
long, long struggle for the Harris
family unless they are given a
helping hand. Her husband makes
between $30 • 35 a week. When this
is spread out for two firkins and
six children it gets thing before a
hospital bill Is considered.
Still, because Mrs. Harris is from
cnit-of-state, the obligation to pay
President Truman. The United
States Customs Court is located
in New York City.
Judge Richardson, anrre ist
See SON Page 2
By EDGAR T. STEWART
The man who established Way
Industrial mission in Klay,
is, West Africa, and who is credit-
ed with launching the Liberia
great fruit industry with seeds
left there by a sailor, died last
week at Jackson, Miss.
Dr. Harry H. Jones, minister,
medical doctor, teacher and far-
mer, had spent more than 'filly
years in Africa as a missionary
before he returned to this coun-
try in 1953 because of ill health.
He had ibeen convalescing at
the Jackson State College Health
Center, He was an 1898 graduate
of the college and Jones hall. a
boys' dormitory is named in his
honor.
Dr. Jones was born April 15,
1879, just outside the present •City'
limits of Jackson. He entered the
college in 1893 when it was locat-
ed on the site where Millsaps col-
lege stands today.
FEW DEVOTED FRIENDS—
He studiad for the ministry iii
Chicago and then went to Afri-
ca. Realizing the need for medi-
cal attention in Africa he earns
back and studied medicine in Chi-
cago.
President Reddix of Jackson
State college says "Dr. Jones went
out to Africa alone, except for
God and a few devoted friends.
He had no powerful mission board
or other organization behind his
efforts."
One of Dr. Jones' great ambi-
tions in his last days was to be
able to spend the remainder of
his life in Africa among the peo-
ple he loved so dearly.
Funeral serv ices for Dr. Jones
were held Monday. March 11 at
3 p.m. in Dansby hall auditor.
him, Jackson college.
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Salute To Alcorn Students, Prexy
Plans Corn pleted For Leadership Training School
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nun IN A
NUTSHELL
Drunk Driving And Death
' John G. Watson, 41, of 1343 S. large truck-trailer which h a d
stopped for traffic at Highway 61
and Brooks. Result was the fatal
injuring of Miss Annie B. Williams,
28, of 95 E. Utah, who was a pas-
senger in the car. Watson was
said to have been too drank to
take a drunkometer test until six
hours after the accident.
Main, was sentenced to one year
at the Penal Farm, and given an
added 30-day term and $150 fine
on his guilty plea to drunken driv-
ing which resulted in the death
of a passenger in his car. Watson
drove his car into the rear of a
Grandmother No Exception
' CHATTANOOGA — City Patrol- Gamble, 57, with drunkenness and
man Raymond Starve one of disorderly conduct after efforts to
Chattanooga's Negro officers, told get her off the street failed. The
City Judge Graham he charged judge dismissed the charge after
his grandmother, Mrs. Jennie the officer requested leniency.
Ask For Recreation Center
said as many as 40 teenagers now
have to hold their meetings in a
private home. Marion Hale, su-
perintendent of the Recreation
Department agreed there was a
need for a center in Orange
Mound and said it is the next pro-
ject scheduled to be built in a
before the commission last week, Negro neighborhood.
Don't Hitch Rides
' Julius L. Woods, 45, 01 513 Boa- at night, after he had hitched a
ton told police last week that he ride with the three strangers. In-
stead of taking him home as they
was beaten and robbed of $20 by promised, they stopped at the in-
three unidentified Negro men at tersection and took the money
Boeton and Southern about 11:45 during a brief tussle, he said.
Charged With Intoxication
Seven Memphis Negroes were dale; Willie Johnson, 34, 223 Toll-
man; George Little, 37, of 171 S.
Front; Robert Malone, 51, of 801
Josephine Willie Morris. 25, of
last week. They included: Eddie 1432 Lyceum; Oscar Doggan, 489,
Lee Henderson, 27, of 1463 Dunn; of 2129 Mill; and Wallace Gayles,
Royal Banner, 38, 943 S. Lauder. 47. of 921 Randle.
More Surgery For Twin
' Little Claudette Miller, a Sia- dettes defective skull will be
covered with a bony material in
about six months. Plastics used
in the last two attempts have notond time since she was born. The withstood the "bumps and falls"
child, who was joined at the fore- of a normal youngster. S h e is
bead at birth, will return to the the daughter of Mrs. Elizabeth
hospital within the year for addi- Miller of 1476 May st. Her suc-
tional surgery. He r twin died cessful separation is the second
*bout five hours after, the ,two case known in medical history in
Ware separated in October 1954. which one twin has survived a
gebospital attendant says Clau- separation at the head.
Off-Duty Policeman In Trouble
-.NASHVILLE—An off-duty state side his parked car near Nash-
• Delegates of the Orange Mound
Junior and Senior Civic clubs ask-
ed the Park Commission to consid-
er erecting a Community Center
in what they called "one of the
largest Negro settlements in the
U. S." The delegation, meeting
among the 13 persons arrested on
driving while intoxicated charges
mese twin born May 8, 1954, left
John Gaston hospital for the sec-
patrolman was charged with pub.
he drunkeness last week after the
or he *as driving struck and kill-
ed a pedestrian, Charles Hereford,
39, a Negro laborer. Mr. Here-
Ord was killed as he stood be-
vffle. State Trooper Vester Simp-
son was released from jail on bond
three hours after the pedestrian
died. He was indefinitely suspend-




Some 20,000 sheet-covered bigots
are expected to gather in a grand
conclave at Cleveland, Tenn, it
was revealed last week.
J. D. Thompson, described
as the "D. C. 'of' the Cleveland
Klevern" stated that Ku Klux
Klansmen from Tennessee Geor-
gia, Alabama and North Carolina
will meet on March 16.
Meanwhile the local Cleveland
daily observed: "Cleveland needs
the KKK like Custer needed an-
other Indian." The reference here
Is to Custer's last gallant stand
and crushing defeat by a mighty
horde of Indians. One more In-
dian would have been unneces-
sary.
Thompson said that the main
speaker for the conclave will be
Alvin Horn grand dragon of the
United States Klans of Alabama
and Wesley Morgan of the im-
perial office of Atlanta.
Letter
(Continued From Page 1)
white Negroes here in Dixie?"
A flood of telephone calls and
letters, one of them which he
showed a Defender reporter took
up 19 full standard size notebook
pages, were sent to his home.
One of the calls received came
from a voice who claimed its own-
er was a police officer who "will
get you."
After this two officers in a
squad car were noticed pointing
out his car at a Negro service
station by one of the attendants,
who brought it to Mr. Cutley's
attention.
On Oct. 10, Mr. Cutley says he
was arrested for driving 38 miles
an hour as he took his wife to
church. That cost $15.
On Nov. 1, he got a $3 ticket.
lie says he asked what this was
for and was told, "By God, we'll
teach you to be driving ail er
the street.'' The ticket said "Non
Hazardous."
On March 8. Mr. Cutley said
he was arrested at Riverside andAt least one of dubious value Norwood and charged with reek-came from Thompson. He stated less driving. Mr. Cutley said hethat the meeting will be order- met the police at Swift and Outerly. "Cleveland will not be another Parkway and that they trailedClinton because John Kasper has
been expelled from the Klan."
NITA SWEETHEARTS BALL
— The Melrose chapter of New
Homemakers of America held
their annual "Sweethearts
Ball" last Friday in the school
cafeteria. The proceeds will
aid in defraying t he expen-
ses of delegates t• the state
NBA convention held at A &
I State university on April 4-5.
The eweethearts were admit-
ted to the ball free and were
presented attractive ribbons
designed by club members.
Among the sweethearts shown
are: Steve Harden, Valeria
Shields, Albert Wilson, Doro-
thy Holey, Gwendolyn Glover,
Salute To Alcorn Students, Prexy
Bobby Dillard, William Phil-
lips, the MIA Sweetheart. Sub-
stitutes for the sweethearts ab-
sent were Dora Cursey, J1111-
wire Tucker, Layette Glover,
Thomas Peeples, Sandra
Brandcomb and Blanche West.
Miss West is club president.






(Continued From Page 11
Estes, founder and counsel for the brawl outside a cafe, was "the3,000-member organization, hives aggressor" in each one of thesetigated the situation and immed cases.
lately filed an appeal with the Another thing he says makesU. S. Civil Service Commission him think they are after him tookfor the Fifth Region, place early Feb. 28.
A hearing was held here at the , lie sae! the squad car was park.
Kennedy General hospital in Jan- eJ at Third and Parkway when
uary and after studying the tee- he turned onto Third at Park
timony of the one and one-half way. Ile drove in tee right lane
day hearing, the commission over- anal the squad car took off in the
ruled the depot officials. other kne. When they reached
Mr. Shears testified that he had MeLeniore there was a red light
become dizzy from exhaust fumes said there were eight cars in
oar where he was working and 'as tape and only two in the othe
but the officers stueped backwent to lay down a while but
w,here he stopped and sat there*Died he went to sleep. A fellow
glarinp. at us" untli the I,gh*ter arreed he had talked of '
changed.dizzy.
No one testified they actually .7've reached the. point wher
I try to dodge driving anywherfew Mr. Shears asleep and no
near them now, Mr. Cu•iey said"mse proved there was actually a
'I m afield I'll get a ticket.fire hazard.
"If it keeps up this way I'mThe commission said that even
going to have to sell the car (bed the MO been asleep, and
1936 Ford Victoria). I can't keebed not caused a fire hazard, a
up the notes on It and notes aenspeneion would have been stilt-
the police station, too."*Isla punishment.
Atty Estes said Mr Shears.
weuld receive almost t h e e leave, retirement and other
moeths pay and all benefits, sick, which were lost by his removal,
In court Friday morning, be-
fore Acting Judge Freeman Marr,
the arresting officer, in a halting,
low-pitched voice, testified that
Mr. Estes had obstructed traffic
at Lauderdale and Beale, Lau-
derdale and Union, and that he
had been arrogant.
RAMS CAR
Atty. Estes told the court that
at about 5:45 p.m. Thursday he
Was driving north on Lauderdale
at between 15 and 20 miles per
hour, accompanied by Mayso Bur-
nette, of 860 Vance.
"When I pulled away from the
Beale and Lauderdale intersec-
tion," he said, "I heard a tre-
mendous amount of horn blow-
ing. My friend said: 'I think he
(the driver in the rear) is blow- a
ing at you.' As I came to Lau- ,
derdale and Union this man ram- '
med his car into the rear of
mine.
'We both got out, and this man
who I learned later was an off-
duty policeman, walked toward
me unsteadily. He charged me
with blocking traffic. Later, he
called the police.
"At no time,'' Atty. Estes told
Judge Marr, "was I arrogant or
belligerent."
DISMISSES CHARGE
The Judge said: "That's enough.
There's too much conflicting tes-
timony here. I am dismissing the
charge.
'DAMN COLNCIDENCE'
Mr. Estes told the Tri-State De-
fender that after the officers who
had been summoned arrived, one
began to curse and continued to
do so throughout the questionine.
The two patrolmen were identi-
fied as G. R. Moore and B. G. Hin-
son.
One officer, he said, told him:-
"Put your hands up, boy:' and
he was searched.
The lawyer said he was asked:
"Who are you?" He answered• "I
am a law-abiding citizen of Mem-
phis."
He said the officer asked what
kind of work do you du?
"I am a lawyer," Mr. Estes
,id he answeredhim for four blocks with their 
.
lights off. This cost him $10. 
The attorney quoted Officer
Mr. Cutley said he did. not think 
Houpt as seying then:
himself guilty on either occasion. 
"That's a damn coincidence."
He said he thought it funny that
Officer H. G. Winfield, who was
recently suspended for 10 days
on charges placed fallowing a
a
. "There was silence from the
group for a moment, ' Mr. Es-
tes said.
SOMETHING IN A BAG
He stated that one of the offi-
cers asked Houpt: "Do you want
to book him?" They went into a
huddle.
"Arother officer. . .a lieutenant
came on the scene," the attorney
said. (This official was later iden-
tified as Lt. J. E. Chennault.)
"I went to him and told him
' that I had seen Officer Houpt re-
move .1 paper sack with what ap-
peared to contain 3 bottle, from
Ms car and give it to one of the
- patrolmen who had been Summon-
ed.
✓ "This officer asked Houpt what
he had given his friend Ik de-
nied any knowledge of such.
t 'WE GOT YOU'
"After I was ordered into a
e squad car, one of the patrolman
e asked me: 'What do you mean by
telling the officer that lie aboit
the paper sack:"
"I did see Officer Houpt hand
over the sack to the patrolman,"
Mr. Estes said he answered.
"We've got you. . .on a disor-
derly conduct charge." was the
patrolman's comment, Mr. Estes
a said.
' went through this case,"
"Too much conflicting testimo-
ny" in the case of an attorney
charged with disorderly conduct
resulting in dismissal of t h e
charge in City Court last Friday
morning.
Arrested was Atty. J. F. Estes,
of 777 Hamilton, who is president
of the fast-growing organizaticn,
Veterans Benefit, Inc. The case
grew out of an allegation by Pa-
trolman R. F. Houpt, an offelety
policeman that Mr. Estes had
blocked traffic.
lArmour
(Continued From Page 1)
sues were about the same as have
previously been published.
OLICE INSULTING
Mrs. Moore charged after being
arrested at the Ford plant on
Parkway at Riverside that she
was detained for nearly two hours
by the arresting officers, that
they used abusive language to
her, felt about her body and ask-
ed her personal questions about
her family and children.
Commissioner Armour cited
from various police lugs time
elapses which he said made im-
possible Mrs. Moore's having
been detained as long as she said
she was.
As for the other things, he said
he doubted the word of a woman
whose record was such as indi-
cated by the statements he read.
PAST RECORD
These included six arrests and
convictions for such things as pet-
ty larceny, malicious mischief
and speeding. He cited numerous
statements in which she was call-
ed mean, no good and the such.
Some of these statements were
taken in the community by two
Negro officers, Ben Whitney and
Nelson New.
30-MINUTE DELAY
Sitting in on the hearing, which
was delayed for 30 minutes while
reporter from the Commercial
Appeal was awaited, were radio,
elevision and newspaper report-
ers.
In addition to Comm. Armour
and Chief Macdonald, Det. M. A.
Hinds and City Atty. Frank Gia-
notti were present. Also William
Scott, chairman of the Greater
Memphis Race Relations commit-
tee, and Rev. S. A. Owen, chair-
man of the Negro counterpart.
THE COMMITTEE
Representing the Inter-Denoini-
national Ministers Al liance of
Memphis were Rev. W. L. Var-
nado, of the Jackson Ave. Bap-
tist church; Rev. R. W. Nerswor-
thy, of the Mt. Moriah Baptist
church. and Rev. D. W. Brown-
ing, of the Mt. Pisgah C. H. E.
church along with L. Alex Wil-
son, editor and general manager"
of the Tri-State Defender.
Reverend Varnado read a reso-
lution for the ministers' group
asking that "fullest respect prop-
er mannerism, common courtesy
to all women regardless of col-
or" be extended by policemen.
They also recommended that
"all member!' of the police force
refrain from the use of profan-
ity and vulgarity in carrying out
the process of the law. . ."
The ministers made it plain it
had no quarrel with the police
department about , Negroes tieing
arrested, just about the manner
in which they are treated. The
resolution, prepared before hand,
pointed out the ministers did not
feel the question of the woman's
character was "apparent at this
point."
IGNORE ARMOUR'S VIEW
Commissioner Armour said the
statements about Mts. M0011:11
Character were merely brought up
to question the validity of her
strtemente.
He told the ministers, "I don't
think you fellows would have ask-
ed for this hearing if you had
known the facts in the case."
The ministers said they were
Interested in the general treat-
ment of Negroes by policemen.
Reverend Browning said it is
"pretty well established," this
matter of discourtesy when ar-
rests are made.
He said just a few days ago
he stopped at a wreck scene and
the officer called to him "Come
on by boy. If they call me 'soy
they will call our women gal."
Just the other day, Rev. Brown
ing said, a pol iceman called a
minister's wife "gal".
"If a Negro citizen can't be
called Mr. and Mlle, does it have
to be boy and gal? That's going
Harris
(Continued From Page 1)
get free treatment at John Gaston.
March 4, based on the approxi-
mately $16.50 a day # hospital
patient costs John Gaston, her in-
debtedness was more than $300.
In order that persons desirous
of helping Mrs. Harris might have
an opportunity, the Tri-State De-
fender set up the Bernice Harris
fund for her. Donations may he
sent to the paper, 236 S. Welling-
ton, Memphis, Tenn.
As of last weekend, donors from
Memphis and nearby areas had
contributed $32 to the Bernice Har-
ris fund.
A Memphis donor, Mrs. V. Har-
ris Sr., of 1576 Dianne Circle
wrote: I'm not related in any way
to Mrs. Bernice Harris but I read
n the paper about her condition. I
wish I could give more, but I
hope this $5 will help.
Mr. and Mrs. William William-
son, of Somerville, Tenn., wrote:
hope you will be much benefitted
by this small donation. May the
good God help you. They sent $2.
The very first donation came
from Mrs. Bessie Stewart and her
two foster sons, Charles Johnson
and Jimmy Jackson, of 1893 Far-
rington, They gave $5.
Other donors:
Rev. J. T. Dentham and New
Allen AME church $10; Mrs. Bar-
bara J. Moore. $2; Miss Elgie Mc-
Whorter. $2; Miss Cora Lawrence,
$1: Mrs. C. H. Paxton, $2; and
Mrs. Mary France, $3.
(Continued From Page 1)
Negro college students of states like Mississippi and
throughout the South.
It is a spirit which resents and even resists anything
that smacks of compromise with the forces which deny
to their race the dignity and respect which is the desire
of all men who love freedom, liberty of thought, and
honorable status among their fellows.
Negroes in Mississippi, earticularly the educated and
articulate, cannot help but smart under the criticisms lev-
eled against their state because of the manner in which
race relations are being handled there. Even white col-
lege students labor under the appraisals from the out-
side. '
It is no wonder that among such educated and arti-
culate Negroes the boiling point is .soon reached when
they find in their own ranks, dark-skinned syncophants
and opportunists, who use the "politics of race" in the
Swath to seek place, money, and acceptance among the
forces of reaction and racial proscription.
It is hoped that the studects who joined forces with
those who advocate forthright action in showing their
disapproval of the "Uncle Tom-ism" which has too much
dominated the climate of Southern Negro college camnus-
es, will continue their education, buoyed by the inner feel-
ing that they have been true to themselves, and have
done their part in dramatizing the Negro's protest against
back-street citizenship and status.
Finally, we salute Dr. J. R. Otis, president of Alcorn,
who lost his job because he supported the moral stand,
taken by his student body.
Already in poor health and ready to resign after eight
years at the institution, he goes not as a craven anti
cowardly leader but in greater glory, which if untarnish-
ed, will live in history.
Group McGhee
out of the way to be discour-
teous. We expect the police to be
sort of fair. We can't conceive
of one of them using profanity to
a white woman."
"It sours your stomach," Rev.
Browning said. "for someone
yeunger to call you boy.
"If this was just one isolated
case there would not be cause for
alarm, but some of the things
now begin to take on a pattern."
Following this line of thought
Rev. Norsworthy asked if the po-
lice department is out to intimi-
date the Negro en masse.
He said they are able to make
arrests of national name figures,
even when some are armed, but,
as in a cited case in Orange
Mound, a nude, fleeing Negro is
shot in the back of the head.
Commissioner Armour said
there are a different set of facts
to each of such cases. He said the
police's reaction is sometimes
guided by a "mental telepathy"
on his part and that of the sus-
pect.
He said many of them are set-
tled through grand juries and not
by any one individual.
"We have got here, whether we
believe it or not, a serious ra-
cial problem, and we are trying
to solve it without any 'whorls
explosion," the Commissioner
said.
He said all the officers are
preached courtesy- over and over.
Both Negro and white officers
are suspended for mistreating
either Negro or white persons
Mr. Wilson stated that the weak-
nesses in the police department
are like sitting on a burning saw-
dust pile, and should be eliminat-
ed.
At the close of the hearing Re-v.
Owen said he thought much had
been accomplished by it.
Predicting that "Memphis is
going to show the way (on the
racial issue) to the rest of the
country," Mr. Scott urged Comm.
Armour to "call us all in when-
ever them problems arise."
Atty. Estes tiplained, "with the
hope that justice would be dune
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(Continued From Page 1)
session in Mound Bayou.
A statement from the council
said:
"We have launched this drive
to assure the ousted students
of the opportunity to further
their education and on the be-
half of civil rights for Negroes
throughout the state of Missis-
sippi.
The council reported that pri-
vate institutions "have been most
considerate" in opening their doors
to the students. Those named in
eluded Rust and M. I. college in
Holly Springs and Tougaloo co-
ege at Tougaloo, Miss.
All are accredited institutions,
the council stated.
It estimated that approximate-
ly 300 of the students who were
attending Alcorn were on schol-
arship. ,
The Tri-State Defender will
serve as the public relations
agency for the Council's cam.
paler', giving the nation t Is e
facts about the case. It will
accept funds from contributors
and deposit the money in the
Tri-State Bank of Memphis.
All persons interested in aid-
ing the highly deserving stu-
dents should send donations to
THE REGIONAI, COUNCIL OF
NEGRO LEADERSHIP STU-
DENT FUND, C-0 Trl-c'ete De-
fender, 236 S. Wellington, Mem-
phis, Tenn.
The council also announced
that it will seek to send two of
the students on a speaking tour.
The, trouble at Alcorn was the'
third instance of student unrest
or disappointment in recent
weeks at state-supported Negro
colleges in Mississippi. Students
of Jackson State college were re-
ported to he preparing protests
against college board instructions
that the school's basketball team
be withdrawn from the NCAA
tournament to avoid playing
white teams. About 146 students
at Mississippi Vocational college
at Itta Bena in the Delta, boycott-
ed classes Feb. 22, demanding
more student government. They
returned before' the day ended.
When Alcorn opened Monday
morning under its new president,
J. D. Boyd, there was still no
clear cut decision of the status of
l'rof. King. Ile was not mention-
ed in an announcement Monday
by the college board.
Prof. King said at Hazelhurst
he would not be at Alcorn Mon-
day. lie said Prof. Boyd had fired
him as of Monday morning.
But both President Boyd and
H. G. Carpenter, president of the
state college board, denied Prof.
King had been fired.
Gov. J. P. Coleman has given
no reason why Dr. Otis was fired
ad close to the time he was to
retire, due to illness.
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where boys fighting in the Tri
State meet usually sharpen up.
Coach Ridblatt took 14 boys to
Jackson, came hack with 13 wins.





Plans for a Leadership Train-
ing school have been announced
for Bloomfield Baptist church, of
123 S. Parkway, W., for March
18-22.,
Rev. L. S. Biles, pester of
Terrell, popular churchmar, will
lead the school, with Mr. Terrell
serving as dean.
Each instructor is certified by
the International Council of Chur•
ches, through the Department of
Christian Education of the Nation-
al Baptist Convention Incorporat-
ed. The school has been accredit-%1
ed by the same agency.
Courses and instructors include:
Mrs. Helen Matthews. "Under-
standing Our Pupils"; Mr. Ter- ,
cell, "Choral Directing T e c 11- `P
niques"; Rev. W. C. Holmes..
"Christian Evangelism": Mrs. B.
"D. Robinson, "The Work ef the 
Children's Division"; Mrs. Mary
Lee Robinson, "The Youth Fel-
lowship"; Mrs. Ruby L. Biles,
"Helping Young Peoples Develop
Christian Beliefs;" Mr. Clillon
Satterfield, "Men's Work in the
Church:" Mr. R. A. Washington,
"The Work of the Ushers".
Classes are scheduled for each
night from 7:30 to 10 p.m. Reg-
istration will be held Monday,
March 18 from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m,
Inspirational speakers and spir-
itual devotion periods will feature
each evening of the school ses-
sions.
He took Gerald Meore, 112; Ce-
cil Boyd, 118; aleGhee, 12e; Aar- .
on Hackett 135; James Webb, 147.
Willie Dallas, 160; Garrett, 175,
and Boy Rayfer, heavyweight.
ALABAMA CHAMPS
McGhee, Hackett, Webb a n d
Moore won against heavy compe-
tition. This made them Alabama
state champions, gave them a
passport to Chicago. Joe Holt. a
novice, went along, also.
Hackett lost his third fight; Holt
was stopped his second time out;
Moore was beaten in the quarter
finals, and Webb lost a split de-
cision to Joe Shaw, international
champion who fought in the Olym-
pics at Australia.
Meanwhile, McGhee kept plug-
ging away, two fights a night. ,
COACH PRAISED
Monday he met Rex Agin, of
Zanesville. Ohio, and Louis Eggles-
ton, of Detroit. Tuesday night he
drew a bye. Wednesday night, the
big .night, he outpointed T a m
Lewis of Cincinnati in the semi-
finals. Then he took on 21-year-
old George Reiter, of Minneapo-
lis for the championship and aft-
er a slow start in which he miss-
ed quite a few, started finding
the mark and went on to victory.
Back home, McGhee said "We
probably would not have been able
to fight at all had it not been for
Mr. Ridblatt. He is agouti
coach and a lot of help to us. He's
a real good man to have in your
corner."
McGhee lives with his mother,
Mrs. A. M. McGhee, a Klondyke
school teacher, at 588 Stephens pl.
He has a sister, Annie Carmen,
12 and a brother, Robert wcatiey,
19. His father, the late Prof R.
W. McGhee, was a teacher at
Booker T. Washington High
school.
McGhee says he wants to be
a chemical engineer but hos not
selected a college as yet.
Son
a
(Continued From Page 1)
chairman of the U. S. Parole
Board and the first Negro to servo
as a member, succeeds the late
Judge William A. Ekwall on the
Custom bench. Married and the
father of four children, the new
judge must be confirmed by the
U. S. Senate,
NASHVILLE NATIVE
Born at Nashville, Tenn., the 4e-
year-old Richardson is a grad-
uate of the University of Illinois
with degrees of bachelor of arts
and master of arts. He received
his law degree from Howard unie
versity in 1937 and at one time
served as dean of the Lincoln line
iversity Law School in St. Louis,
Mo. •
He was admitted to the bar
the states of Illinois and Missouri...I
From 1943 to 1944 Richardson was
a senior attorney in the office of
Price Stabilization in Washingloe
and was named to the Parole
Board by the Eisenhower admin.
istration.
Richardson was endorsed for the




(Continued From Page 1)
tended an invitation to toe Monk
gomery leader to visit the White
Hou se .
The Greek letter groups are p
senttng Rev. King in a public p
gram here because they feel he
can bring enlightenment and in-
spiration to this community in
its desire for enjoyment of rights
decreed by the highest court of
the "land.
The dance presented on Friday
evening, April 19 in the Hippo-
drome will be a cooperative at.
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WHERE EVERY DAY IS SDOLLARS DAY
350 MONROE AT WELLINGTON
Come as you are and bring the whole family — Where one dollar does the work of three
"Nothing Over One Dollar"
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by Z. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Two Kings: One Many Don't Want!
' We've had two Kings to rise
among us in the current struggle
for full freedom and justice. One
through great moral leadership
struck off a shackle of injustice
in the "Cradle of the Confeder-
acy" through non-violence; gave
hope and inspiration to millions
of darker peoples throughout the
world that eventually true democ-
racy will prevail; and, brought
respect and dignity, and a new
concept to the plight of the Ne-
gro. That astute leader, as you
know, is Martin Luther King, of
Montgomery, Ala.
' Within the past few days anoth-
er King has risen among us. He
may be likened to Dathan, a char-
acter in the great cinema "The
Ten Commandments", who had
no conpunction about seizing an
Opportunity which would advance
his own selfish interest.
This King ifs Prof. Clemmon
King, of Alcorn Agricultural and
Mechanical college, w h o hails
from Albans:. Ga. The 36-year-old
professor, who had been at Alcorn
only six months, was from eels
tam indications, sold by someone
in Mississippi on the idea of writ.
ing a series of articles criticizing
the NAACP. That was the first
blunder. The next in the unfor-
tunate situation is that he *rote
the series for the Jackson State
Times, which reflects the typical
concept of Mississippians.
The history-making (history-
making because it happened in
Mississippi) explosion over Prof.
ring's views came from an un-xpected source — unexpected to
the professor and certainly to
many throughout the nation. The
student body, of approximately
585 rose up and demanded that he
resign. Further, as of last Satur-
day, the 86-year-old institution
was on the verge of closing its
doors, as a result of the exodus of
students from the college, after
•Flennon Ring persisted in staying
,on the job.
The students' reaction to Prof.
,King's political expediency and
his ideas about t h e NAACP is
proof positive that the South has
a NEW NEGRO. This is heart-
warming and inspiring. It is the
M sotwholesome evidence of pro-
gress toward full democracy to
come out of Missjosippi since the
infamous Till case.
We are fully aware of the fact
that there are Negroes who do not
subscribe to the principles and
policies of the NAACP. But by and
large they have the horse sense
to keep silent at least when it
comes to the press. These same
persons realize that their well-be-
ing has been enhanced through
the efforts of the NAACP.
We concede that Prof. King had
a perfect right to air his views
but not under conditions which
would reflect on anyone but him.
self. It is hoped that the Alcorn
situation will be an object lesson
to those who might be inclined
or persuaded to persue a similar
course as Prof. King. Ho is
branded for life. His usefulness as
a leader currently and moulder of
youth is at an end except where
he can be exploited by the foes
of freedom and justice for the Ne-
gro.
So, we have two Kings: One a
symbol of modern day progress.
The other a symbol of Uncle Tom.
Bias Rule Hits
Jackson State college, of Jack-i
son, Miss, was forced to drop out'
of the NCAA basketball tourna-
ment last week because of ruling
on bias passed by the state's leg-
islature last year.
The college has a 24-4 record
this season and would have had
to meet either South Dakota -.mi.
versity, South Dakota State or
Monmouth, Ill.
Jacob L. Reddix, president of
the college stated that the board
had advised him to withdraw be-
cause of its ruling that "state in-
stitutions of higher learning shall
Marian Anderson To Give Concert Swing!er Quits
At LeMoyne's Bruce Hall, March 28 Post At YMCA Students Strike;The Abe Scharff Branch YMCA,
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
&it, Mar. 16, 1957
Currently on her annual coast -
to-coast tour of the U. S. under
the direction of Impressive S.
Hurok, Marian Anderson, the great
American contralto, will appear
in concert at C. Author Bruce
Hall, LeMoyne college in Memphis
on March 28, under the sponsor-
ship of Baptist Industrial college
A maker of headlines for nearl:,
two decades, Miss Anderson was
front-page news again a year ago
as the first of her race ever to
sing with the Metropolitan Opera.
Last fall the attention of the mu-
sic world was focused on the pub-
lication of her autobiography,
"My Lord What A Morning!" and
its appearance in installments in
The Woman's Home Companion.
STATE DEPT. TOUR
Miss Anderson returned to the
U. S. in November following a
three-months' tour of Europe
which included appearances in
West Berlin for the U. S. State
Department.
In the last three years the artist
has sung in Japan, Korea, Israel,
North Africa and South America
as well as in the U. S. and Can-
ada.
In Paris last spring her con-
,•erts were so crowded that the
critics had to sit on the stairs.
So great was the reception for her
in Israel that in gratitude she
established a scholarship fund for
young Israeli vocalists.
It was in Europe that the con-
tralto first began a career unique
in musical history. Toscanini,
hearing her in Salzburg, said
voice like yours is heard once in
a hundred years." In Finland. Si-
belius, the world-famous compos-
er, exclaimed: "The roof of my
house is too low for your voice!"
S. Hurok, hearing Miss Ander-
son in Paris, persuaded her to
return to the U. S. for her mem-
orable New York reappearance.
not participate in national athlet-
ic tournaments under the pres-
ent conditions."
The students of the college, who
were naturally disappointed, made
plans to draft a letter of protest
to the college board.
This was the second develop-
ment in the week reflecting Ne-
gro students' disapproval of seg-
regation. The other case involved
Akan' college, where the ma-
jority of the student body left
over an issue involving the N. A.
A. C. P.
One of the most celebrated of Millions more know her through! of 254 S. Lauderdale, is without I
fore more than 5,000.000 persons I ings on the RCA Victor label. 
living artists, Miss Anders 
the post for one year said in his
performed scone L450 concerts be•I pearances and her many record- Lewis' O. Swingler, who held 
.d •on has her broadcasts, her television ap an executive secretary.. 
letter of resignation March 3 to
E. L. Whittington, general secre-
tary of the Metropolitan YMCA,
that he wished to give up the job
because the "position of executive
secretary does call for an indi-
vidual who by professional train-
ing would more effectively fill the
exacting requirements thanl
could possibly du at this time."
During the past 25 years Mr:
Swingler served as editor of the
Memphis World and then as edi-
tor of the Tri-State Defender. He
stated it is his plan to return to
the field of journalism.
A graduate of the University
of Nebraska, Mr. Swingler had
some experience with YMCA work.
Last summer he took a course of
study. If he had remained in the
local position he would have been
required to do further study.
Mr. Swingler succeeded well -
known Chris Roulliac, who is now
executive secretars of the Ger-
mantown branch YMCA in l'hil-
adelphia, Pa.
Efforts are being made to em-
ploy a fully qualified and exper-
ienced man to head Abe Scharff
branch.
MARIAN ANDERSON
ALCORN, Miss. — Dr. J. D. Boyd, new president ot
Alcorn A and M college, arrived on the campus Monday
morning to take over the office of Dr. J. R. Otis, who wait
fired Saturday in the wake of a student walkout.
A member of state college board said Prof. Clennai
King, whose anti-NAACP remarks 
touched off the student strike
"had not been fired" and is sub- 
college or Rust college.
The school was htt fly a 100 perject to recall, cent walkout last week by students







promising not to strike. He said
they could reenter "on terms of
the college and not their own."
There was no indication of the
number of students returning to
I 
to resign if the students would re-the campus. 
turn to school, lie was turnedMeanwhile, the Mississippi Re- 
gimlet Council of Negro Leader- 
down and still is a member of the
ship has launched a campaign for
$100,000 to aid students who might
not be able to return to Alcorn
or attend other state colleges.
Approximately 300 of the stu-
dents were on scholarships They
can enroll in one of the state's




TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — (INS)—
The State Supreme court dealt
Florida integration forces a sting-
ing blow by challenging a decision
of the U. S. Supreme Court and
denying a Negro entry to the Uni-
versity of Florida law school.
The Florida court voted 5-2
against immediately admitting 48-
year-old Virgil Hawkins to the all-
white school, despite a ruling by
the U. S. Supreme court last year
that Hawkins should be admitted
without delay.
The Florida tribunal said it could
not conceive that the U. S. Su-
preme court "would hold that the
highest court of a sovereign state
does not have the right to control
the effective date of its own dis-
cretionary process."
Hawkins has been trying since
1948 to win entry to the law school
and his case has become a symbol
for the integration movement in
Florida.
Francisco Rodriquez of Tampa,
Fla., Attorney for the NAACP,
said he was not as concerned with
the ruling itself "as the thinking
it seems to represent."
He said there "seems to be a
current throught that the Hawkins
and other segregation cases on file
were brought for the purpose of
strife."
Rodriquez pointed out that "ju-
dicial review is the only way to
test the validity of laws," and
added: "If we ever get to the
point where we start criticizing
the practice of judicial review,
we will have cut at the very foun-
dations of our democracy."
He criticized the NAACP and de-
clared there should be more Ne-
groes of the "Uncle Tom" type.
King, himself a Negro, offered
faculty.
In the articles, King. a history
teacher, accused the NAACP of
destroying race relations in the
South. In one of them, he summed
up his opinion of the organization
by saying:
"Perhaps the.NAACP is the Na-
tional Association for the Agitation
of Colored People after all." Otis,
prior to the meeting, issued a
statement which said:
". . . .,The students insisted
that their grievances against Prof.
King did not result directly from
the point of view which he ex-
pressed in the newspaper articles,
but from their resentment of his
drawing the school into this highly
controversial (segregation) issue.
The student protest was intensified
when it was learned that Prof,
King had written letters which
were published in the official pa-
per of the (Jackson) White Citi-
zens Council . ."
3 New Oil Fields
URBANA, Ill. — (INS) — The
state geological survey has re-
vealed that three new oil fields
and one new gas field were iii-
covered in Illinois to 7ebruary.
The new gas field was die.
covered in Adams county. The
new oil fields are located in Per-
ry. Williamson and Saline count-
ies. The estimated production for
February was 6,519.000 barrela:'„.
FREE PARKING
Or Ride
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per-visor; Mrs. Myrtle Shaw, sec-
retary Mrs. Amantha Steele, as-
sistant secretary; Mrs. Henr y
My, treasurer; Mrs. Lydye
Stokely, social committee chair- zant won All-District medals for
man, and Mn. E. M. Hemby, sick outstanding playing during the
serlrffitttee. season. Awards were presented by
Other members are Mrs. E. Dr. Richmond Davis, president of
James, Miss L Helton *rid Mrs. State Athletic Association, and Dr. Joseph Allen.
kpiA. Davis. G. J. Hawns. The lettermen received gold
Guests present were Mrs. Marie And speaking of awards and out- footballs and shoulder emblems,
Crawford. Henry Day, Mr. and standing achievements . . . the they are: Cecil Twillie, Cato
Mrs. L. A. Hawkins and Mrs. Wil- Lincoln High football squad . . . Brooks, Hayfield Black, Melvin
lie B. White. those mighty Tigers, who have Mc Allister, Thurman Vanzant,
Olin Shurn, James Neal, A. J.
Swift and Coach hi 0. Sivings-
ton.
The Eleventh Ilam and Egg
Show was held last week at Lin-
coln High school. The women and
4-H girls exhibited 79 items of
LITERARY ALCOVE
This is the first of a series olf JOURNEY INTO THE
concepts by Dr. James Alpheus DREAM WORLD
Butler, chairman of the Division
of English and Literary Philoso-
phies, Mississippi Industrial col-




The Leisurecraft Bookshop lists
new books that indicate a path to
the area of Culture and the Arts.
The Bookshop received this week
from the American Book Compa-
ny of New York a beautifully -
bound volume of 20th Century Lit-
erature. Perhaps the most inter-
esting section of this book is de-
voted to the presentation of the
beliefs we should live by and is
entitled "The Art Of Living".
Among the authors presenting
these Principles and Philosophies
are Saint Matthew, Edward Fitz-
gerald, Epicurus, Lin Yutang and
Irwin Edman. The selection
Mississippi Industrial college
scholars are preparing to pre-
sent during the spring of 1957 a
new Literary and Musical In-
terlude. "The title of the Inter-
lude is 'Journey Into the Dream
World" and will be derived from
the lines:
"A pleasing land of drowsy.
bead it was
Of dreams that wave before
the half•shut eye:
And of gay castles in the
clouds that pass,
Forever flushing round a sum-
mer sky.''
During the Interlude the lines
"— and now Mr. Fiddler will you
play Music for a Pleasant Day?"
will be followed by Literary Art
Creation Pantomimes and Presen-
tations and Melodies for the Lyre,
the Violin, the Guitar and the
canned meats, eggs, lard and
homemade soap. The men and 4-H
boys exhibited 17 products includ-
ing cured hams, shoulders, mid-
dlings and breakfast bacon.
Neal Wade and B. C. Williams
judged the men's and boys' ex-
hibits. Mrs. Alvah Smith, presi-
dent of the Home Demonstration
Council had charge of the wom-
en's division with Mrs. Odell Sykes
assisting. Lot Spight and Andrew
Cothran had charge of the men's
exhibit.
The St. Luke AME church ACE
League sponsored a "Pre-Season"
Tea at the lovely home of Mrs.
Ezzie Jackson last week. Miss
Elizabeth Frierson is president
and Mrs. Pauline Smith, supervi-
sor, Rev. H. Scott, pastor.
Mrs. Geraldine Johnson of Phila-
delphia. Pa., is visiting friends
and relatives in Forrest City and
other points in Arkansas. Mrs.
Johnson is the daughter of the late
J. H. Blount, Sr.
ON THE SICK LIST
L. C. Bohannon is recuperating
from an operation in a Memphis
hospital.
Mrs. Doris Owens and Mrs. Le-
ona Barnett, teachers at Stewart
School, are out of school because
of illness at this writing.
Rosenwald Bearcats
Down Ripley, 43-33
The hard-playing Corinth High
school girls eased a 33-32 score
over Rosenwald Girls. Lanky An.:
nie Ruth Hearn set the top scor-
ing mark at 24, divided into 11
field goals and 2 free throws.
Sensational James Hubbard guid.
ed the daring Bearcats on to a
43-33 victory over the Corinth Yet
low Jackets. Hubbard. top rank-
ing forward, hit 16 points to col.
led t high scoring honors In the
Sharpshooting sophomore center
Joe Turnstall racked up 12 points
to gain honors for himself as sec
Lute. ond high point man.
Home Troubles Often Lead To Job
Problems; Family Service Can Help
By ATTY. B. F. JONES
Member Advisory And Case
Committee Family Service of
Memphis
At the meeting of the Advisory
and Case Committee of Family
Service, on Wednesday, March 6,
I began thinking of the many ways
in which Family Service benefits
Post No. 17
Sets Party
In observance of the 39th birth-
day of the American Legion, first
organized in Paris, France just
after World War I, Autress Rus-
sell Post No. 27 will have a party
March 18 at the Foote Homes cen-
ter, beginning at 8 p.m.
All members of the post and its
auxiliary are invited to attend and
to bring their guests. There will
be no admission and refreshments
will be served. A cake from the
auxiliary will be presented the :
post.
Veterans who are non-members
of the American Legion can pay
dues at the door if they wish to
come and bring along guests. Dues
are $5.50,
Commander Grover C. Burson
urges every veteran to sign up
as a legionaire.
the community as well as the in-
I thought of the troubled men
and women who visit my offcie
and those of other attorneys for
legal advice. Sometimes a man
whose job it is to drive in heavy
traffic has a series of vehicle vi-
olations. I can try to help him
with these as they occur. But with
too many home worries on his
mind they may keep happening.
That is when the skilled coun-
selling of Family Service would
be called upon.
THOUGHTS OF FAMILY ..
All of us know when a man
goes to work, thoughts about his
faintly go with him — for better
or for worse. If his home life is
happy, he is likely to be a better-
adjusted, more productive em-
ployee. But is his family or per-
sonal life is not happy, his wor-
ries are apt to show up on the
job.
If he quarrels with his wife in
the morning, or if his teen-age
son has slammed out of the house
in a rage the night before, or if,
with all the figuring in the world,
he can't poke ends meet, a man
cannot give his best to his job.
Problems such as these, a n d
many others connected with per-
sonal or family living, can fre-
quently be solved if expert, ob-
ective help is obtained in time.
Family Service of Memphis of-
fers such expert help and is a
community resource which you
want to use.
In all jobs it takes only a split
second for something to go wrong,
to cause an accident or stop pro-
duction. Such was the case of
Mike Webster. His foreman call-
ed Family Service not long ago
— "I'd hate to lose Mike. He's a
good worker, but he can't ''See7ii to
keep his mind on the job and
makes too many mistakes. Fam-
ily troubles, 1 think. I hope lett
come- up there and talk with
you."
Mike Webster did come to Fam-
ily Service. He'd always taken
good care of his family, but late-
ly they'd had a chain of bad
breaks — his wife's illness hung
on and on — the children were
in trouble at school — creditors
were pressing him—his paycheck
didn't cover expenses. At work
each day his mind kept turning
over and over all the things that
were wrong at home. Now, he
guessed the next step would be
losing his job. What would hap-
pen to him — to his family —
then?
It was a relief to Mr. Webster
to face his worries squarely at
Family Service and start figuring
out what could be done. On the
job his mind was freerer from
tension than it had b e e n in
months.
With the help the Websters start-
ed solving their problems — prop-
er medical care for the wife so
she could regain her strength—
work with the teacher on those
school problems — consolidation
of debts to make one regular ,•
monthly payment — mapping out
sticking to a brolly budget.
New ability to ha..dle his fam-
ily's affairs has added to Mr.
Webster's competence on the joh.
Family troubles can coins' to
everyone of us — to worker and
employer alike. It's good economy
to start working early on any
worry that is getting us down—
whether with an ailing marriage,
a child's behavior, poor money
management, or the strain illness
puts upon a family. .
And its good to know there's
a source of help at hand. If you
know someone who needs person-
a! or family counselling, 1 hope
You will tell them about our agen-
cy. Appointments are easy to
make. Family Service is as near
as your phone. JAckson 5-1681.
CHURCH
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62 N. FRONT ST.
(Next to King Cotton Hotel)
PHONE JA 5-9826
On its home court Rosenwald has
won all of its games including the
NCAC championship games be-
tween Rosenwald and New Albany.
The Bearcats snatched the semi-
finals from Ripley with a score
of 67-33 which gave them the priv
liege to go on to the finals against
New Albany. They romped over
them with a score of 84-57. New.
Albany girls took the champion-
ship by beating Ripley girls.
The Bearcats will go to Leland
Saturday to vie for the Northern
Zone Championship and the chance
to go to the State tournament in
I Jackson.
from Saint Matthew is entitled ismilmilimillaiimilimmonsimonnimminiiiimminsimpal
"The Sermon on the Mount", the la
selections from Fitzgerald a r e •
stanzas from "The Rubaiyat". Ep- 1.1
icurus explains that the First Good MI
is Pleasure, Lin Yutang of China 111
tells of Happiness and Irwin NI
Edman, author of "Arts and the •
Man" presents principles and phi-
losophies for the Good Way of In
Living. The poem by Dr. Edman
entitled 'Flowers for a Profes •-
sor's Garden of Verses" is espe- 11111
dally good.
Recently the editor of "The Lit-
erary Alcove" published a volume
entitled "Flowers from a Garden
of Poetry." 40 Modern Authors
including the editor a pee a r
In this publication. In his Liter-
ary Art Creation entitled "Flow-
ers from a Professor's Garden
of Verses", Dr. Edman prescrioes
a charming Art Doctrine follow-
ing trends in Matthew Arnold and
John Ruskin in which the prin-
ciples and creeds presented are
always sure to keep scholars







Irving Ferman, Washington rep- MI
resentative of the American Civil
ACL Union Hears
Report On Rights
Liberties Union, will report "Pros-
pects for Civil Rights Legislation
in the Present Congress" at a
meeting of the Illinois ACLU
OBERSON' U.UI•
576 Vance Avenue
Get Your Grade A Large Eggs For 25c
When You Trade $2.00 or More
Bring Coupon With You
Coupon Expires March 20
NU-LA-GRADE-A-LARGE
1111
Board of Directors, Thursday, at
12.15 p In. at the YMCA, 19 S. Lr-
•
Robert T. Drake. ACLU chair- •









with this coupon—One Coupon Per Customer
A TRI—STATE DEFENDER




The first annual queen of the
Valentine Tea sponsored in con-
nection with the Memphis Cot-
ton-Makers Jubilee, with Dick
Cane Cole as director, is Miss
Earline Juanita White, of Manas-
sas High, now a candidate for
Miss Jubilect.
' Miss White garnered the honor
In a tciket-selling competition over
Misses Bonnie West, of Melrose;
Ruth Ann Meade, of Leath; Lor-
raine Davis, of Florida Street
school; Thomasine Davi s, of
Porter Junior High; Mary Eve-
lyn Blaydes, of LaRose and Cora
Lewis, of Lester.
' Cole, WLOK deejay who also
runs the Platter Party for teen-
agers at the YMCA, announced
the annual Valentine tea as "an-
other way of entertaining t h e
young and of getting them inter-
ested in their duties to a pro-
tect that is entertaining and edu-
cational plus giving them t h e
chance to develop something of
their own."
This year's queen is a member
Of the speech department of Ma-
glasses, secretary of the honor so-
ciety, assistant secretary of the
Double Ten society, a majorette,
vice president of the Speakers and
Writers club, secretary of the Ma-
jor Study club, parliamentarian of
the Student Council, assistant ed-
itor of the Manassas Newsette
and a member of the senior choir.
She was crowned by Bill Si-
Mons of the Gladiators.
Afterwards, Queen Earline was
serenaded by six different groups;
The Five Rubies, the Tinos, the
Monteclairs, the Quails, the Mat-
adors and Gladiators. -
Leath Social
Club Installs
The Leath Social Service club
mot at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Y. Joyner, of 142 Austin,
with Mrs. Joyner as hostess. Of-
ficers of the club were installed Basketball season officially end- held the State championship for
by Mrs. Thelma Taylor. ed last week, when the last state three consecutive years ('54-'55-
They are: tournament was held in Pine Bluff. '56) were presented tangible evi,
Mrs. Mary Taylor, re . elected Lincoln High school teams played dence of their excellence, recently.
president; Mrs. Lela McCiellom, well aR during the season with The first year lettermen recived
vice ?resident; Mrs. L. Hazily, su- the senior boys and junior girls The first year lettermen received
sweaters, they are: Lafayette Twit-
lie, Jesse Twillie, Robert Britt-
num, William Tabron, James W.
Johnson, Thomas Montgomery,
Wayman Starks, John H. Watson,
Clarence Jones, Bobby Pye, Verlon
Williams, Willie Dorsey, John Gar-
rett, Joe Louis Nash and Coach
FIGHTERS FOR FREEDOM
linked hands last Saturday
night when the Memphis
NAACP branch kicked off its
annual membership drive with
Jackie Robinson, former
Brooklyn Dodger star as guest
speaker. In top photo Robin•
son, third from left, is seen
with Atty. H. T. Lockard, local
NAACP president; Mrs. Daisy.
Lampkin, co-chairman of the
Freedom Fund chairmaned
this year by Robinson, and
Rev. David S. Cunningham,
chairman of the Memphis
branch membership drive for
5,000 photo, left to right are:
Lt. George W. Lee, a program
speaker; Atty. Loekard, Rob.
inson, Dr. J. E. Walker, who
reported on life memberships,
and A. Mace° Walker, who
presented Robinson Lower
photo shows some of the more
than 3,000 who turned out at
Mason's Temple for the Satur-
day night program. (Withers
Photo)
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
Sr LOC/YAW/A J. CLARK
winning the second place trophy in
the District AAA Conference held
here.











MONEY FOR YOUR CHURCH
WITH QUALITY STAMPS
A "down payment" of just
50 books of Quality Stamps
will DELIVER . . . with the
balance of the cost taken
tare of through regular
payments of Quality
Stamps!
Just get EVERY member of
your organization started
saving Quality Stamps on a
regular basis . . . It's EASY
to accomplish, for MORE
Mid•South firms give Qual-
ity Stamps than any other
kind!
Quality Stamps . . . the Mid-
South's FAVORITE Gift










way to obtain a wonderful
Hammond Organ or a
magnificent STEINWAY




Lenten season is a most inspir-
ing season for housewives who
use Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour and Jack Sprat white
corn meal, for they are always
so easily adjusted to any sea-
son, as well as meal of the day.
For meatless days nothing is
nicer or more tempting to a








2 tablespoons pimento chopped
1 cup tuna
1 cup Green Peas
1 can mushroom soup
Roll out biscuit dough in rect-
angular shape—Butter and Roll
up like jelly roll: Mix other
ingredients and pour into 11/2 qt.
casserole. Cut dough in slices
and place whirls on tuna mix-
ture. Bake in 375 degree F.
oven 15 to 20 minutes until
brown. Serve hot with your
favorite fruit or tossed salad.




• Opportunity to show the world
their excellent talent was given to these young star performers on
3 recent edition of the Big Stars' show over 50,000 watt WDIA
This fine group Includes talented members of the 11th grade class
at Booker T. Washington High School, a special group from St.
Augustine High School. and two students from Antioch Kindergar
ten. Every Saturday Is opportunity for Memphis and mid south
Youths as the Rig star food stores present young stars of tomorrow
on this popular show which has now been on the air for years.
The program is heard each Saturday at 11:30 over powerful 50.000
watt Vi'DIA. If you would like an audition • try out for the Big
Star show, contact WDIA. Pictured above left to right: James P
Taylor, Gloria Massey, Sammy Burnett, Barbara Griffin, James
Wray. Second row; Charles Howell, Aubrey Porter, John Ryas,































































































































I high score. This gave her a
choice of schools in which to
seek training for a career. She
chose a business career and en-
tered school at Henderson Busi-
ness college in Memphis to re-
ceive her training. While at Hen-
derson she obtained employment
at the Tri-State Defender where
she served until accepting the In-
dianapolis position.
Coming to Memphis as a virtual
unknown, Miss Lawrence quickly
and easily integrated herself into
the life of the city. She was par-
ticularly interested in religious ac-
tivities, and became a valued
member of Pentecostal church on
Wellington, where she served as
a Sunday School teacher a n d
youth leader.
Her mother and several broth-
ers and sisters still reside in Tren-
ton. She left to begin her work
la Indianapollt last week.
4411/S
MISS JUBILECT CANDID.—
ATES—The winner of the Miss
Jubfleet title will be presented
at the big show, King Cotton
Jumps Sharp, at Ellis audi-
torium, Friday night, March
23, from a group of some 25
candidates. This will be a
glamourous addition to an al-
ready fabulous show. Candid-
ates seen here, left to right,
are: Misses Doris Cowans, of
Booker T. Washington; Lois
Hampton, of Hamilton; JoAnn
Mayo, of Si, Augustine; Bar-
bara Griffin, of Booker T.;
Juilece Odom, of Bats ett's
Chapel, and Katie Ward, of
Barrett' chapel. Other can-
didates include Misses Mildred
Hampton, Emize Taylor, Hel-
en Taylor, Juanita Stokes, Bil-
lie Jones, NaLue Bowden. Ear.
line White, Gerthena Hobbs,
Marie Wilder, Doris Tolbert,
Esther MIL Bonnie West, I.a-
vetta Glover B. Johnson and
Barbara Waters. (Withers Pho-
to)
RECEIVES AWARD F 0 R
COMMUNITY SERVICA —
William F. Nabors, Coca Cola
Bottling Company represents-
First Look At Players
In Semi-Pro League
By ALEXANDER DELOACIS, JR.
It won't be long now before the
boys are back on the baseball dia-
oond again so here I am with
some news about the Semi-Pro
Baseball league teams and play-
'IS .
Last reason the Grays, managed
by Louis Cross, took the cham-
pionship.




Miss Cora Lawrence, a Tri-State
Defender clerical emplore f o r
more than three years, accepted
a new position last week with a
Christian missionary organization
in Indianapolis, Ind.
Miss Lawrence came to Mem-
phis four years ago from Trenton,
Tenn., her native home. A grad-
uate of the Trenton schools, Miss
Lawrence attended A & t State
University in Nashville. While
there she took a competitive ex-
amination with a student career
14)-
1). Doddie, won seven of their 20
games, to end up in sixth place
in league play.
Players who will certainly be
back this seascn are Pitcher D.
Lewis, Centerfielder Raymond
Turner, Third Baseman Clarence
Magune, First Baseman Novel
Turner and Catcher Henry Body.
Manager Doddie thinks his Ea-
gles may be able to move up
some this season.
• • •
The Black Caps, managed by
Willie Eslcride, won 10 of their
18 games last year. They placed
fourth in the first half and second
in the second half.
Coming back on the diamond
this season for the Black Caps
are Kerry Donkey, shortstop; Jim
Edwards, outfielder; Charlie How-
ard, catcher; James Clurie, third
baseman; Herman Thomas, pit-
cher, and Albert Lupher, pitcher.
Looking forward to getting four
new players who are coming up
from the VVDIA league, manager
Eskride is looking for a good
year.
* • •
The Klondyke Athletics a r
managed by Robert Shores. The
squad had a good season last year,
losing just six games out of 26
played.
They came in second in their
division in the first half and in
the second half knocked off Hard-
wood Flooring to capture the first
place.
Players with roles in helping
establish this record were Jesse
Brown, centerfielder, now starring
in basketball for the Geeter High
school; Freddie Warran, short-
stop; Joe Scott, outfielder; Charles
McClellan, third baseman; Sam
Parks, catcher:, Robert Jones,
first baseman; Dave Watkins, sec-
ond baseman, and Joseph Earl.
a pitcher lost to the U. S. Navy.
Another team with a good year
was the Memphis Trojans, man-
aged by Robert Harper. The team
played 18 games, losing just
four.
They finished in second place
in the first go round and tied with
Hunter Fan for first place in the
MISS CORA LAWRENCE second half.
Back for the Trojans this year
scholarship organization anti made will be Floyd Hitide, first base-
man: Calvin Griffin, short stop:
Eugene Anderson, third baseman:
Otis Jones, pitcher and John Carr-
die. outfielder.
The manager says he's expect.
ing to have a good year and
wl11 win in any division placed in.
The Hyde Park Indians are
managed by Fulton Suggs. Last
year they won 12 games and lost
six. The Indians wound up on top
in the first half and then bounced
hack after a slower second half to
defeat the Dermon Gems for the
championship of Division Three
These players will be back on
the 'diamond in 1957:
Willie Green, centerfield: Le-
roy llopkins, second baseman;
1•:rnest Bohwell, third baseman;
Roosevelt Bradley. outfielder
Robert Burnett, rightfielder, and
Willie Mitchell, first baseman.
Data on other teams will be
forthcoming next week.
five, presented Miss Erma Lee
Laws, president of the J-U-G's
Inc. an award for the outstand.
lag community service render-
ed by the organization. The
award was a large plaque
from Coca Cola Bottling Com-
pany of Memphis. Members of
.1-U-G's, Inc. are pictured with
other guests at the lavish Pre.
Lenten Charity Ball held last
Friday night at Club Ebony.
Seen left to right are Reginald
Morris, LeMoyne College art
Instructor, who prepared the
beautiful headdresses worn by
the 26 Living Ads, Mrs. Sarah
Chindlet, Mrs. Gwendolyn
Nash, Mrs. Gldria Weaver,
Miss Erma Lee Laws, west-
dent; William F. Nabors, pre-
tenting plaque to Miss Laws;
Dr. Carl E. Bookings, mein•
ber of the board of directors
of Les Passees; Miss Marie
Bradford, Miss Velma Lois
Jones, Mrs. Modean Thompson
and Mrs. Josephine Bridges.
Trud said Amerika portrayed
Arm-
plus Branch of the NANM is soon- 
T SchoolsThe Patrons club of the Meni• op strong, Duke Ellington and othersNegro jazz musicians Louis 
soring the appearance of Mr. The Administration at Nashville -smiling and dressed in the latest
Stone who in February appeared introduced a bill Friday which styled clothes, looking happy and
in successful concerts at Philadei. would s tfingehtestnudaednrsistsnionstarteequnirnet: prToshpeenroiutsa.'sked.
phia (Feb. 8), Chicago (Feb. 17), "But is all this
and Champaign, Ill., Feb. 25. versities and colleges, so, what freedom and priviliges
Mrs. Edna Redmond-Lovelace, House Speaker James L. Bo. does he actually have at home?"
of Jackson, Miss., is president of mar, of Shelbyville, said the bill 'FREEDOM FOR MONGRELS'
the southern region and will pre- is intended to deal with "crowded Trud said the question could best
apidaeno.over the meeting and the conditions at the colleges and un- be answered by citing an incident
elimination contest of voice and iversities and the constantly in- Feb. 19 in Knoxville, Tenn., when
creasing number of applicants for Armstrong played before an audi-
Students from throughout t h e admission. ence of 3,000. It said the hall was
South, such as New Orleans, Jack- He declined to comment on split into two sections for white
son, Miss., Columbus, Miss. and , whether the legislation could be and Negroes and bombs were ex-
Memphis are expected to take i used to impede integration of the ploded in the hall by "racist
part state-financed institutions of high- demonstrators." (Actually, t h e
The winners will be presented er learning.
on the evening program, April 27 STATE BOARD
and they will also be presented in The Proposed law would grant
contest at the national meeting in authority to the State Board of
Champaign in August. Some 1,000 Education to make rules and
in scholarships will be awarded regulations and prescribe require-
there. ments under which students could
The Memphis branch has or- be admitted to the state institu-
tions.
Eviucation leaders the nation
Theo. Stone 'Soviet Paper Says Race\ Sat Mar. 16 19" 5
DEFENDER
Sings Here Freedom Is 'Propaganda' C Of C Plans
April 27 The Soviet newspaper Trud has charged that free- sales Clinic
doom for Negroes in the United States exists only: in the
Theodore Charles Stone, dynam• pages of the "American propaganda publications" 
such
ic baritone and columnist of Chi- as Ameriko, according to an Associated Press release.
cago. will be featured ,in the Op- This was the official Soviet criticism of the State
era Gala which the Memphis Mu.  Department's Russian language
sic Association will present for monthly magazine since it resum-
Regional meeting of the National 
Scheme To Bar militi-as public concert during the South ed publication in Moscow last month simultaneously with 
AssoCiation of Negro Musicians. Students FromiI cation of the English language So-Inc., at LeMoyne college Satur- viet magazine in the United States.
day, April 27 at 8 p.m.
gamed a youth department of
students in voice and piano and
these students will be eligible for over have expressed interest in
the contest. Teachers of music are
invited to join the branch and to
enter their children in the depart- to meet the rising enrollment
ment.
Student ages for this depart• problems.illtheSt re is speculation about
the bill in Nashville. Some feel it
may be a means of extending
the screen-test-type exam. Mem-
phis State college has successful-
ly used in turning away all Ne-
A junior department, students gro candidates at the graduate
between three and IS, meet at level.
STEP-DOWN PLAN
The college, after gaining Fed-
eral District Court approval of
a step-down plan of desegrega-
tion, adopted the screen-test exam
for graduate students. The step-
down plan recently was overturn-
ed by the Sixth Circuit Court of
Anneals.
Presently, state supported col-
leges and universities are requir-
ed to admit any student graduat-
ing from a high school accredit-
ment are 16 through 25. They meet
at Owen Junior college the sec-
ond and fourth Sundays at 4 p.m.
under direction of Mrs. Dorothy
G rah a as.
the McCleave Studios at the same
time, under direction of Omer
Robinson
When the new Charles O'Neal
drama, "Praise House," opened
in San Francisco, in the cast were
the wife and six-year-old daugh-
ter of Richard McCleave, son of
Dr. and Mrs. B. F. McCleave.
He now resides in Los Angeles.
Star of the play is• Louise Beav-
ers.
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Hall, of
San Francisco, arc proud parents
of an eight-pound baby daughter'. cians, who died in New York on
Mrs. Hall is the former Miss Tit. Feb. 25, was funeralized from Be•
litha Owens, daughter of Mrs. rean Baptist church, Chicago,
Gladys Owens-Johnson. daughter March 2. She was the devoted
of Dr. and Mrs. MeCleave. mother of Margaret Bonds-Rich-
Mrs. Estella C. Bonds, former- ardson, noted pianist and coin.
ly one of Chicago's leading must- poser of New York City (FCM
Prices Good Fri., Sat. and Monday—We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities—Free Parking!










COFFEE..... Folgers or• • Old Judge Lb. Can 93c
BORDENS-MILK • • Taff 12C n y2c
MAYONNAISE, .... Houge & Qt• Knott. 55c




• • • Pard 2 Lb. 
Box 15c
• • • • •
1/4 No. Sticks Lb. 17c
OATS, ...• • • • • • • • 3 lb. Box L
Quaker—Big n9
PICNICS, .... . 4 - 8 lb. Average Lb. 29Reelfoot, Smoked
blast, apparently from a single
stick of dynamite, exploded about
20 yards from the building.)
"Knoxville racists. the Council
of White Citizens," Trud said,
"called the presence of Negroes at
the concert 'freedom for mon-
grels.'
"And where is the real freedom
for 15 million Negroes in the Unit-
means of tightening requir •
ed States — it exists only on thee 
ments above the secondary level 
pages of American propaganda
publications."
ed by the State Education Depart-
ment.
TWO PURPOSES
This means of course, unless
the screen-test exam or some
other devise is brought forward
before' 1959 when freshmen are to
be admitted under the step-down
plan, there would be no way to
prevent Negroes enrolling.
But with the step-down plan
overturned and an appeal to the
Supreme Court worth little more
than a delay, Bottle observers see
a possibility the bill could be de-
signed for two immediate pur-
poses other than the main one
stated,
First, it would give a means
of impeding desegregation if the
Supreme Court upholds the over-
turning of the step-down plan.
In other work, providing a
The Memphis Negro Chamber of
Commerce will sponsor its see*
ond annual Sales Clinic which
will commence Thursday, March
28 at 7:30 p.m. and continue for.
a total of five weeks.
According to a statement from
C. J. Gaston, executive secretary
of the Chamber, classes will be
held each Thursday night for a
period .of five weeks and will be
taught by members of the Hens.
phis Sales Executives club. This
club is composed of the top flight
sales executives of Memphis.
Visual aid consisting of sales
firms and sound slides will be
used along with lectures' from
the various instructors.
The Wily charge will be for
registration fee. All persons in.
terested in enrolling in this elide




Plans for the year were discuss.
ed and officers installed when that
Gnosis Glint club held its first
regular meeting at the home or
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett. Officer*
were installed by Mrs. M. R. Has.
ling. Mrs. Elizabeth Woods in
president.
Present to enjoy the tasty
menu served were:
Mesdames Rosa Wright, Alvin
Hunter, Addie Grant, Annie Rig.
gins, Della Reddett, Esther Lee
Wilson, Elizabeth Woods and their
guests, Mesdames Annie Bland,
Celestine Harris, Cora Ha r rip,
Mattle R. Basting. Polly H e r n,
Willie Davis, Geneva Willigfils,
Edna L. Brown, Lola Penn, Cora
Harris, Jennine Pennington, Mit.
tie Johnson, Viola Penn, Janie
Bennett, Ozio Shaw, Una B. JCIWII
and others.
good chance for those students of
the five who originally brought
the suit to be screen-tested out.
Secondly, this fall, even with
the step-down plan in effect, jun.
lots will be eligible to enroll in
state supported institutions and
since most students begin so.
rious study toward a major)*
the junior year. there will be less
reluctance on their part to UAW










One of a group of beautifully detailed styles, sure
to dress up any room you put them in! Tall and
gracefully designed, up to 30-inch heights with
three-way lighting, hand-sewn shades. Spectacular
close-out by a famous manufacturer.




Dear Mme. Chante: I am a I'm a good housekeeper and cook
young man who wishes to meet a and love all clean sports. Will
respectable young lady between answer all mail and exchange
25 and 35 years of age. Pus- photos. Miss Lovely Wilson, 951
sible marriage, neat appearance, Spring at., (rear) Apt: 1, Muske-
no drinking and must be working. gon, Mich.
Alfred E. Johnson, 220 West 116th *
'Bt., Apt. 4W, New York, N. Y. Dear Mme. Chants: I am a girl
• • •
of 22. I would like to meet a geod
I Dear Mme. Chante' I have man around the age of 29. I am
never written to you before, but brown skin, nice looking, 4 ft 9
I hope you can help me as vou inches tall and weigh 149 lbs. Will
have helped so many °Oa rs. I answer all letters and send me-
am a young African boy. 5 feet ture. Madgaline Aden, 319 Ne-
10 inches tall and weigh 115 braska ave., ToTe—dia Ohio.
pounds. I gm a lad of 18 'and I • • •
attend college. I have a keen in- Dear Mme. Chante: I am in-
terest in correspondence and ex terested in getting a pen pat in
changing of post cards, news- America. I am 32, light brown
papers and magazines with peo- complexion, 5 feet 3, weigh 150
plc abroad. My hobbies are read- lbs. I am a hairdresser. Eugenie
ing, writing, hunting, anlishinc ;------- Dixon, 79 Luke Lane, Kingston,
all kinds of out door sports. I will Jamaica, BW1.
be very grateful if you help me
find pen-pals. I will answer at:
mail promptly Man Rory A.
Taiwo, House No. C23,2 Moinste
ave., Addbreka, Accra, Gold
Coast, B. W. A.
•
sa•
Dear Mme Chaste: - I sincere-
ly hope you are fine and enjoy-
ing the very beg of health. I am
one who is very much interested
in pen-pais, so one of my friends
told me about V01.1. I an, kindly
asking you to get an Anvriern
one or me. I am a girl five fee.
encrawaist 35, bust 25. hip 's 40. 1
evasThorn on the 18th of S-ptern-
bur 1935. I am on the staff of a
printing office. Jena 'OW 106
EasLst., Kingsten, Jamaica, BWi
*
Dear Mme. Chante• I ,vould
like very much to correspeni
• With some nice boy — nice look-
ing. I am 5 feet 3 in -A...es tall with
a nice shape. Most traaple con-
sider me nice lookin:,.. ;ly hob-
- bies are darcing, conking and I
do a little swimming. I am IS
years old. Barbara Ciaiptor 2817
W. Chestnut st , Louisville, Ky
Dear Mmc. Chante: I weuld
like lo correspond with a man be-
tween the ages of 40 aid 50.
Would prefer that he not be from
the south. He must tile children
because I have two bey,. ages
12 and 1.4. He must have a good
job. Mrs. L. F. B.; 2.326 Winnow'
ave.:- Memphis, Tenn.
Dear Mme. Chaste: I am a
maw 27 years of age, five feet ten
Inches tall, weight 190 pounds,
light-brown complexion and brown
bah: I am a widower who lost
his wife five years ago. I would
like a woman who Las some sta-
bility — one who wants a home
life. Joseph Cole. 2535 R. a, Den-
Ver, Colorado
,
Dear Mme. (Acute: I am a
lonely girl of IS. Weicht 110 Itis
5 ft 31/2 inches tall. I wonld like
. to hear from airmen and soldiers
between 19 and 23 with 1/2ht brown
skin. I am light brown. Doris G.
Owens. Gen. Del.. Altus, Okla.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
widower, 50 years of aae and
Would like to correspond till,
some nice lady. One who loVi
church. Will answer PIt letters
and exchange photoi N. B. Sel-
la, 554 E. 45th st.. Chicago 15, Ill.
Deer Mme. Chante: I has (-
always been a reader of your
column and it interests me very
Much. I would like to correspend
With a refine, single vouna lauy Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
between the ages of 211 and 30. woman 35 years old, five feet, four
good looking and intelligent My inches tall, medium brown skin
description is as follows: age 4e. and weigh one hundred ̀ and thirty
height, 6 ft 3 weight 199 lbs. 1 pounds. I have black hair, not
am said to be very Wandsrarie short, My eyes are dark brown
and well groomed. I promise to and I like all kinds of sport. I
answer all letters and will ex- don't do much drinking and don't
change photos.. Jos,,ph S. Jones. smoke at all. I am looking for a
L?t; W. 22nd st.. Indianapolis. Ind. nice pen-pal. Will marry if I can
find a nice person. Don't mind if
Dear Mme. Chante. I base he drinks a little. Would prefer
been reading your column and bini to be between the ages of
watching the girls here in ml thirty five and forty two. He must
apartment building get ',sults. have two years of high school or
Maybe you can help Ire. ' tm mire. Color doesn't matter, as
very lonely for a companion. i long as he is a nice person. Will
would like a man 55 or tit. a, I answer all mail. Please send photo
am .50, but do not look over in first letter. I am moving to
I am a good woman. If I .'an't tel Chicago in June and would like
a husband I would like dra pals a man from Chicago. Priscilla
Would like a man with his own Meaux 4926 Page ave., St. Louis,
home and can, support a wile. NM.
Off
. • *
Dear Mme. Chante: First I
want you to excuse me if I don't
write English very well, but it is
very hard for me because I am
French. I am twenty-five years
old and I would like to write to
someone who is very lonely like
1. I have a baby who is elever.
months old. I have brown hair,
brown eyes. I am a very serious
woman and my best wish is to
meet a man who will make my
baby and nie happy. I hope that
you will be able to do something
for me. Nelle Jackqueline Roze,
Chez Mme. Johnson, 54 Avenue
Charles de Ajaulle, Canderan,
France.
,
Dear Mme. Chante: I have
read your column many times and
think it is real nice in helping
others. I am thirty-six, weigh 162
lbs, and have been married. I
would like to hear from nice re-
spectful and educated women.
Would like her to hate a kid o'
two because I love children. Will
answer all letters. Mr. W. Mat-
hews. II. 2029 Boulevard Drive,
Flint 5, Michigan.
Dear Mme. Chante: I have been
reading your column for a year
and see where you have put many
happy couples together. I ant
writing for you to help me. I
list my wife a year ago last No.
vemher I would like to contact
a nice woman who is lonesome
herself and woald understand one
who is also. I am a businessman
who owns and operates 3 night
club. I would like a nice business
woman between the ages of 35 and
45. weight between 125 and 150,
color doesn't matter. One who has
experience in business. I am 35,
sveigh 147 lbs., light brown. skin,
5 ft, 92 inches tall. I am kind
and friendly. If you're the right
110, please write. Will answer all
Please send picture in first
letter — I will do likewise. Ant
an ex-serviceman of World War
II Clarence Woods, 133 W. Wash
st.. Ripley, Tenn.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
lenel‘ woman and wculd like to
come in contact with lonely men
between the ages of late fifty and
early sixty. I am fifty-seven, five
feet one. blue eyes, very light
complexion and weigh 160 lbs. I
have a boy sixteen years old. I
am a child of God. Am not look-
ing for a husband at present, just
someone to write to. Miss Hazel
Bertrand, 2137 N. Damen ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
ANA... its Independence
Has Great impact In Africa I
By ETHEL L PAYNE
The impact of independence is having tremendous
force in the whole of Africa.
The British, anxious to be pictured as the fond parent
assisting a toddler to walk, instead of an iron-handed co-
lonial tyrant, are standing off admiring Ghana as a prod-
uct of their handiwork and good
intentions. to dig in and work hard as Prime
Most of them are breathing a Minister Nkrumah has pleaded
sigh of relief that Ghana is still with them.
a part of the British Common- A reliable source has it that
wealth whic It after Ghana is admitted to the
means trade ad- United Nations, she will not vote
vantages f o r in a bloc with the Asian-African
them which they  group but will steer an independ-
aadly need. Payne ent course.
The British are As a new country, she will be
still here, still Reports wary of lining up those countries
running a great opposed to British policies and
many things and From the word has already gone down
it will be a long to stick close to America.
long time before Africa Ghana will ask for U. S. dollar
either their in-  aid very shortly. With a 200 mil-
fluence or their lion pound asset to start off with,
presence fades her credit rating should be good.
away. BOW TO ASHANTI
FRENCH APPREHENSIVE The proposed new constitution
The man in charge, of press ar- for Ghana is contained in a "White
rangements, R. J. Moxson is an Paper" issued by the Colonial Of-
amiable efficient British Informa- fice in London only a few weeks
lion specialist and he is taking ago.
over the new Ghana Information It is a modification of the ear-
Service. her one drawn up by the Gold
On the other side of the coin, Coast government in April, 1956,
there is some gloom and appren- in that it recognizes the necessity
hension over the emergence of this for maintaining the system of
new free African state. The chieftancy in the country and
French are nervous and jittery, gives the Ashanti possibly 80 per-
A French correspondent private- cent of their demands.
ly confided that they are absolu- Probably, the greatest roadblock
rely terrified of the effect of this to indenendence; that which delay.
on their restless colonies. ed it by at least two years, is
"After all," he said, "British the opposition by the powerful
public opinion has long been in chiefs who believed their .centur-
favor of this. They aren't patrio- ies old influence would be destroy-
tic about colonialism like the ed and the stronghold of chief-
French. The whole of France is tancy is in the Ashanti area,
behind the Suez stand and the Al-
gerian crisis. Frenchmen believe
this is right."
Now that Ghana has become a
free republic, France is fearful
that this will not only agitate the
Algerians some more; but will stir
ETHEL L. PAYNE
up a freedom cry in her other Af-
rican territories, and the sands
are fast running out in world sup-
port of this position.
SOUTH AFRICA WORRIED
South Africa is also worried
They sent a representative to the
independence ceremonies, b u t
when a reporter asked whether
the Union would accept black dip-
lomats from Ghana inside the
country, a government spokesman
said there has been no considera-
tion of this.
A Liberian reporter was enthusi-
astic about Ghana. He said he
Actually, this amounts to fear
and distrust ,by those who cling
to the old traditions of the shit-
ing modern intellectualism as
symbolized by Prime Mister
Kwame Nkrumah.
CHIEFS UNHAPPY
By comparison, this is like mak-
ing the feudal landlords in a class
society give up their titles and
holdings in a new socialist order.
It took seven wars for t h e
British to finally conquer the war-
like Ashantis. This was in 1900.
Still the Ashantis have never been
subdued and have never been re-
conciled to the curbing of their
military prowess.
Nowadays, the chiefs do not hold
actual jurisdictional authority;
but their influence and prestige
is so enormous, that the theory is
something like the resigned phi-
losophy of "If you can't lick 'em,
join 'em."
To understand the situation, one
must recognize that the chief econ-
omy of Ghana is cocoa and more
than half of the cocoa lands are
owned by the Ashantis.
Some of their discontent has
been over the cocoa price fixing
of the Nkrumah government.
That he has been able to at
least persuade the Ashantis that
he is not out to destroy them and
win them over to the idea of in-
dependence and unity is no small
feat.
The proposed constitution 'which
must be ratified by Parliament
provides that Ghana is to be an
independent state within the Com-
monwealth with the Queen as soy-
thought it should be a spur to his ereign and with a Cabinet and par-
country to buck up and become liamentary system of government
more progressive. of the same general type as found
"Let's face it," he said, "Ghana in the United Kingdom and other
is way out in front of us. We can Commonwealth countries.
certainly learn Something from QUEEN RECOGNIZED
her."
Even the most skeptical observ-
ers concede that this country will
succeed in "going it alone." It
has the advantage of tremendous
natural wealth.
However the road ahead is not
easy. Ghana needs trained tech-
nologists, a higher standard of
education, and above all the will
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ed by him on the advice of the
Prime Minister. The Governor
General is empowered to remove
the Prime Minister only if the
National Assembly passes a vote
of no confidence in his adminis-
tration, unless within three days
of such a motion, the P. M. ad-
vises the Governor General to dis-
solve the National Assembly.
The life of the assembly is to
be five years. Since elections were
held last year, the present parlia-
ment would expire in 1961.
FULL SUFFRAGE
The constitution guarantees full
suffrage without distinction of re-
ligion, race, or sex to every citi-
zen of Ghana who qualifies to vote
and the secret ballot is the method
of voting.
It has quite a strong clause coo
freedom of religion and another
one barring racial discrimination
against any racial community.
This is significant as there are
large colonies of foreigners in
Ghana, engaged in various types
of trade. These include, Indians,
Lebanese, Syrians, as well as
British and Americans.
The constitution guarantees the
rd. HERMAN
LIVE TODAY, SO TH %T
TOMORROW WILL REAP
GOOD TIDINGS
Jesus in His wisdom knew that
every moment, every hour of to-
day man is eilber consciously or
unconsciously molding his tomor-
row. For do not the thoughts, the
resolutions, of today become the
words and the deeds of tomorrow.
Today is the raw material
given you out of which you
mold your tomorrow. Today
you grasp more of truth, of love,
wisdom, and patience. Clearing
away a lade more of the dark-
ness from your ideals and as-
pirations, thus enabling them
to emerge more clearly in your
tomorrow,
- sIn many yesterdays you owed tience 'will prove that you can
the seeds in your consciousness -overcome this malady.
of what you have become today. . • *
What you are to be, you are now 
.
ANXIOUS Will he come back
becoming. Your whole past is a 6o-isle 13'9
The executive power is vested birth and a becoming . . . so let ANS. .Your son is determined
in the Queen, represented in us live today, so that tomorrow to prove to you and his friends
Ghana by a Governor General ap- can be rich and full of good that he can make good. So do not
pointed by Her Majesty. The cab- blessings and tidings for alt feel too badly about his leaving
Met ministers are drawn from . * •
members of Parliament and they M. S. Dear Prof. Herman: I
are collectively responsible to have been reading your column
Parliament. for many, many years buil have
They are appointed by the Gov- never written to you. Not be-
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adsice and help to others, but
because I have neglected to take
the time to do so. Now, I
really need your prayers and
help. Will I ever be able to over-
come my temper?
ANS. Concentrating upon your
question I find that you have a
fault that is about to destroy your
home and your peace of mind.
Now Mildred, it doesn't make
sense that an intelligent woman
like yourself, would not make an
effort to get control of yourself
and try to curb this defect in
your character. May I recommend
your reading my book "WITH
GOD ALL THINGS ARE POSSI-
BLE," to help you and, that you
also try talking this over with
your minister — time, and pa-
home. He has this opportunity to
study and work together, just en-
courage him all that you can —
and pray for his success.
• • •
V. A. Will we move to the
new house soon?
ANS. I can well understand
your being anxious to move Into
your new home. But you may
have to wait for another couple"
months due to the weather. Don t
get upset about this delay . . .
just thins how happy you will be
when it is completed and you
are settled In your lovely home.
• • •
H. 0. I am so worried, my
financial conditions are terrible!
What can I do?
ANS. It is easy to understand
your concern, not being employ-
ed for over 6 months is hard to
take. But don't give up' Please
write to me for a private reply
and I feel that I might he able
to help you. Remember, write
in care of this paper and do It
at once!
office of Chief in Ghana as exist-
ing by customary law and usage.
It provides for a House of Chiefs
to be established by act of Parlia•
ment for each region. -
It particularly specifies that. the
head of Ashanti will be the Asan-
tehene who gets his title and of-
fice by inheritance. For the other
regies, the chiefs are to be chos-
en by the House of Chiefs.
HOUSE OF CHIEFS
The House of Chiefs will have
the power to consider any matter
referred to it by a minister of
the assembly and may at any
time offer advice to any minister.
A word about the Asantehene.
Hene in Twi, the dialect of the
Ashantis means chief and the pre-
fix Asante would mead the chief
of the Ashantis.
The occupant of the office there-
fore is the highest chief in Ghana
and is chief over chiefs. There
are regional chiefs such as the
Kumasihene who has regional
sway over Kumasi, the capital of
Ashanti.
The present Asantehene is
Prempeh II, Sir Agyeman (num-
fo, a Knight of the British Em-
pire. He is 63 years old and was
born and educated in Kumasi.
A former storekeeper, he is a
direct descendant of Osei Tutu,
founder of the Ashanti Empire
and builder of Kumasi. Legend
has it that during his reign Akont-
fo-Anotchi, the fetish priest, pluck:
ed the Ashanti Golden Stool from
the sky and told the people St
contained their national noul.
Hence, this belief has been with
the Ashantis down to the present
time.
SHREWD MAN
The Asantehene is described as
a man of small build with a
shrewd mind. He does not deign
to come out of Ashanti, not even
for the independence celebrations,:
Indeed, he iS so important that
one goes to him, instead of his
going to meet anyone, even HA
Queen of England if she -rem
to come here.
The Ashantis will have their own
independence celebrations in Ku-
masi, with fireworks and allk and
Otumfo will give a message. '
The term sometimes heard.
'stool lands" derives from herecti
itary titles of the old days when
a 
chief sat on his stool and the
land thereby became his domain.
This custom is still followed to
some degree today.
The Asantehene can be compar-
ed to the Dailai Lama of Tibet,
sort of the spiritual ruler ot the
people.
As a mark of his benevolent ap•
proval of independence, the Asan•
tehene gave his consent to a truce'
agreement between all factions
that there would be no political
meetings in Ashanti during Inde-
pendence Celebrations.
of' Prof Doodle 
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Our Opinions
Cut Out The Guess Work In ADC
The social workers of Tennessee are
urging state lawmakers to do more study
of the problem of illegitimacy before pass-
ing laws denying any children state funds.
They are particularly concerned about
the Hunt Bill, which passed the Tennessee
Senate last week. The law would drop il-
legitimate children from the rolls of the
Aid To Dependent Children program.
Supporters of the law say ADC present-
ly encourages illegitimacy by helping sup-
port children born out of wedlock.
But the social workers and others who
have studied the problem more closely argue
that such a law would warp many of these
children beyond any hope of their becom-
ing useful, moral and constructive citizens.
They argue, and rightly, that the legisla-
tors should study the total problem of aid
to illegitimate children and cut out the
guesswork.
.And in this matter of "guesswork" is
to be found the crux of the whole problem.
There's too much guessing about the total
9 problem. And the total problem goes deep-
er than the weakness or mural poverty of
the men and women who are the parents of
such children.
It involves questions of economic op-
portunity, social environment, community
leadership, and the organization and op-
eration of agencies designed to regulate and
protect all the members of society. Most
mothers of illegitimate children are unpro-
tected, neglected, marginal members of the
social order. Most fathers of illegitimate
children are economically irresponsible, un-
restrained exploiters of a social order which
permits them to be immune to the accepted
rules of decent society.
Passing laws which will penalize the
illegitimate child won't do much to condi-
tion the morals and social attitude of the
folk who beget such a child. Such laws will
only make the guesswork more complicated
except in one instance. The child so penal-
ized will grow up to place even a greater
burden and on us against the social order.
And that's no guess. Only knowledge grow-
ing out of study will eliminate the guess-
work.
Are Chicago Schools Integrated?
The New York Board of Education has
adopted two highly significant reports by
its subcommiasions on integration. The
first report recommended the re-zoning of
school districts to encourage desegregation.
The second called for the re-assignment of
experienced teachers.
The re-assignment was thought neces-
sary in view of the practice of dumping an
abnormally large number of inexperienced
teachers in schools that are in underprivil-
eged areas.
The re-zoning envisioned by the first re-
port would mean that school district lines
would be drawn "in such a way as to en-
courage integrated instead of segregated
schools." This would apply especially to
"fringe" areas, neighborhoods made up of
several racial groups.
Included in the two reports, was a recom-
mendation for "permissive zoning." By
"permissive zoning" is meant that a child
attending a segregated or non-integrated
school, could, if his parents so desired, be
France
transferred to an integrated school
where.
We commented on these developments
some weeks ago when the New York Board
of Education first took under advisement
the suggestions made to it by the National
Urban League and other similarly inter-
ested organizations.
We pointed out in this column the urgent
need for an immediate program of integra-
tion of our Chicago schools. We thought
surely that our school board would have
taken the hint and that by now the machin-
ery for such a program would have been
well established. Up to this moment, there
is no evidence that the Board of Education
here is giving any serious consideration to
this important matter. Perhaps the Super-
intendent of schools is not interested in
such a program and has, therefore, no plans
for integration? Despite the NAACP's bit-
ter criticism of the Board's unpardonable
indifference to the agitation for desegrega-
tion, our school officials have been con-
spiciously silent.
And The Algerian Question
If the position taken by France's Foreign
Minister Christian Pineau concerning Al-
geria be correct, then it will not be long
before the United Nations will follow in the
disastrous footsteps of its predecessor, the
League of Nations.
In a 20,000-word speech to the UN politi-
cal committee, Pineau emphasized once
more that France regards Algeria as a
purely internal matter. He said:
"We have never accepted, we do not ac-
4 cent, and we shall never accept the com-
petence of the UN with regard to a prob-
lem which op the strength of international
law is considered to be of an essentially
internal nature."
Mr. Pineau ignores the fact that there is
nothing in the UN charter forbidding it to
Interpose its objection and veto power in
the Security Council when human rights
are involved in the equation.
Pineau said that France cannot accept
any UN recommendation on Algeria. And,
added that if one is made France in no way
would feel bound to apply it. In charging
foreign interference in Algeria, where an
Arab nationalist revolt has been raging for
more than two years, Pines u declared that
Algerian Communist Party receives its in-
structions from "the Communist Interna-
tional."
Knowing how hysterical America gets
about Communists thrust into the stream of
CAmerican life, the French Foreign Minister
The People Speak
White Businessmen
Dear Editor: As a general rule
the part of the city where Negroes
Jive is poor and will continue to
be so as long as 90 per cent of
the businesses are owned and op-
erated by white persons.
These businessmen do not Live
is our neighborhood, put their
money in our savings and loan
associations or belong to our
churches. They make their money
in predominantly Negro areas hut
live elsewhere.
As long as we allow such prac-
tices to continue we will remain




Dear Editor: I would like to
know the procedure as to how to
pm* the truth ot a rumor that
else-
is using that as a means of rallying Ameri-
can sympathy and support. But Mr.
Pineau cannot possibly be ignorant of the
fact that it was just such an attitude which
finally contributed to the tragic collapse of
the League of Nations. Mussolini defied
it when he sent his blackshirts into Ethio-
pia; Hitler ignored it when he refortified
and marched into the Rhur against specific
provisions of both the Versailles treaty and
the covenant of the League of Nations. The
aftermath of this tragic debacle was a com-
plete breakdown of the laws governing in-
ternational relations and, of course, a subse-
quent world war two in which both Ger-
many and Italy came near being wiped out.
Under the plea of undue interference
with their internal, domestic issue, all of
the present members of the United Nations
could at sometime or another defy any
probing of the treatment of their native
population or annexed territories.
France is still steep in an indefensible
medievalism which sooner or later must
give way to the ceaseless demands of her
overseas possessions or else sink into the
background of a third rate power. She, like
Great Britain, must be prepared to grant
independence to thoseisegments of her co-
lonial empire that are ready for self rule.
Unless its solemn provisions are obeyed,
the United Nations will be a debating soci-
ety with nothing but a nuisance value to
recommend it as a foot-note to history
a person is dead.
Jesse Pride 28, died in or near
Chicago three months prior to
Feb. 16. The remains were sup-
posedly cremated. He was said
to have had a wife and children.
He was my first cousin. His fa-
ther is Will Pride, last known to
have been living In Lima, Ohio.




Dear Editor: I hardly need con-
vince you that the past reign of
gangsters in the labor movement
has effected the income of Negro
workers: this in turn affects the
welfare and status of the Negro
family and also the Negro com-
munity.
If the Negro press bothers to dig
into the subject matter they will
find much that is sensational and
newsworthy. The Senate commit-
tee, you can bet, will not point
up this important aspect of the
questions. It needs to be poitited
Up.
It is indeed unfortunate that the
American labor movement long
ago did not cleanse its ranks of
such elements. But it seems that
the leaders of American labor,
conditioned to condone and smile
at Jim Crow, could easily become
willing victims — and often close
collaborators — with labor racket-
eers.
It is the writer's hope that some
part of the Negro press will under-
take this job. The job well done
would be a service not only to the
Negro people, but to America as
well. E. Hannibal, Chicago.
by NAT D. WILLIAMS
YOUNG LOVE. . .HUH
Spring's coining around a n d
along with it will come a flock of
high school graduates and kid
marriages.
It wouldn't be news if it weren't
se tragic in most instances. Too
many youngsters take graduation
to mean that they are now grown-
up and free to prove their compe-
tence in picking husbands a n d
wives. Girls are particularly vocal
on this point. Some rush to the
marriage license bureau before
they can reach for the diploma.
They take it for granted, after
reaching the twelfth grade, that
they've got it made in the diplo-
ma department. Now, they seem
to say, "I'll snag myself the fan-
ciest piece of paper of all, a mar-
riage license, and have it
made."
Now, far be it from the "Shad-
ows" to suggest that young people
shouldr.'t get married. Like the
rest of the populace, the "Shad-
ows" is pretty well convinced that
marriage is honorable, and all
that.
But there are some other facts
connected with marriage t h e
youngsters ought to be briefed on
before they are encouraged to
make .the decisive plunge. One of
the facts they need to know is
that marriage can prove to be
mighty "onery" when a couple pf
untrained amateurs enter t h e
game.
All the average kid has to car-
ry into marriage is a warns feel-
ing and a lot of ignorance. They
enter marriage like baseball play-
ers entering the World Series
blindfold. . like old time prize-
fighters used to enter the ring
for a battle royal. As a crowd
pleaser fight promoters used to
get a flock of preliminary fight-
ers, gym tramps, and raw ama-
teurs together before the main
bouts got underway. They would
blindfold them and stick 'em in
the ring, and tell them to start
swinging when the bell rang. All
licks were fair, against anybodi;.
They were to keep slugging until
everybody was down or out until
the last man. The last fellow
standing would be announced as
winner and get the purse.
That's the general picture most
of these young marriages have.
Only their plight is worse than
TO MISCONCIEVE is the great-
est roadblock on the road to good-
will and s peace on earth among
men.
Not having the right conception
can lead to many kinds of evils
which will handicap men. Good-
will and peace are the products
of understanding, No one can un-
derstand beyond that which they
see and cannot see beyond what
they know. To know, one must
have some type of experience. To
get experience, there must be
direct contact. Social, financial,
political, racial and religious In-
hibitions are the types of contact
necessary to get the kind of know-
ledge which is necessary to see
the other man's side. Uie other
man's needs and the other man's
rights.
NEED INFORMATION
Without the information to know
and the power to see (which is
the only true standard upon which
to judge) one must resort to a
substitute standard, imiganition
colored and flavored by self. Mis-
understanding, then, is a decision
that of the prizefighters. T h e
young "marriage martyrs" are go-
ing to have to learn the hard way
that marriage has certain rules
and conditions which if ignored
leave somebody hurt and a 1 I
''shook out".
The youngsters aren't trained
for marriage or anything else.
They don't know how to make
a living. They don't know how
to make a home. They don't know
how to make' a family. They don't
know how to snake a life. Between
all their "Don't knows" and what
they should know, it's hard to
see how most of this "young love'
is going to end up being anything
but something old and shabby,
and loaded with a long, bitter
hangover.
Of course, something can be
dune about it. Not the usual tripe
about counsel from the home,
school and church. Most young-
sters d6n't believe most of what
they hear in either place anyway.
Maybe they should. But they don't
Maybe it's just as well that they
don't because they live in a chang-
ing world, that most h o in e s,
schools and churches seem never
to have heard of.
One thing they could do is mus•
ter a little grit and hold out on
this marriage gimmick a while
at least until they could seek out
the marriage counselors the city
maintains downtown. Yeah, Mem-
phis has marriage counselors,
trained men and women, w h o
hale made a scientific study of
many aspects of this matter of
marriage in the modern world.
They don't know all the answers.
But they know more than the
rank amateurs who keep barging
into the situation.
Without doubt, they could help
sttlier most of these "young loves"
into some kind of safe direction.
Perhaps # needed service would
be performed if some local or.
ganizations such as the Parent
Teacher Association, and the like,
would use part of their time in
finding out more about the city's
marriage connselling service and
taking steps to get word to some
of these misty-eyed, moon-struck
youngsters, who think that jumpy
feeling they have in the spring
is love and who need to be urged
to see if it ain't nothing more than
ants in their pants. Calling, Dr.
Kinsey's spirit!
without the facts based entirely
upon imagination.
Where two or more persons are
brought into constant contact with
each other, they learn the high
points as well as the weaknesses
of each other. They learn to over-
look their short comings because
they know and respect their high
points. There is no unexpected.
It is the unexpected that is the
more demoralizing—the most dam-
aging. Misunderstanding is a gues-
sing game. Guessing is thousands
to one wrong.
In order for,. men to have the
type of peace they are spending
so much time, money, thought and
energy to obtain, they must spend
more in devolping programs and
plans which will cause them to
really know each other. This is
the basis of trust and confidence.
Where people understand each
other, there is no cause for sus-
picion, there is no tension—where
there is no tension, there is peace.
It isn't the mean people who
are the most dangerous. It is the




"I WOULDN'T DOUBT THAT YOU COULD NAME
ALL THE PRESIDENTS WHEN YOU WERE MY AGE...
THERE WERE ONLY FOUR!
Stalled?
Let's Change The Subject
Before It Gets Too Hot
Earths Kitt is about to appear
in a new play based on "the lives
and times of archy and mehita-
het" by Don. Marquis, in which
she plays a cat. A cat is some-
what less than human.
Earths Kitt, being colored, is
considered less than human byes
great many people, except that
she is, fortunately, famous. Miss
Kitt is somewhat like Josephine
Baker — a great popular artist—
only, as we know, Josephine Bak-
er got in bad with the white pub-
lic a few years ago because she
went to South America and said
down there that they lynched a
Negro in the United States every
day. Miss Baker was wrong, it
is only every other day,
Of course, Miss Baker did not
mean physical lynching, either.
There are so many other ways of
lynching Negroes. There is no
reason why I should name them.
You know them as well as I do
for, if you are colored, you have
been lynched a number of times
yourself.
To continue, Earths Kitt is about
to play a cat, an alley cat, and
the symbolism is enormous. If
you have never read the Don Mar-
quis book about archy and mehit-
abel, read it and you will see
what I mean. If you don't see
what I mean, then all the words
I might write on the subject would
be of no avail. So let's change
the subject before it gets too hot.
I see by the papers where some
r----
iouthern cities have been making of just a golf ball In Georgia.
surveys to prove that Negro wonder myself. But I think I would
-Women are swelling the population wonder even louder if I were a
of the U. S. A., allegedly in order colored Republican paper. But, out
to get bigger and better relief of respect for Negro journalism,
checks, It seems that everytime let's change the subject. Let's
a woman on the relief rolls has a write about Harry Belafonte or
new child, her income increases, something pretty.
Hallelujah! How can anybody • • •
blame her? Procreation is more The big name artists In the
fun than work, Let's change the amusement, field who are so hard
subject right now, up they have to travel in the South
performing before segregated,
at times all white audiences, and 
or• • •
According to the papers, when
who are so unwise as to give outJoe Louis was asked a short time
s publicity statements trying toago on a radio show, who wa ustify their money-hungry waysresponsible for his income tax
n
problems, he answered, "Joe Lou-
the face of the folks who walk
is." That is about the most geA-
to work in Montgomery — what
shall we do about them? Famous
lion I have ever known a man to
tlemanly answer to such a ques-
people they are, so maybe we
should change the subject quick!give.
Islis managers, handlers, train-
ers, lawyers, and all those sur-
rounding the young Alabama boy
in the early days of his rise to
fame, it seems to me, should have
looked out for those complicated
income tax forms for Joe Louis.
But let's change the subject quick.
Maybe they were too busy looking




Where the Ike comes from, I don't
know. Anyhow, golfing, quail
shboting Ike had the ardent sup-
port of some of the colored news-
papers that are now asking editor-
ially how come he does not give
a few licks at the K. K. K. instead
• • •
The mother-foulers who use pro-
falsity with every other word on
the buses, street cars, and in pub-
lic streets, disgracing their color-
ed mamas thirty times a second,
having no regard for women or
children within earshot — what
shall we do about them? Shall we
change the subject, or try to an-
swer the problem?
* * •
The Negro is a poor race. so I
hear tell. But how many dollars
would each one of us old Negroes
have if we had saved just one
dollar a week over the years?
Shall we count it up? Or change
the subject? And what shall we
talk about now, keeping up with
the Joneses?
•
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Bob Taylor is dead. Chicago
has lost one of its first citizens
and all of us have lost a magni-
ficent friend.
In the frenzied rush of affairs
in our modern biptity society,
the individual who stands out and,
perhaps, above the maddening
crowd must be unusual in one way
or another. The distinction which
comes to some of these key indi-
viduals may be attributed to ac-
cident, a chance smile of fortune,
a stroke, as we say, of luck.
Some earn their distinction over
the years and that which distin-
guishes them is an integral and
basic part of their character
rather than any chance achieve-
ment. They are distinguished not
only for what they do but for
what they are. Such a man was
Robert R. Taylor.
Many wonderful things have
been said about him and I cannot
hope to add anything to those
worthy tributes, Nevertheless, you
will forgive me if I recall a per-
sonal note or incident or two.
I first met Bob back in the late
thirties when he came to Detroit
along with Frank Horne and Book-
er McGraw to take a look at the
housing mess that was being made
of the central section of the Motor
City. In the, early forties he was
a frequent visitor there as great
civic fights raged around such
public housing projects as So-
journer Truth. During this period
I spent many hours with Bob and
got to know him well.
Over the years since, our paths
crossed in one city or another and
the good impressions that I gained
in the beginning were strength-
ened all the time. If I were to
sum him up in a literary fashion,
the words I would choose to des-
cribe him best are two: a gentle-
man and a scholar,
Bob was a gentleman in the best
tradition of our culture. Courteous
as an old world diplomat, he was
a man without malice or mean-
ness. Yet he seimed to have an
unyielding quality about the things
that mattered most. In thinking
about him it is difficult to avoid
using the word aristocrat, a word
that carries some connotations
that perhaps do not fit him, yet in
the finest sense he was just that.
In calling him a scholar, I do
not use the word in the strict
academic sense. The fact is that
he had an inquiring mind, an
alert, active and analytical intel-
lect. He had the scholar's respect
for a fact. He had the capacity to
separate the emotional factors
from a given equation and look at
problems with more objectivity
than many of his fellows. In public
affairs he came much closer to
boiciaelintg n, social scientist than ap
These attributes do not neces-
sarily lead to public iCciaim, but
Bob was practical enough to win
friends and influence people for
the objectives he felt were worth
working for. The success of Illi-
nois Federal Savings & Loan As-
sociation and other projects at-
test to his capacity in this regard.
He felt deeply about the economic
side of Negro life and he inspired
everyone to appreciate our eco-
nomic needs and responsibilities.
In the old days Bob infected me
with his love for the stock market
and we would talk for hours about
the growth and yield prospects
of one security after another. He
studiea the economic and indus-
trial trends of the times and got
a big thrill out of a wise buy on
the market. Few Chicagoans out-
side of those on LaSalle street
knew the market any better than
he.
All the tributes paid Bob men-
tion his achievements in housing
and his work as a home builder
and mortgage banker. They were
great and inspiring but if he had
done none of these things, I think
Bob would have made a fine con-
tribution to our period just the
same.
He had a way of life that set
him apart and distinguished him
as a worthy and wonderful human
being who somehow symbolized
the finest side of the American
culture. Urbane and truly civil-
ized, Bob Taylor will be remem-
bered by the thousands of us who
knew him as much for what he
was as for what he did. It is
enough to say that he was a com-
plete man.
God knows we need more like
him.





Food Stealing By.• • •Mississippi
UMBERTON
By NANCY FOWLEY
Our hearts go out with heart felt
sympathy to the Cooley and Mar-
tin families of this vicinity, who
lost their son and brother, Mauel
Martin whose car collided with a
transfer truck on highway, No. 11.
He died in the Lumberton Citizens'




By MRS. MATTIE MOORS
Miss Lula Ward, Mrs.. Lillie
/training and Charlie Ehnson are
all doing nicely after being
Mrs. Ada left last week for St.
Louis. She is visiting her daughter




By MRS. NICEY ALLEN
Mrs. Matt Butler is still on the
Mel( list.
Mrs. Mary Dickens is in the hos-
pital from an operation.
Dave Winters is in the hospital
from a gun wound.




By MRS. GRACE B. STIGLER
Services were rendered as usual
at Fair View Church by Rev. W.
M. Saffold, who took his text from





Funeral services for Nannie
Lockhart was held at Harmony
Baptist church. She leaves to
mourn many relatives and friends.




Miss Mattie Pearl Williams, her
brother. Horace and baby Horace
spent the week-end at home in
Decatur, Mississippi.
Mrs. Lillie Carr spent the week-
end at her daughter's home in
Memphis.
Willie B. Phillips. his mother,
Mrs. Willie Phillips and daughter,
Mrs. Lenole Edridge together with
Miss Gladys Carr and Miss Earn-




Mrs. Emma Ware died at her
home on Roosevelt st. Funeral ar- that evening on the remnants of
rangemente are not copiplete at
this writing.
The J. M. A. met at the home
ef Mrs. Annie Mae Birdsong. Tas-
ty sandwiches and drinks were
served.
The Bell Grove W. W. Club met
Runday evening at the home of
Mrs. Annette Tall. Mrs. Leola Mc-
Gee, president: Mrs. Leanora
Spencer. secretary and Mrs. Ethel By FANNIE MOORE
Dyson. treasurer.




The MYF organization of Asbury
M. E. church had an interesting
program and installation of offi-
cers. Mrs. A. C. Parker was guest
speaker. The officers are: Misses
Hermine Bartee. president; Vir-
ginia Clay, vice president; Alvin
Starling, Secretary; Gloria Faye
Brown, assistant secretary; and
Essie Harris, treasurer. Mrs. An -
deli Jones, Mrs. M. E. Jackson,
Oliver Knight. counselors, Rev.
Order Guards to
Protect Food
• the buffet table, after a cocktail
party, has felt like old Mather
Hubbard with her suddenly bare
cupboard.
The climax came last week
When Secretary of State and Mrs.
John Foster Dulles entertained
for French Prime Minister Guy
Mollet at the Pan American
Union.
Ambassador Buchanan's talented
alfe. Ruth, had spent the day at
the union arranging the exquisite
floral displays for the horse-shoe
table. The three huge bowls of
precious orchids were to have
been sent to Mrs. Dulles the fol-
lowing morn.
Alas, when Wiley made the final
check after the waiters had gone,
so had the orchids, the meat and
the drink. Now properly aroused,
the protocol chief personally called
the caterer the next day and laid
down the law.
Buchanan then summoned the
security officers who guard the
secretary and distinguished visit-
ing dignitaries. and gave them a
new order:
"From now on, guard the food
and drink as well as the big i
shots." ' I
If Wiley can clear up the situa-









luncheon guests of President
and Mrs. George W. Gore, Jr.,
of Florida A and M University
are shown in the above photo
—the occasion—annual observ-
ance of Religious Emphasis
Week and the annual interscho-
D. C. Butlers Causes Stir
lastic press workshop. First
row, left to right, Mrs. Gore;
Rev. E. W. Spearman, A. and
. M.; Rev. E. A. Wadlow, pas-
, tor, Phillips Temple C. M. E.
Church, Dayton, guest min•
• lster; C. Blythe Andrews, Jr.,
managing editor, The Florida
Sentinel; Norman D. Chri4en•
sen, supervisor of publications,
University of Miami; Robert
F. Johnson, managing editor,
J e t; A. A. K. Knight, WEIR'.
Jacksonville; Rev. James Hud-
son, college chaplain, t and M.
President Gore. Second row,
Rev. Francis Harvey, pastor,
Greenwood Baptist Chure h,
Tuskegee, guest minister; A.
J. Dunmore, Florida editor,
The Pittsburgh ('ourier; Res.
Jamison, Quincy, Fla., a n d
Robert M. Ratcliffe, national
news editor, The Courier.
AUGUSTA News
 8) MILAN/EN: LAMPKIN
AUGUSTA, Ga. — A large con- Wheeler Clifton Ervin, business'
gregation were present at the con- manager -at Paine college, and
cert presented by the Autusta former member af the board of
HOLLY SPRINGS Music Club in the Haygood Hall education.
auditorium at Paine college Sun- The £100 will sponsor a safe
.J school, was recently named the •
She has served as vice chairman 
i Tennesseeschool's "Teacher of the Year."
of the board on administration of
the Phyllis Wheatley Branch
YWCA, A graduate of Fort Valley
State college, she has done grad-
Leslie Gaston formerly of this day p.
drivers' education course, it haswho take the evening jobs to swell! city died in East St. Louis, Illinois, Among those appearing on the been announced by J. L. Corbert,the family pocketbook. Others are! Mr. Gaston was head of Mathema- pro,gram were: Viola Jacobs, temporary dub auvisor. Prot- sgardners in summer and party tics at Lincoln High School. He piano; Sam Fennel, Oboe; Harry from this project will be used tobutlers during the winter social was a graduate of M. I. College. Jacobs, French horn; Roberta install a water fountain,iii theseason. None, so far as I know, The District Tournament held at Strong, violin; Fiji Gill, piano; YMCA building.has ever filched an ashtray or a Rosenwald was interesting. The and Leland Stoddard, clariort.. I Members of the Ladies Auxin-
s, Ibracelet. Rosenwald girls won first place
Much tun was enjoyed by all at- ary of Walter J. Jackson Post,The succulent roasts, the plat- and the St. Mary Boys, first place • • •tending  A R Johnsonters heaped with shrimp, the hams
and turkeys and the unused bottles
of Scotch and bourbon are temp-
tations irresistible. however.
As some of the waiters depart,
so do the delicacies. Many a
hostess who has planned to dine
WASHINGTON—. (INS)-2 Presi
dent Eisenhower's new chief of
protocol has electrified the capital
party circuit by ordering the ca•
terer's pool of butlers-by-the-night
stop stealing the food, liquor and
flowers.
Not a hostess in Washington but
will applaud the courage or Proto-
col Chief Wiley Buchanan, former
ambassador to storybook Luxem-
bourg,
In a party-mad town like our
nation's capital, neither a society
dowager nor the secretary of state
can toss a wingding frolic without
tapping the pool of floating wait-
ers.
Night after night. as you gaily
elbow your way around the mar-
tini circuit, you have the door
opened, your Coats checked and
your drinks poured by the same
retinue of tuxedo-clad butlers. The
houses are different — the faces
are identical.
Wiley, who has had troubles
enough in his own private mansion
with disappearing party fare, bore
the sticky fingers of caterers'
helpers in frustrated silence, so
long as he was picking up the tab.
But Uncle Sam's money was
something else again: Now that
he's the official arranger for all
dinners and receptions of state,
Wiley has put a firm foot down.
The unconsumed roasts, the
corked beverages and the fabu-
lous floral arrangements are not
to disappear with the departing
servants!
Obviously, many of the waiters-
for-a-night are honest. By day,
some are government emplores
them last week in the local hos-
pital.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Broomfield
are the parents of a little daugh-




Mr. Gardest Gillespie, son of
Mrs. Hattie Price and Mr. Cisero
Ryland and Mr, William Sherrod
of Toledo, Ohio were in the 'city
last week for a short visit. Mr.
Robert Gillespie, who has been ill
for several months accompanied
them to Toledo on their return.
Mrs. Julia Taylor, life long re-
sident of Oktibbeha County and
Rock Hill community died Sun-
day, February 17th., in Philadel-
phia, Pa. The remains were
brought home Thursday and were
funeralized Sunday, February
24th.. at Rock Hill Methodist
church, Rev. W. B. Rogers, offi-If. C. Clay, pastor.
ciating. She leaves her husband,Last rites were held for the late Mr. Lonnie Taylor, a daughter,Eugene Renard. He passed away Mrs. Mary Eliza Abram, and fourat the Kings Daughter Hospital. grand-children, of Philadelphia,leaves a host of relatives and ,
fHreiends to mourn his passing. Peo- Rogers, Carrie W. prueitt, Nell ta Ellis Johnson, ,treasurer; at the Lucy Laney High school onfour sisters, one brother. several
isles Funeral Home was in charge. Harrell Hattie Cross Viola John- "; • Other April 11, sponsored by the A. C. daughters, three sisters, twonieces and nephews and a host '
• . 
!girls went to the final by defeat-of relatives and friends. • • , Beauford Golphin, chaplain. son. The next meeting will he hold!members of the organisation in- 'Griggs Social Studies club. This brothers, 15 
grandchildren, eight '
PICAYUNE 
ing Elizabethton 51-36 They lost
By SLEEPY PAIGE
Mrs. Rupert Kelly of Chicago
spent several days here visiting
his mother. Mrs. Lizzie Coalman' was the sister of Rev. 0. J. Turn-while down this way for the Carni-
val.
Brady Richerson, Jr. who has
been confined to the V. A. hospi-
tal at Gulfport for four months,
is said to be greatly improving.
Luther (Gutchiel Robinson of
Chicago spent last week here visit-
ing his sister. Mrs. Myrtis Alex-
andra. and at Lumberton with his
mother.
Mr. Riley (Buddy) Acker of Log.'
town is confined to a New Or. The third quarterly conference
leans hospital. Mr. Acker has al. was held at Edward Chapel AME
ready undergone two oneration, church. Rev. Brander the P. E.
and expects to undergo the third &livered a wonderful sermon
one next week according to his Rev. T. J. Jiles, pastor.
brother. Charlie. On the sick list are Mrs. Stella
allot Helen Johnson. daughter of Van Buren, Mrs. Emma Newson,
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus .Tohnson won ' Gus Collins and Mrs. Rachel
over ten other Seniors of Carver Chew We wish them a speedy re.
Tennessee
JACKSON
By MRS. GEORGIA MeVEIGAI
•.World Day of Prayer" Was 'a:
served by Liberty St. PluraIed
Lane Tabernacle C.M.E. chO'cls-
es of this city March 8, 1,57in
7:00 a.m. to 4 p.m. hours•fort.rp.e-
dal prayers by church erAck'and
other church groups and r Mends
of other denominations aretwited
to stop in on one of the three
Methodist churches at their ei:e-
venience and offer prayer- flit'
world peace. At 8 p.m. there won
eveuing service at St. Paul (NE
church. '1' h e Rev. P. L. BigbY
brought the message and LiliertY
Street church choirs were itt
charge ef the music. Rev. P R.
Shy presided. This program is am
der the auspices of the First FrAlhi
copal District Woman's Itliasien-
ary Society of the 'Christian Meth.
odist Episcopal church. Rev.- 1..
Person, president of First Epis-
copal District, Dean Marie H.
Penn, 'vice president, 1st Episco-
pal District and chairman pl
Christian Social Relations. Revs.
(7. D. McKelvy, P. R. Shi .ind
P. L. Bigby. The Rev. J Auth
Arthur Hamlett. piesiding bishdp
of First Episcopal District CME
church.
Mrs. Lovie Hentspen died Feb.
27, 1957 in the Madison couetv
hospital. She is survived by ,tier
beloved husband, Mr. GgA4Y
Huntspon, sr.; one stepson, (Iraq.
jr., of Detroit, Mich.; three as-
ters. Mrs. Bertha Gravel,
Adell Ch9atham, Mrs. Arline wn.
ljams; one sister-in•law, Thot.
Dorothy Ryan of Chicago., 111.• t
Greer, of Madison, Ark., Mr.
brother-in-laws, M r Attie to
H. Cheatham: one brother, Seen
cer Cobb. Bolivar. Tenn.; three
neices, two cousins and a ImSt
of relatives and friends to niourn
her passing. The funeral seryieca
were held at Berean Baptist
church at 3 o'clock p.m. Rev A.
L. Campbell officiated from the
subject, "T h e MountainA.,of
Death." The remains were le.
pesited in Liberty Grove cemetery
among the boys. The Rosenwald Veterans of school, has been named the Funeral Home in charge. 
with Ford Funeral Home . InNo. •
charge., school Wednesday night when the Wars, celebrated their fourth 
school's 
''Teacher of the Year" I Miss Joyce Woolwine has re- The Missionary Workshop was'
boys basketball team played in Social Studies Club of Lucy Laney anniversary Sunday p. m.. with 
High school presented a concert the president, Mrs. Susie Myers, 
for Richmond County Negro' turned to Knoxville, Tenn, after
the District Final at Cleveland.
They won second' place held at Bascom CME church o,n• entitled "The Madrigals in Con- presiding, 
schools. A native of Chattanooga, spending the week-end with her
cert." The event was held in the After an interesting 
p gr mMarc 3 195i tinder direction of





 Iaii Panents. Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Wool-1 the District President Mrs, Hen.
S. T. Nero visited his daughters
school's auditorium under the di- was rendered, refreshments were
university.uate worst at Atianta 
M r s. Wilhelmina Graham,
science teacher at the Appling,
Ga. High school, has been nam-
ed Columbia County's "Teacher of
the Year." A native of Columbia
county, she received her Bachelor
of Arts degree from Atlanta un-
iversity. She has also held teach-
ing positions in Alabama and Ten-
nessee.
Mrs. Marie B. 'Hatcher, art
teacher at Lucy Leney High
JOHNSON CITY.
By CORTLAND RHEA
Miss Anner Vaught, 70, died Feb.
28th. The final rites were held
from St. Paul AME Zion church on
the afternoon of March 3rd with
Rev. W. W. Bowden officiating.
She is survived by one brotnei,
Mr. W. A. Vaught of this city, two
sisters. Mrs. George W. Haynes,
of this city, and Mrs. William
Clark, of Cleveland, Ohio, 9
nieces 5 nephews, and other rela-
tives:Interment occurred in mm•est.
Lawn Cemkery, with Dockery
high in a Betty Crocker "Search
For Home Makers of Tomorrow"
contest held recently at Carver
high school, Other than the prize
she won, she now ha, entered the
state contest, and if, Abe wins. in
this contest, she will get a M.500
•scholarship and a free all expense
paid trio to New York city.
Mr. Calvin Carson of Mobile,
Ala . Is ermfined at his brother's,
Tom Wally, suffering a stroke.
'Among those confined to the lo-
cal hospital when Old Sleepy made
Isis ronnds la.t week were. Jessie
MeFall. Katie Mae Sartin. Little
Kay McDonald. and mother Julia
Smith,
Mrs. Bertha Dunn of Goodyear
Community was called at Baton
Rae', last week to attend the
fenerel of her father-In-law, Mrs.
Jim O'C'onner.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Walls are
Obi parents Of a little son born to
Mrs. Georgia Smith. resident of
Sand Creek community passed
February 14. The funeral was held
at John M. B. church, Rev. T.
L. Johnson, officiating. Mrs. Smith
er and Mr. Albert Sykes.
Among the many out of town
friends who attended the funeral
of Mrs. Lucy Coats last Sunday
was Mrs. Nellie Guider of Chica-
go, who is a friend and roommate






Rev. T. J. JiTel—deliverkr a
very inspiring message at Hates
Chapel CME diurch. Rev. T. J.
Jiles is pastor of AME church and
Rev. C. Jenes is pastor of CME
church.
Mrs. Ranch Lee attended the fu•
neral of her brother last week.
Mrs. Elnore Elidee left for her
home in Chicago. She spent three
weeks here with her parents, Mr.





Mr. and Mrs. William Goodman,
Mrs. Mable Rawlings and Mrs. Lo-
rene Mayberry were in Metropole
to attend the funeral of a relative,
Lee Stacker, whose funeral was
held at the First Baptist church.
Rev. I,. R. Ellis officiated. Burial
at the Masonic cemetery,
killed on Highway 78. Young
Crain was a student at Rosenwald.
The Rev, McClinton, pastor of
Providence MB Church delivered
a wonderful sermon at Anderson
Chapel, Rev, W. C. Armstrong,
the pastor of Anderson delivered
a wonderful sermon to a large
audience.
Rev. I. Rucker,,pastor of As
bury delivered a wonderful ser-
mon Sunday. 'The Lord's Supper




By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
Miss Ruth Howard and Prince
Bardwell, jr. were quietly mar-
ried last Friday night at her home
on West Lee St. Mrs. Bardwell
is the daughter of Mrs. Bonnie
Howard.
Mr. Marvin Pearson, Memphis,
Tenn. spent Sunday with his mo-
ther, Mrs. Mary A. Pearscn.
The Women's Society of Chris-
tian Service, of Griffin Methodist
church met in the home of Mrs.
Sarah Hickman Sunday, March 3
Those present were: Mesdames
Wilda Bowden, $. W. Hardy, Rosa
Stewart, Pearl Bardwell, Lucille
Moore, E. L. Smith, Alberta
April 7 in the home of Mrs. C
W. Preeitt
Mrs. Catherine Roberts and chil-
dren are back home after spend-
ing several months in Chicago
where they made their home. Mrs.
Roberts is the. daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Joe Yates
rection of Charles H. Anderson, served to all who were present.
band director. I A children's popularity contest
The program included early was sponsored recently by the
American folk songs, western folk', members of the Junior Auxiliary
songs, story in drums. voodoo Board of Trinity CME church. The
ritual, popular calypsci and tradi- first-prize winner was James
Powell jr., son of Sgt. and Mrs.
James Powell. Second place went
to Tommie Dougherty. Other par-
ticipants were Robbiesteen Ste-
phens and Patricia Ann Roberts.
At the close of a ti -week fel-
lowship and evangelistic service
ed by Mrs. Annie Daniels, super- 
W. C. Ervin was named "Man of
visor of Columbia County school. 'The citation was given 
b! 
the
the Year" at Trinity CME church.
Following the ceremony, officers
for the ensuing year were install-
ed
'pastor, 
by W. T. Johnson. Music was
furnished by the Butler Chorus,
the Collins and Raymond Jenkins.
Inspiring remaries were given
by the president. the Rev. S. G.
Nobles and the principal. C. L.
Butler,
A Phalanx fraternity was form• of the citywide spelling bee spon-
ed recently at the Ninth st. YMCA oared by the Negro Recreational
by a group of seniors of Lucy Center. Rita Brown, Academy
Laney and Immaculate Concep- , junior, was awarded first place.
tion High schools. 'I Alwena Jordan, senior, second
place. and Phyllis Singfield, senior,The group elected the following
officers: Frank O'Bryant, pres. third place. The contest was held
ident; Latimer Blount. vice prey- at the Youth center.
ident• William Knapper. secre. Band will be presented in concert
tional calypso numbers.
Founders Day celebration of
Ursula Collins Parehts-Teachers
Assn., was held recently in the
school auditorium, at which time
an interesting program was ren-
dered to a large congregation.
The main address was deliver-
dude: George Williams. Robert
Hazel, Elwood Hughes, Joseph
Dunbar and Everett Brawner. In-
stallation services were also con-
ducted, at which time the ad-
I dress was given be the Rev. W.
P. Stephens,
' The organization was named for
Miss Pauline Jordan was recent-
ly crowned "Queen of the An-
nual Red and White Ball" at the
Phyllis Wheatley Branch YMCA.
Immaculate Conception High
school students recently received
top awards in the senior division
ensemble has appeared through-
out the states of Virginia, South
Carolina, North Carolina, Mary-
land, Georgia. and the District of
Colivnbia. This will be their first
appearance in Augusta. Mrs. Ernie
W. Hudson, first-grade teacher
at the Peter H. Craig Elementary
degree from New York university.
She is president of the Victory
Matron's Saving club and chapter
mother of the local chapter of
New Homemakers of America.
Sp-3 Jessie Carr is a machine-
gunner in Co. E of the 24th In-
fantry Div, 19th Regt. in Korea.
I He is a graduate of the 1954
I class at Lucy Laney High school.
He entered the Army in January
1955 and arrived in the Far East
last April. Ile is the son of Mrs.
Margaret Carr.
Among those participating in the
annual Brotherhood Workshop
held recently at the Phyllis Wheat-
ley Branch YWCA were: Misses P.
Jordan Mary Turner, Carolyn
Latson and Melvis Evans. Theme
of the workshop was "Our Schools
and Our Democracy."
Funeral services for Mrs. Lula
Bethea were conducted Sunday
p. m., from Tremont Temple Bap-
tist church, with the Rev. F. H.
Hart, officiating.
'The Rev. William Harrison was
funeralized Sunday p. m.. from
the Mt. Anna Baptist church,
Aiken, S. C., with the Rev. George
Minyard and the Rev. S. J. Jus-
tice.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Julia Harrison, three sons, four
great grandchildren, other rela-
tives and a host of friends.
IMr. and Mrs. Willie Brooks are
the proud parents of a baby girl, I
Brenda Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Ilenry Howard re-
cently announced the birth of,  a
daughter, Valerie Latanya,
ice at Thankful Baptist church on
the afternoon of March 3rd.
Lanston basketball season ends
this year with a 13-17 record. Their
final games were played Feb. 13,
second loss of the season to Ashe-
ville, North Carolina, 69 to 41,
the next game was played at home
in which the home fans saw the
Golden Tigers defeat Asheville, N.
C. 74 to 64, and our final game
was lost to Slater High Wolves of
Bristol, Tenn, which they had de-
feated early this season, final score
'was Slater 86, Langston 41.
i The girls season ended with a 6-4
, record. The girls fint I g.arnes
were played against Ashville in
which they lost two to the AshvWe
girls 42 to 27 and 41 to 39 and
Slater which they defeated 28 to
20.
! In the Tri-State Tournarnent the
AIR FORCE ROTC cadets at
A &Tcollege conducted a
month•long instruction course
in aeronautic% for 55 Fselarer
Scouts who are associated woo
be Greemboro Council el the
Roy Scouts of America. As a
climax to the course, all the
trainees were taken on an
ientation flight about
the Greensboro community In
planes piloted by the college in-
structional staff. Cadets, wear-
ing Air Force overcoats, are
from left: Jesse Palmer, Illen•
m1141116111.
demon, N. C., Charles Gib-
see, Sanford and Adam C
Mattle-ks. Maysville, N C
None of the Scoots had flown
before.
I to Kingsport in the finals 26 to 37.
They ended up in second place
The boys went to the finals by
defeating Greenville 64-56. They
won the finals by defeating Bris-
tol,Va., 61 to 50. This marks he
second year the Golden Tigers




Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Davis and
daughter Gwen of Jackson, Ten-
neToee were the dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. John Scott.
Rev. Coleman and congregation
rendered services for the St. Paul
CME stewardess board.
J. C. Hassell has returned frem
the hospital in Chicago. The New-
bern Railroad secretary present-
ed Mr. Hassell with a donation of
$8.50. We take this time to thank
them. •
Price Woods, Mrs. Alice liarris
and Archie Wocds were .the din-
ner guesta of Mi. and Mrs. Isaac
Hamilton.
The Reverends Coltman a n d
Tinsely were the dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Booker T Wyatt.
Isaac Hamilton attended du fu-
neral of his coosin, Mrs. Pearl
Douglas in Dyersburg, Tenn.
These remain on the sick list -
Mrs. Rostelle Shaw, Mrs. Pearlie
Jennings, Mrs. Maggie Flake and
Augie Coleman, who is in the vet-
erans hospital
Mrs Beatrice Shelton is here




Rev. Coleman, head of Phillips
School of Theology, Jackson, Ten
nessee worshipped at Anatsrson
Chapel Sunday.
wine, and family. Miss Woolwille rietta Conley Mesdames •Afasito
is a student at Knoxville college. 
. 
Penn, U. Z. McKinnon, Williams.
Mr. Samuel Taylor has returned . Minnie Hill, Mary Barnett, and
from Flint, Mich. many others which we highly ap-
Mr. Edward Ervin has been in predate and enjoyed their inspira-
the city from Chicago, III. ttional discussions. It was based
Mrs. Wiloda Bolden, and daught- I on the subject, "The Uplifting of
er have gone to Florence, Als. Our Mission. Race, Churah, Corn-
Rev,turned to Washingtou, D. C. Rev. er which the Rev. S. P. Willia
Claude F. Spurgeon has re- munity and other Activities."
C. F. Spurgeon is general seers- delivered an excellent message.
tary to the auditor of the AME Lunch was served at the close of
Zion church, conducted the serv- the service. Mrs. Maggie Collins,
president; Mrs. Fannie Moton,
vice president; Rev. D. W. Bold-
en. minister.
Mrs. Dorothy Ryan of Chicago
was called here to attend the.fu-
neral of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Lovie Huntspon last Sunday, has
returned home. We were glad to
see her. She is an excellent wom-
an.
Mr. and Mrs. Theolda- Damian
of Detroit, Mich., were cal:There
to the bedside of their father avho
is very ill. Let us pray -for hmt
that he will soon recover and be
out again. They spent some time
in the home of their aunt and hus-
band, Mr. and Mrs. Anderson of
536 Wilson st. 
The women of St. Paul CO
church have striven very hard
and made the observance ef
Women's' Day what it held(' be
and proved to be a great success.
The chairmanship of this great
day was Mrs. Rose McLin and
Mrs. Cora Deberry, under the
leadership of Rev. P. IL 'SO,
pastor, the entire church w s
drawn into this celebration -end
all members and organizatiOnal
groups worked hard to make this
Women's Day a high day. aIrt.
Ozeal Drain, a graduate of Lane
college a n d prominent church
leader delivered the major ad-
dress for the 11 o'clock hour. The
program was composed of various
selections from local talents.
Choirs and soloists made tneie
appearances on the evening pro-
gram .
A large number of Hunts corrN,
munity members enjoyed :a .vtik
rich and helpful picture slum on
Pet Milk Wednesday night at
Hunts school. After which a trent
business session was held includ-
ing election of officers as fellows:
Messrs. Floyd Jackson, president;
Rochelle -Brown, vice prt...-Ient;
J. P. Hurt, secretary; JeSSeZq
wards, assistant secretary; TOM
McDonald. treasurer; committee
chairmen, Rochelle BroW
Marion Jackson, Rozell Person,
and Mrs. Majarie Benson. Visitor*
were Gilbert Day, Sam Buffing-
ton, Mrs. Carrie Adams, 'Mrs.
Mary Shannon, Mrs. A. B. Jaek.
son Mrs. A. M. Dobbins, county
agents. A delicious chicken; Salad




Funeral services were conducted
for Mrs. McCullum. Burial was'-ii
Mt. Hope Cemetery, The Rcrrael
James Dupree officiated.
World Day prayer services to
the Confederated Chutchas _Of
























































































































































Sat., Mar. 16, 1957
Six Teams In Region III Owe Tournament
REGION THREE CHAMPS
are these Warriors f r o in
Booker T. Washington High
school in SictrAis. They won
the title last Saturday night
SECOND PLACE BOYS' team
in the Region III tournament
was E. A. Harrold High of
Millington which pulled prob•
MELROSE HIGH SCHOOL
from Memphis came in third
In the boys disisiov. Third
place teams do not cuntpete
by decisively defeating a
strong E. A. Harrold High
front Millington at Mt. p i s.
gab. Seen f:ont ate, left to
right. L C. Gordon, Carroll
ably the biggest upset of the
meet by defeating Ge eter
High school. Kneeling, left to
right are: George Collins.
In the inter.regional here this
week end. Kneeling left to
right are: Arthur VV a r d,
George Davis, James Lee,
Holman. Ernest Williams, Ho-
ward Mathis and George Oli•
ter. Second row, same order.
Coach Itilliam (Bill) Foulkes,
Isadore Davis, Larry W I I.
Clarence Weaver, Jesse Sey•
moor and Leon Bell. Second
row, left to right, are Coach
V. T. Jones, Ernest Hill, Wit-
Richard Hicks, Felix Payne
and Thomas Carter. Standing,
same order: Itssistant ('oath
Mitchell. Lennie Butler, A.
.. Washington. George Mar'
liams, Rick Mason, CiMilf
Fobbs, John (Pete) Gray and
Billy Robinson. Other tourna-
ment Menthes apnea' on Page
! I. (Newton Photos)
ter Hardaway, Ellis Shannon,
Joe Peete, Maurice Porter-
field and Eugene Brooks.
tin, Eddie Roberson, Willie
Gunn and Coach Frank Lew.
Nia.!2.013% High, third city
leant entered in the tourney
lost out to Millington.
i
GIRLS CHAMPS in the Re-
gion III playoffs came from
Somerville in Fayette Conn
tv. They beat Allen White to
take the crown. Fayette and
Allen White as well as Book.
RUNNERS-UP IN THE girls'
division were the Allen White
team. Kneeling about their
handsome trophy are Misses
Cr T. Washington and Milling-
ton boys will represent the
region in the inter.reghmal
tournament being played at
Booker T. Washington Ii I g h
school here in Memphis this
Olene Hardawae, Doretha
Cobb, Nennie Beard, Mildred
Forester and Frankie Hamer.




Region II girls' division Was
copped by this Ripley team.
Down front, left to right,
are Mksec ‘nn Gibson, Bes-
sie Barbee, Elnora Palmer and
Friday and Saturday. Front,
left to right are Misses Ada
Mae Shields, Dorecia Brewei,
hue Versie Kinner, Dorotho
Qualls and Bertha Turner and
Coach Samuel Carpenter.
es Katie Hamer, Delols
Rhodes, Emma Allen, Doro-
thy McNeal, Mary Ann Park.
Cr, Warline McKinney, Mr-
Delphine Tyus. Second row,
same order. are Misses Dollie
Phinnessee, Laura Glenn, Ann
Standing back row are Miss-
es Gloria Jean Grandberrs,
Everlena Qtigger, Dora Shep-
pard, Vester Holloway, Pattie
Dickerson, Jean Dye and Ger.
line Dotson.
tense Ferguson and Assistant
Coach Jesse Norman. Coach
F.. L. Rivers was absent dun
to illness. •
Conner. Coach Levi Moore,
lois Young, Eloise Walker
and Martha Robinson. (New.
*0 Photos)
Vernita Watson, Ilelen Batts, Al-
ice Kilpatrick and Vivian Willis.
G E RSOP PA DUKES'
COCKTAIL PARTY
The beautiful and stately colon-
ial mansion of Cornelia Crenshaw
was the setting for the swank cock-
tail party tossed by Gersoppa
Dukes, Inc., Sunday night, March
tery winds. . warm sunshine to 3, complimenting the models who
dreary rain and cold,. . .and fin- will participate in their forthcom-
ing Fifth Annual Affaire Extra-
ordinaire to be held on Easter
Sunday night, April 21, at Club
Ebony. President Robert L. Dil-
lard has announced that our 'First
Lady of Memphis Fashion Re-
and color of the shamrock for vues', Correlia Crenshaw will be
decoration surrounding our social the coordinator commentator.
events. Models who will participate in-
IfHE SEQUINS' PARTY elude Bonnie West, Eljean Mc
Kinney, Claudia Ivy, Willa Jones,
Delores Simmons, Lenora Stein-
berg, Anita Owens, Naomi Goch-
ett, Marion Jean Mitchell. Bev-
erly Nevills, Ida Coleman, Ber-
nice Lewis, Lanetha Collins, Em-
ily Payne, Helen Duncan, Odessa
Dickens, Pauline Carrodine Sway-
ze, Margaret Nubia, Juanita Al-
len, Thelma Davidson, Evelyn
Finnic, June Tucker, Frank Web-
ber, Beverly Coleman, Bertha
Daniels, Norma Quinn, Mardine
King, Maxine McCain and Rol-
ena Mitchell.
NEWS AND VIEWS
•1 TN!-STATE DEFENDERSat., Mar. 16, 1957
The month of March ushered it-
self in like the proverbial lamb
...and running true to form gam-
boled capriciously into its lion act
.attested by billowing kites dot-
ting the sky, and accompanying
high-flying skirts and spirits. It
has already run the entire wea-
ther gamut. . .from mild to blus-
ally, the short-lived snowflakes of
last week. Approaching another
St. Patrick's Day, not many of
us have an ethnic love for the
"wearing of the green", but we
can't resist the attractive shape
' Taking her cue from the Irish,
fellow scribe Rubye Gadison
chose the gay, vivacious humor
of the Sons of Erin in providing
for her swank dinner-party f o r
the Sequins Bridge club at her
lovely Florida at. home last Sat-
urday night. Greeting her guests
in chic' red velvet matador pants
and a multicolored brocade over-
blouse, members and attending
guests were launched on the jest-
ing mood with cocktails poured
by genial Elmer Henderson.
Three large shamrock scrapbooks
made the rounds and captivated
pll with its contents of personal The horses are running again
data jesting Sequin members. at Oaklawn turf at Hot Springs,
classic party satire jokes and and on hand the very first week
cartoons, end were Richard Thompson and
Throughout the lovely home, Houston Slacker. However, they
myriads of cut spring flowers reluctantly had to beat a hasty
adorned the living and dining retreat when foul weather prevent-
rooms and the pine panelled den, cd their full enjoyment of the
their containers and vases hid- sport of kings.
den by the beautiful huge Irish * •
high hats, complete with silver Speaking of vacations — and
glittered buckles, and green gill- don't forget that there are vaca-
tered bands which decorated the tions and VACATIONS . . the one
hats. Accompanying cocktail fare of those two well-known restaurant
was both beautiful to behold and hosts, William Toney and Andrew
delectable to taste — cut in shapes (Jack) Roberts falls into the lat
of shamrocks, and hors d'ouevres ter category While professional.
gaily trimmed w ith parsley to fur- whitecollar, business and labqr
ther carry out the decorative ing souls like you and me battled
scheme. flu, virus, rain and dampness,
Rubye's mother. Mrs. Rosa they trekked South of Border for
Clark assisted in seeing that the a bit of relaxation. They motored
Many members and guests had to Monterey, Mexico where they
a rip-roaring good time: and Mrs. stored their car after spending a
U. Holmes, well-known caterist short while at the Colonial hotel
was at her very best, with the there . .and boarded a luxury con-
menu consisting of mushroom stellation flight bound for Mexico
mothered broiled chicken, a beau- City. There they enjoyed the cos-
tiful lime congealed salad, sham- mopolitan fare for which the me-
rock rolls, a beautiful ice cream tropolis- is worldfamed The Ho-
cake, also decorated in the green tel Vares—one of the most lux-
and white color scheme. . .topped urious hostelries there was their
off with demi-tasse or tea, place of abode while they tom -
"The Girls Can't Help Ir. . .
if they chose some of the most
chic cocktail attire seen for the
season. Real gone was the word derful weather and the bountiful
for Martha Anderson, who wore gifts Mother Nature has bestowed
a beautiful Dior blue wool -cock- on the locale provided a wonder-
tail frock featuring a neckline ful respite from their ordinary
which extended to a deep v back, daily lives. Their special guide
outlined with two-toned blue chif-
fon which extended into floating
back panels. With her gold leather
mink collared cocktail coat a n d • • .
gold textured shoes and bag she Charming Lula Taylor, whom
could have faced a Vogue or Bar- we have mentioned before, is bus-
per's Bazaar photographer! 0th- ily preparing and planning toward
er beautiful attire included the moving to Louisville, Ky., where
her husband, well-known L. R
Taylor, has recently gone as the
rhinestone buckle side fastening, Actuary of Mammoth Life lnsur
and a stunning mink collar. Mar- ance Company Comes the end
garet Bush was beautiful in an of the school year, Lula, and chil-
outstanding na vy wool sheath dren Gloria and Rudolph will be
cocktail dress . . Beverly Ford in , saying adieu to their many friends
a beautiful pale blue Lillie Ann
cocktail suit which had full pleat-
ed sleeves .. . Dorinda Gray in
a lovely beige faille princess
frock, with beautiful details of
black-cocktail suit of Kitty Sim-
mons which featured a large
ed the scenic and historical spots
and enjoyed the aristocrat night
clubs of the fabulous mecca. Won-
was a Chicago friend, Leroy Mar-
tin, who is a fourth year student
at the University nf Mexico City.
bere. We certainly hate to )(se
them. . .but the Taylors are as-
sured of seeing plenty of t he i r
friends come Derby time in years
to come. They have already ac-
beige satin . . . .Almazine Davis quired a beautiful home there,
chose a beautiful black and white and via long distance, Lula is
tweed coat . . always chic Lula I decorating it room by room. The
Taylor was a vision of loveliness
in Taupe wool with beige chiffon.
topped with a beautiful Royal
R-H-O-M-A-N-Al-A could be
just what Gloria Lockerman is
spelling here. The star of
564,000 Question fame will ap-
pear here on "Rhomania,"
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority's
Scholarship Project, on April
26, 8 p.m. The program is
scheduled for C. Arthur Bruce
hall on the LeMoyne college
campus. Tickets are now on
sale at Flora's Flower Shoppe,
733 Vance; J. and B. Gro-
cery, 1512 Florida; LeMoyne
college, 807 Walker; Strozi-
er's Drug Store, 2192 Chelsea;
Service Drug Store, 675 S.
Lauderdale, and Goldsmith's
Central Ticket office.
THE 16 SOPHISTICATES Marion Ingram, the business man
The Sophisticates wish to thanic ager.
their many friends for making
their recent party held at the
home of Mrs. Claxton on Tunica
St. a success. Mr. Leroy Cooper ,
was the proud recipient of the,
electric clock. Guests present were'
Mesdames Geneva Robinson,
Irene Robinson, Sallie Conners,
Sara Parrish; 0. D. Murphy,
Dorothy Johnson, Novell Camp-
bell, Charlie Morris, Howard Mc-
Donald and many others. Dorothy
McNeal, reporter.
ICRR LADIES SOCIAL CLUB
The I. C. Railroad Ladies So-
cial club's last meeting was held
at the residence of Mrs. Beitlah
Sanifer, 1487 Kansas. Following
the devotional lead by the chap-
lain, Mrs. Della Sanders, the bus-
iness session was conducted by
the president. Mrs. Velma W I-
llama, who read the annual report
and discussed plans outlined for
the year and heard the report of
the various committees. A delic-
ious buffet luncheon was enjoyed
which featured a Valentine motif.
During the meeting. Mrs. Lettie
Porter was accepted as a new
member of the group. The next
regular meeting will be held Fri-
day night, March 15, at 7:30 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Georgia Mc-
Neil. 297 LeClerc. Officers will be
installed at that meeting. Mrs.
Ida White Martin. reporter.
THE GOOD SAMARITAN CLUB
The Good Samaritan cluh met
in the lovely home of Mrs. L.
Clarke, 195, when Miss Elizabeth
Virse held the installation of of-
ficers. The hostess served a de-
licious baked ham plate. The
next meeting is scheduled with
Mrs. Alpha Ferguson, to be held
at her home at 1407 Austin at.




fact thot she can decide to go
into the interior decoration busi-
ness anytime she so desires is
Pastel mink sole . . and Ida Mae evidenced in the beautiful con-
Walker's lovely slate blue wool temporary home they now occupy
suit,' with its jewelled neckline . . on Riverside blvd.
and getting lots of admiring glan- • •
ces was Gloria Howard's beautiful We're glad to hear of the prog-
pearl and rhinestone cocktail hat. ress in recovery of well - known
Rubye's prizes were all assort- Mrs. 1: T. Chandler, following her
ments of Ciro's perfume, and es recent illness. .and her children
sences, in those perennial favor- are all happy now that she is
ites of every continent, °Surren- recuperating beautifully at her
der" "Reflections", "Danger' home on McDowell.
and "Ricochet". Club prizes went' Demure Tommye Kaye Hayes
to Ruth Mims, Mary Cotton and had a surgical experience at Le-
Mildred Wililams: and gues t Bonheur hospital Jest week end
prizes to AM Booth and "Toue, . . and we're glad that the
Scirbe°. who is now floating on a charming miss is doing nicely;
cloud of "Danger" (Dan-jay. as should be home by the time you
the French sa y it!) Other Se- read these lines.
quins present were Margaret Bush, Another New Face in our midst
Mattie Crossley, Grace Collins. is that of Master Reginald Eu-
Helen Prater, and guests Gloria and Eugene Bryon at E. H. Club here at Audubon Park last
Howard. Edna Swingler, Fannie but ti his proud parents Nina ammo
Johnson. Lula Taylor, Martha An- and Eugene Bryaon at E. H
derson and Leola Gilliam. Crump hospital recently, weigh
DEBONAIRS tog in at 8 lbs. Nina was a Ma-
Another lovely shamrock-inspir- nassas co-worker, until her re-
ed party was that of the Julia Col-
lins, held at her home at 48.9 La
('lode for the Debonair',. Here too,
cocktails, and a tempting baked
hem dinner accented with a con-
gealed salad and bright broccoli
carried out the ereen and white Mrs. Maude Hutchins Burt of
motif. Garnering the prizes were Boston, Mass., who is visiting her
sister, Mrs. George E. Callaway
on S. Lauderdale st. Mrs. Hurt
and her sisters are oieces ef well-
known Fred Hutchins
Mrs. Bertha Reese of Detroit.
DUCHESS SOCIAL CLUB
The Duchess Social club was re-
cently organized, and the follow-
ing members were elected offi-
cers Mrs. Mattie Pearl Herron,
president; M r s. Ernestine Wil-
liams, secretary; Mrs. E t h I
Boyce, treasurer; Mrs. Frances
Caple,chaplain; Mrs. Rosa Sias,
reporter. Plans are being discuss-
ed for activities to be hetet this
year, including a party scheduled
for Saturday, March 16, at the
home of Mrs. Ernestine Williams.
Their meeting of last week was
held at the home of Mrs. Ernes-
tine Johnson.
LA RITA HOMEMAKERS CLUB
The La Rita Homemakers So-
cial club recently sponsored a
popularity contest at the home of
Mrs. Bertha Sullivan, 1271 Phila-
delphia. J. Gaither won the gift.
Mrs. Thelma Coleman won the
popularity contest and will be
crowned queen at their formal
dance, to be held March 29 at
the Flamingo Club. The group
missed their president, Mrs. Alma
Morris, who was ill, and looked
forward to her presence at the
next meeting on March 8 at the
residence of Mrs. Catherine Am-
strong. Members present were
Mrs. Ann Fields, Mrs. Bernice
Jackson, Mrs. Cleo Draper. Mrs.
J. L. Berson, Mrs. Dorothy Jones
and Mrs. Julia Pleas. Reporter,
Mrs. Clara Harris.
YM&W CLUB
The Y1,4841N c!ub met Sunday,
March 3, at the home of Mrs.
Hilda Helm, at 654 Hernando st.,
with the president, Mrs. Altura
S. Lee presiding. Plans were com-
pleted for the anniversary cele-
bration of the club and installs-
'lion of new officers to be held
Sunday, March 17, at St. Andrews
AME church, with the pastor,
Habib H, Jackson render-
T h e Emmason-Azalia Street .ng the installation services. The
club held their annual tea at love- I public is invited.
ly home of Mrs. J W. Bell, 1305' The next meeting will be held
Azalia st., Sunday evening, Feb Sunday, April 7, at the home of
Mrs. Alma Hunter, 393 Walker
ave., with Mrs. Mattie Sue Elliot
as hostess. Mrs. Mary Gray, re-
porter.
BLUE FLAME SOCIAL CLUB
The Blue Flame Social club met
at the home of Mrs. Vera Mallet,
where the group made plans for'
their annual formal dance, t h e
date of which will he announced
later. Mrs. Dorothy Miller will
he the hostess for the next meet-
ing: and all members are urged
to be present. Mrs. Marie Sar-
gent, reporter.
26TH WARD CIVIC CLUB .
The 26th Ward Civic club met
at the residence of Mrs. M ary
Gray, 1299 Dunnivant st., Feb. 27,
with the president, Prof. E. L.
Washburn presiding. Devotions
were conducted by Mrs. Mary E.
Adams. Members enjoyed a de-
licious turkey dinner and at the
close of the meeting, Mrs. Abbie
Ride extended the rroups thankA
and appreciation to the hostess for
the delightful meeting. Mrs. Viola
Kneeland, reporter.
17, from 4 to 6 p. m. Each mem-
ber had several guests to repre-
sent her. The next event of the
group will be a Fashion Show to
be given at the YWCA, at a date
yet to be announced. Mrs. Win-
coy Moore is the president. Mrs.
L. London, the secretary and Mrs.
Martha Galloway and cecelia Wil-
lis for the club and Bobbie Jones,
a guest. Other Dehonairs - present
were Nell Northcross, Ann Willis,
Lailaris Robinson, Pearl Gordon,
cent sabbatical leave. We wish
best of health, wealth and the
happiest of childhoods as he be-
comes acquainted with his so -
proud parents.
Visitors i n our midst include
Mich. is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Frances Laws, following her visit
at Natchez, Miss. She's spend-
ing a few days here before re-
turning to the Motor City.
Word has just reached us that
at the Central States Golfing As-
sociation's mid-winter meeting et
Wichita, Kans., Atty. Oscar Jones
of Des Moines, Iowa and Her-
man McKinney of Detroit, Mich..
were both reelected to the offices
of president and secretary of the
organization, respectively. They
will be remembered by the host
of friends they made in 'the Bluff
City during the CSGA gold tourna-
ment hosted by Sam Qualls Golf
Clara Barion Health Club Makes Plans For
Its Annual Benefit Tea To Be Held March 24
Clara Barton Health club, one
of the largest, if not the largest
federated club of Memphis, is pre-
ently placing a strong bid for the
title of "The Most Active Club".
As the name implies, the 30
members concern themselves
about health projects, and give
unselfishly of their time, their
means, and their service for oth-
ers. Their projects are concentrat-
ed in two neat bundles — better
identified as two full nursing schol-
arships.
To finance these worthy pro-
jects, the club sponsors annually
a Scholarship Tea. The tea, which
always holds a top spot in the
federated club world, will be held
March 24 from 4 to 7 p.m. at
Lelia Walker Club House.
It promises to be "a thing of
beauty and a joy forever" as no
pains are being spared in prepar-
ation for the affair. Some of the
most outstanding talent of the city
will be presented. Visitors are in-
vited to attend. Donations are
welcome. (Make checks payable
to Clara Barton Health Club and
mail to Scholarship Committee
Chairman, M r s. Eldora Amos,
1623 Humber st.)
Applicants for the scholarship
might contact the same person,
the club is presently thriving un-




Mrs. Eldora Amos, Mrs. Bertha
Becton, Miss Marie Brooks, Mrs.
Ellen Callian, Mrs. Ernestine Coh•
ran, Mm. Ida Gill, Mrs. Elizabeth
Hollingsworth, Mrs. La Blanche
Jackson, Mrs. Samella James,
Mrs. Leona Jamison, Mrs. Dean-
ie B. Johnson, Mrs. Emma Tom
Johnson, rMs. Florence McPher-
son, Mrs. Sydney Murray, Mrs.
Pearl Cates, Mrs. Etta Page, Mrs,
Eleanor Sain, Mrs. Alberta Sam-
ple, Miss 'Cornelia Sanders, Mrs.
Pearline Saunders, Mrs. Edith
Scott, Miss Harry Mae Simons,
Mrs. Edith Sloan, Mrs. Rebecca
Tate, Miss Frances Tharpe, Mrs.
Debora Thompson, Mrs. Juanita
Turner, Mrs. Sarah Van Buren,
Mrs. Zana Ward and Mrs. Beulah
Williams.
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
One of the two young ladies
presently reaping the benefits of
the efforts of the club is Miss
Willie Mae Jackson, who has for
the past three years received an-
nual scholarships from the organ-
ization. She is expected to com-
plete her training and graduate
with the August class of Homer
G. Phillips hospital School of
Nursing in St. Louis, Mo. Miss
Jackson is a graduate of Melrose
High school. She completed the
practical nursing course offered
by the Memphis Board of Educa-
tion, then served as a licensed
practical nurse at John Gaston
hospital until 1952, at which time
she accepted employment as li-
censed practical nurse with Mem-
phis and Shelby County Health
Department. After two years with
the Health department, she en-
rollbd in Homer G. Phillips Hos-
pital School of Nursing in St.
Louis, Mo., where she is now a
senior student nurse.
She is a member of the Ameri-
can National Red Cross, the Na-
tional Students Nurses' Associa-
tion, the Missouri State Student
Nurses Association, and the Ho-
mer G. Phillips Student Nurses
Choral Group. After graduation
in the City of MemPhis hospitals.
Miss Jackson is the daughter of
the late Rev. and Mrs. Andrew
Jackson and is a member of Beu-
lah Baptist church.
MRS. JOHNSON
The other is Mrs. Johnetta John-
son, daughter of well known North
Memphis residents, Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Murray of 675 Ayers at,
Mrs. Johnson is o product of the
Memphis City schools having at-
tended and graduated from Grant
School and Manassas High school.
She attended LeMoyne college for
two and one-half years. She, too,
took advantage of local opportun-
ities and enrolled in the practical
nursing class offered cooperative-
ly by the Board of Education and
John Gaston hospital. Having be-
come a licensed practical nurse,
she remained in the employ of
John Gaston until she entered the
City of Memphis Hospitals School
of Nursing to become a graduate
professional nurse. She is one of
the surviving members of the
first nursing crass at E. H.
Crump Memorial hospital. Upon
completion of her career, s h e
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MR. AND MRS. JAMES GIP-
son — Mr. and Mrs. James
Gipson are pictured at the re-
ception following their wed-
ding. The bride is the (laugh-
ter of Mrs. Mary Sue Jones,
1263 Smith, Mr. Gipson is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Gipson,
of Tchulah, Miss. (MeChristen
photo)
1 RECORD SHOPPOPLAR TUNES
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Announce New Way To
Shrink Painful Piles
Science Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Plow York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
foul' a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another, "very striking improve-
was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took plate
And most amazing of all—this
improvement was maintained in
eases where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able to
make such aatenishing statements
as "Piles have ceased to be a
problem!" And among these suf.
ferere were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some of
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the um of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Rio-
D yne• ) —the discovery of • world.-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Rio-Dyne is in wide ure
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new healing substance is
offered in suppository or ointment
form called Preparation 11.• Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation fl suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with spa-
eial applicator. Preparation H Is
sold at all drug stores. Satiate ction
guaranteed or money refunded.




The Rock Temple Church of God
in Christ, located at 12 Radi.
son st., Jackson, Tenn. Invites you
to worship with them each Sun-
day afternoon from 3 to 4 p.m,
during the radio broadcast, "Your
Revival Hour" through the fa-
cilities of radio station WJAK,
1460 on the radio dial.
The broadcast is carried direct-
ly from the auditorium of t h e
church. The pastor, Elder J. E.
Poindexter, delivers an inspiring
message each Sunday. Tune in
this Sunday afternoon or, better
still, come by.
The cut of a suit ... the "line" of
a lamp ... the grain in the wood
of your favorite chair: in these
things, you want quality without
question. You seek the aims
assurance in your favorite
beverage. That's why you-.—re
and men like you ... inrariab4
ask for Coca-Cola: the quality
leader in the beverage business!
BOTTUM UNDO AUT1401111'7 Of TO COCA-COLA 101711,40 COMPANY IV
COCA COtA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
'Coke Ir a 'mewed traelo-mark. C WOL Off COCA-COLA COMMIS




She wouldn't dream of walking to the
corner store. Or to the bridge club half a block away.
Yet she has to race through the house when the
one telephone rings. Doesn't make sense,
does it? Not when it's so easy to have additional
phones at her fingertips in several rooms. In smart
colors, too, that do so much to pretty up a hams.
Get the additional telephones you need and save
steps and time. Remember --when a phone's handy,
everything is.
To order, lust rail
our Business Office




























We are now in the Lenten sea-
son in preparation for the coming
of Easter. This is usually a per-
iod of sacrifice for many in ob-
servance of the 40 days Christ
sacrificed before He was put to
death. If we do not deny ourscives
of our pleasures, we can all prac-
tice some good deed every day.
Februsry 23 marked the date
of the last meeting of the Seinper
Fid.Ais Council in the home of
Mrs. Josephine Cunningham on In-
stitute st. with Mrs. Millard Thom-
as serving as the charming host-
ess. The meeting which was a
guest meeting was most unique in
its planning. An acquaintance per-
iod follov ed the very beief busi-
ness session before the most tasty
menu was served consisting of
fried chicken, green beans, vege-
table - macroni mold, shredded
carrots, pickles, olives, homemade
rolls and assartect pies. The re•
mainder of the evening was di-
vided into three pericds; charm,
games and music. During t h e
charm period a cosmetic demon-
Ftration was given by Mrs. Etta
Brown, une of Jackson's leading
cosmetologists. The game period
was conducted by Miss Darlene
Hutson with Mrs. Murnell "Mell"
Hutson, guest at the meeting,
taking charge of the music. Spe-
cial guests at the meeting includ-
ed the husband 3f the hostess,
Eloyd Thomas of Chicago; Mes-
dames Fannie A. Dobbins, Mel-
void Benson, Eva Broome and Ida
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Shermon,
bir. and Mrs. Huntsmon and Earl
Shaw, husband of Mrs. Shaw, who
Is a member.
s • •
Sorors in Beta Omega Sigma
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta so-
rority gethered at the home of
Soren- Lucille Fuller on Pine at,
last Saturday for their regular
monthly meeting. You could real-
ly tell spring was in the air when
the many sorors were admitted
by the lovely hostess in their
spring attire. The business session
was conducted by Sorer Essie M.
Perry, president of the chapter.
At this time delegates were elect-
ed to go to the regional meet-
ing which is scheduled for Aptil
19-20 in St. Petersburg, Fla. Sor-
or Bertha Hill Collins will repre-
sent the chapter as the voting
delegate with Soror Cora Deber-
ry serving as alternate. Before
adjournment a delicious menu
was served to the sorors.
75TH FOUNDER'S DAY
Sunday at 5 p.m. in the Lane
college chapel the 75th Founder's
Day of the college was celebrated
with a program. The main speaker
was Dr. J. Clarence Calcough of
St. Louis, Mo. Mrs. Essie M. Per-
ry who has written the brochure
"Lane College Through Seventy-
VOWS REAFFIRMED— Rev.
Charles T. Epps, pastor of
the Gospel Temple Baptist
church reaffirmed the matri-
monial vows between Mr. and
Mrs. James Shells in a beau-
tiful church setting Sunday,
March 3. Mr. and Mrs. Shells
were in a financial contest to
raise funds for the church
HAPPY BIRTHDAY,— Little
Miss Denise Springfield, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Springfield, celebrated h e r
fourth birthday along with
many of her little friends. The
party was given at the home
of her grandmothei, Mrs (a.
nary Pope. Among ihose par.
licipating in the tun, pictured
Five Years of Service': gave a
brief history of the institution.
By thp way, if you haven't read
this interesting history, you should
avail yourself of a copy. Remarks
were given by Miss Darlene Hut-
son, National President of the
Lane college alumni association,
and Mrs. Edna White, local alum-
ni association president.
one of the most interesting pro-
grams presented by students was
held Monday on the campus at
Lane college at their regular
chapel hour. Members of Beta Chi
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta So-
rority presented George Thacker,
registrar at Lane, in "This Is Your
Life" patterned after the noted
TV show. All of the facts and
many persons were on hand who
had played a part in the interest-
ing life of this person who is an
alumnus of Lane. A book of itis
life and keys to miniature Cadil-
lac car were presented to Mr.
Thacker at the close of the pro-
gram.
CITY TEACHERS MEET
When the Jackson city teachers
election of officers took place.
Mrs. Vivian Bell, teacher at Wash-
ington-Douglas Elementary school,
will succeed Prof. T. R. White as
president of the organization. Mrs.
Bell who is completing her 10th
year in the city school system of
Jackson, previously taught in
Madison County.
Other officers to serve along
with her are. V. J. Gilmore, vice
president; Mrs. Arva Robinson,
secretary; Miss Erma Robinson,
assistant secretary; Mrs. Annie M.
Bond, treasurer; Prof. C. N. Ber-
ry, parliamentarian.
T. R. White, out-going presi-
dent, was elected to represent the
organization at the NEA National
meeting which takes place this
summer in Philadelphia. Pa. 0.
R. Cole, principal of Washington-
Douglas school has been named
as alternate.
HERE AND THESE
The members of the Sportsman's
Club entertained their wives in
the ultra-modern home of the J.
F. Hughes on Brookhaven dr. last
Tuesday evening. Approximately
50 persons enjoyed the feast of
barbecued pork, fried chicken,
baked ham, hot spaghetti, slaw,
hot rolls, apple and cherry pie
and soft drinks. Before the social
hour, members and guests were
shown a movie on wildlife.
Miss Bernice Trotter of Mem-
phis, Tenn. was guest of Mrs.
Earl Shaw last week end.
The time is here for the Jab-
berwock, March 15. here are so
nany things to look forward to
that you can't afford to miss.
Who will MISS JABBERWOCK be
Who will win the skit prizes? Who Lane
will win the TV? Be on hand at fun.
TENTH ANNIAERSARY
BALL — Curtie's Club Tropi-
cana was the setting far the
lovely Tenth Anniversary Ball
given by Gamma Loserette
club, Friday. March 8. Some
of the beautifulSy gowned
members and guests at the
formal event are seen Mettle-
ed above, including Mesdames
Elisabeth Virse, Tealie V. Mc-
Clandon, Sallie A. Conner, Sa-
rah VanBuren, Romona Har-
rell, Cornelia Crenshaw, Jae-
Gamma Loverette Club
In 10th Anniversary
The Gamma Loverette club
was gracious host to scoles of
friends at their Tenth Anniver-
sary Ball held at Curries Club I
Tropicana, Friday, March 8. I
The group, whose motto is "To
love and be loved by everyone",
was very much in evidence Him-
ont the delightful formal dance.
Officers include Mrs. Juanita W.
Allen, president; Mrs Romona
Harrell, vice president: Mrs. Sal-
lie A. Conner, secretary; Mrs. Ada
C Hill, assistant secretary; Mrs.
Dorinda C. Gray, treasurer: Miss
Elizabeth .1. Vine, chaplain: Mrs.
Dorothy Si. Johnson, reporter;
and Mrs. Alpha 0. Ferguson, ad-
visor.
Other members include M r s.
Tealie C. McClendon, Mrs. 011ie
Ward and Mrs. Sarah W. VanBur-
en.
Ben Branch's orchestra provid-
ed music for the lovely dance
where the following persons were '
among those who enjoyed the gay
affair: Mrs. Mabel Rawlings,
Miss Gwendolyn Collier, Mrs. Ber-
nice Hill, Mrs. Elizabeth Slwyer,
Mrs. Beatrice Gray, Mr. and Mrs.
John Lee Bethany, Mrs. Lula Mae
Bone, Miss Marianne V. Stout-
er, William H. Roach, Mrs. Lena
L. Woodson, Mrs. Juanita Lewis,
Mrs. Zernia Peacock, Miss Doro-
thy Stewart, George Peters, Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Johnson, Mrs.
Minnie Anderson.
Miss Evelyn Knox, Mrs. Artie
Minnings and Claude Henry, Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Watkins, Mrs.
against Mr. and Mrs. Julius
Boyland, center. The winners
were given the honor of be-
ing reunited in matrimony.
Mr. Shell raised $591.81 and
Mr. Boyiand $327.10. Left to
right, top row, are: C. W.
Braxton, Bally Purdy, J. Tal.
ford. W. Logan, Robert Mit-
chell, Edgar Johnson, Anthony
above were: Allan LaMont
Turner, Homer Brownlee, Ron-
ald Mebane, Sherwood Gene
Weir, Cart Taylor, jr.. Stephen
Washington, Floyd and Horace
Newsom, T. 0. Stokes. Rich-
ard and Stanley Tyler, ( ather
Gilder, Rita Kaye Turner, De
nice Elaine Robinson, Vicki
Lynn Newsom, Stephanie and
college at 8 for the
41111
Colay, John Jackson. Sec-
ond row: Edith Wilks, Vera
Iferron, Doris Lee, James
Little, J. Morgan, Juanita
Young, L. Bogans and Mar-
gie Williams, Bottom sow are;
Alice Frazier, Lula Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs. Boylancl, John
and Mrs. Shells, Bernice Cry-
sier and Ella Chilton.
Linda Miller, Marie Yantev
Cathey Taylor, Rita and Joe
Rose Jones, Patrice Jordan,
Belinda a n d Dianne Smith,
Eileen Beasley, Gwendolyn
Spinson, The Walkers. Mari-
! y n Campbell. Aggie Lena
Fields, Edna Fields and Phyl-
lis Fields, Joyce Marie. and
many others. (Withers Photo)
Odessa Dickens, Mr fond Mrs.
Johnnie Chandler, Mr. and Mrs.
Etigene Snipes, Mr. and Mrs. L.
M. Miller, Henry Pickens. Sr
and Mrs. Mack Walton. Mr. and
Mrs. F. J. Butler. Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Story, Mr. and Mrs. Thomp-
son Gilliam, Mr. and Mrs. Willa.)
Wright, Mrs. Margaret Thompson,
Miss Lois Tucker, Mrs. Ruth Buc-
ker, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jack-
son, Mr. and Mrs. Roland Nash,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence J. Pierce,
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Coleman,
Mrs. Annie Belle Yarbraugh,
Miss Jacqueline Flowers and Joe
Henderson, Mr. and Mrs. James
A. Bowen, Mr. and Mrs A. Jor-
dan, Mr. and Mrs. Mike Hayes.
Miss Helen Boykin, Sirs. Eliza-
beth Wade, Edward Ward, Miss
Rolena Mitchell, Mrs. Polly C.
Swayze Mrs. Elm H. Shaw and
William Mardis, the Sixteen So-
phisticates Social club. Mr. and
Mrs. Garmer Currie, Miss Elsie
Rebinson and Willians F. Greer,
both of Tennessets State universi-





Miss Letishie Mitchell, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Mitchell, of 2824 Park ave., has
been commissioned a second lieu-
tenant in the Air Force Nurse
Corps.
Lt. Mitchell was rraduated from
the Second General hospita I,
School of Nursing, Kansas City,
Mo.
She is at present assigned to
duty with the 3310th Technical




Mrs. Willie Mae Alexander was
a recent hostess to the Su Amingo
Bridge club in the beautiful Bam-
boo Room of the Gay Hawk Drive
Ian.
Club members present were
Miss Juanita Allen, Mrs. Mamie
Dillard, Miss Leanther Gallion,
'Mrs. Mattie Jackson, Miss Betsie
Jones, Mrs. Lorraine Phillips,
Mrs. Marie Price Smith and Mrs.
Willie Mae Alexander.
Guests present were Mrs. Elois
Washington, Mrs. Sarah Marie
Neal, Mrs. Ella Mae Hewitt, Miss
Gussye Sweet and Miss Tiney
Chambliss.
Everyone enjoyed the tasty
menu that was served and a won-
derful evening of bridge — with
prizes being won by Sarah Marie
Neal, Elois Washington, Marie
Smith, Mamie Dillard and Lor-
raine Phillips.
The club also presented Mrs.
Lawrence Bridges with a baby
car seat — she is the proud par-
ent of a 9 pound baby boy; and
Mrs. Mamie Dillard, the proud
mother of a fine baby girl, was
presented a high chair. It was
also decided that the club will do-
nate $50 to the Heart Fund each
September.
Miss Juanita Allen, club reper-
ter, will be the March hostess
nita Allen. 0111le Ward. Alpha
0. Ferguson. Dorothy Johnson
Ada Hill and Doriuda Gray.
(Withers Photo)
La Bonne Sois Dates
Fashion Show March 17
"The La Bonne Sois introduces
Spring To You in Fashions" is
theme of the sparkling fashion
show to be presented by the La
Bonne Soi Social club on March
17 at the Flamingo Room. The
show begins at 8:30 p.m.
This show has been boosted vs
one of the best ever presented
in the Big Si Each scene will be
live, different and full of artistic
color and imagination.
In one of these petite A n n
Mitchell will be transformed from
a poor, uninteresting girl to a
captivating, vivacious Fox right
on the stage. In another tall De-
nise Rochelle will model an out
of this world creation designed
by Polly Caradine. A twist to this
will be the opportunity for the
two (out of 10 lucky ticket hold-
ers) who can come closest to
guessing the right price of the
outfit will receive handsome door
prizes.
Other models include: Odessa
Dickens, Margaret Nubiz, Leola
Mitchell, Willie Jones, Evelyn Fin-
nie, Bernice Lewis, Aidelaide Rag-
land, Thelma Davidson, Polly Car-
radine, Mickey Blackwell, 0. W.
Seaward, Mabel Winfrey, Juanita
Jordan, Cleman Crawford, Louise
Doundy, Evelyn Linton and Ver-
sia Fletcher.
Bill William, Ida Bell Watkins,
Lorice Van Pull, Claudia Ivry and
Bowling Mitchell.
The Tapper Men's club will es-
cort models. Dancing by Leon Sil-
vers. Mrs. Delores Agnew, prasi-
dent and founder; Earline Hamp-
ton, narrator; Martha Jean Stein-
bery, director.
Egelle, Elmer Henderson, Melvin
Conley, Mr. and Mrs. Mobley, Ed- CHICAGO — U. S. motor vehicle
win Prater, Miss Velma Lois owners annually pay out more
Jones and Mr. Shaw, Mr. and than $t billion in tolls for use of
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it's the SAME natural
RICELAND RICE
that:s so easy to cook!
E. Williams Tslilt—STATE 016EFEN1905E7R 11
Makes Debut
As Realtor
Ernest C. Williams, who for a
number of years has been em-
ployed at Mallory Depot, makes
his debut into Memphis business
circles as the founder and presi-
dent of the newly licensee and
bonded E. C. Williams Real F.,
tate company, with offices in
Suite No. 4, 145 Beale at.
Mr. Williams' spent two years
as a real estate salesman tinder
the supervision of the R. L. Smith
company, 4976 Sheilber rd. In 1955
he organized Property Investment
Company, Inc., for the purpose
of buying and selling real estate
on a commission basis with James
A. Simpson. Johnie B. Morris.
Howard II. Jackson, jr. and Lee
D. Miller as associates and direc-
tors. The company is still alive.
He is a member of Watkins
Chapel CME church of which Rev.
J. H. Lee is pastor. Mr. Williams
resides with his wife and son,
Mrs. Jessie Williams and Don
Allen Williams at 1812 Eldridge.
Mrs. Williams is a licensed beate l
ERNEST C. WILLIAMS
tician and their son is an eighth
grade student at the Hyde Park
school.
The office was formally open-
ed Monday, Starch 4 and is now
ready for business. The public is
invited to come in at anytime and
a cordial welcome awaits all whe-
ther for business or the making
of a mutual acquaintance.
SPECIAL NOTICE 
If you can pay cash you can save up to 6000 by pur-
chasing floor samples bought directly from factories all
over America. Shop Memphis 1st and only Sample Furn-
iture and Appliance store before you buy.
(Memphis first and only Sample Furnitur•
and Appliance Store.)
SAMPLE
Jilleh APO t olcy
The Riceland Rice in the new picture package is the SAME
natural Riceland Rice which has been the favorite of good cooks
for years.
Only the PACKAGE has been changed. The RICE is the
SAME easy-to-cook, guaranteed-fluffy Riceland RiC;Ii Get yours














Even a child can
cook RICELAND RICE
perfectly every lime!
As always. Riceland Rice is the NATURAL perfect.
cooking rice. les guaranteed fluffy!
As always, Riceland Rice IS so easy to cook that even
a child can cook ft perfectly every time!
Get this SAME natural Riceland Rice Is Es new
modern package todayl
of course, is keeping yours but
'running as close a second as is
"breathingly" possible is HAVING
A MAN. — Killer Johnson has his
In Sugar Ray Robinson AND JOE
LIGGY JOHNSON is lucky enough
to have two, Johnny White owner
of Detroit's Gotham hotel and Dr.
Things Happen When:
Our Hazel Meets Elvis
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
HOLLYWOOD — It has probably
been rather apparent to you, that I
have had a great deal of admira-
tion for a young singer named
Elvis Presley. I know that I have
told you so, many times, that this
newcomer to our town is one of
my favorite people.
Well, since I had written so
much about this young m n,
whose singing and unique style of
'selling' songs, has endeared him
to so many and who had brought
so much pleasure to me, I felt
that I simply must see and talk
with him. During the past week,
I was afforded an opportunity to
interview this newest sensation,
and hasten to say here and now,
I am convinced more than ever
that my first impressions were
correct.
' Here Is a clean-cut, sincere, hon-
est youngster, who knows that he
Ii in the limelight, but as yet
is unspoiled. From the moment
that I met him and looked into
his deep dark blue eyes and then
felt his firm warm handshake, I
knew that I had been "so right"
about him.
During our introduction, he came
very close and looked me straight
In the eyes, and expressed his
pleasure about rily coming. I
learned quite a number of things
about this personable young man.
First: He was born in Tupelo
Miss., Jan. 8, 1935; he was an
Identical twin, but his brother
did not survive, so Elvis was the
only child in the family. .His
father was a paint factory em-
ploye.
He attended grade school In Tu-
pelo and graduated from Hume
High school in Memphis, Tenn.
His first guitar cost the tidy
sum of $2.98 and he learned to
pick out his own accompaniments,
When I asked Elvis just what
he is thinking about when he drops
his head and comes up with that
childish smile, I substituted, that
perhaps he was thinking — "Oh,
you idiots, why don't you shut
"I AM BLESSED"
He quickly answered. "Oh, No!
No! Never that! I am thinking
how wonderfully blessed I am, and
that I'm so grateful to all of
my fans all over the world, for
this expression of their joy with
my Singing. I love to hear them
so they say
By AL MONROE
NICEST THING ABOUT life, Port in Ghana her foot slipped
and down with the case carrying
reel of hubby's "Sags of Satc-hmo"
with only the soft mire preventing
it from rolling away. — DID NOT
PRESENT a pretty picture, how-
ever When finally picked up by
Caddie-driving attendant who met
party. — SYLVESTER WASHING.
Robert C. Bennett his personal, TON, the ex-policeman who used
though seldom paid physician. — to be known (on force) as TWO
THROUGH THOSE connections
Killer and Ziggy are both in
Miami, Fla., kicking up their heels
and watching others swim.— P. S.
THEY'D join the water brigade dramatic hopefuls (males that is)
only suits of their benefactors are eagerly awaiting results of
won't fit. STILL P. S.-ing: Their their respective audition for role
plight isn't as bad as this corner's
however. — WE HAVE two guys
to whom we point as being "our
man", John Sengstacke and Louis
Martin, but so far haven't been
able to get to South Chicago which
is some twenty-cent carfare from
the office.
• • •
THAT PEARL BAILEY has
'done it again. — THIS TIME in
London England where h e r
singing caused Princess Mar-
garet to both untie and un-latch.
onto her shoes and go into a
foot patting routine that was as
"solid" as Royalty can get, hair
down or up. — LOUIS JORDAN
followed Larry Steele's show
' into Detroit's Flams this week
and the jumping remained socke,
— DAN BURLEY has become
a full fledge MAGAZINE CON-
TRIBUTOR since leaving John-
son Publishing company with
SOME HALF DOZEN ac-
counts with nation's top period-
icals using his stories which ;is
calls half fictional and semi
factional. — DEIAAYD MCKAY'S
performance on the Dave Gar-
roway "Today" show lother
morning was tops. — SHOW
HIT the TV screens from Philly
where a special celebration was
the way of things. —
EARTHA KITT'S next Broadway
appearance will place her in an
interracial romance that will make
"Island in The Sun's" DAND-
RIDGE and Belafonte roles pale
in comparison, so the stem critics
are saying. — WHEN LUCILLE




NEW YORK — David Roses'
MGM platter of CALYPSO MEL-
ODY is a top selling CALYPSO
instrumental.
• • •
The number two record over at
MGM is the new Joni James re-
cording of the Ivoty Joe Hunter
tune: "I Need You So."
• • •
Moses LaMarr, the powerful
singer with the deep bass voice,
who played the part of the lawyer
in "Porgy and Bess," is in the new
Earths Kitt show, which will open
at the Broadway Theatre, here on





Stage-screen star Julie Harris
and author Walter Edmonds were
among the participants in the
telecast launching NBC's new
Educational Television Project at
Ann Arbor, Mich., Monday,
GUN PETE is now retired and
successfully operating the Hilltop
lounge on Chicago's Oakwood
boulevard. — CHICAGO'S YOUNG
in promised picture, "Take A
Giant Step" held here last week.
• • •
THE Current "Birdland Pack-
age" starring Billy Eckstine,
Sarah Vaughan. Jeri South.
ern and Count Basle strikes this
corner as being best in the an-
nual series. — TWO PERFORM-
ANCES at Chicago's Opera
House Saturday saw several
hundred turned away at both
shows. — HEAR TELL THE
loop's Chicago theatre long on
film kick will return to "flesh"
shows with Sepians Lena Horne,
Eckstine, Dot Dandridge, "Ro-
chester" and his act slated for
early engagements there.
i
yell. I enjoy every minute of it,
when I'm out there. I'm so happy
with it all. This is such an inspir-
ation."
This straight forward statement
' left me somewhat amazed. . .
I told Elvis a few things that
I had found out about him and
his fans. First off, I talked with
about 30 young college boys, who
with the exception of three, were
c-r-a-z-y about him. Of the three
who were not — one didn't like
him because his sister was al-
ways raving about his rock 'n
roll records and the other two
didn't like him because their girl
friends admired him. But when
pinned down, each admitted that
it was just plain jealousy — not
a real dislike.
Elvis was ratter concerned
about this, as he wants everyone
to like him. I guarantee that if
you have an opportunity to talk
with him, you could never dislike
him.
ELVIS PRESLEY runs thru a
song for Paramount's "Lov-
ing You" with pianist Dudley
Brooks. Presley, hip - shaking
ELVIS PRESLEY
idol of millions, co-stars with
Lizabeth Scott in the Hal Wal-
Hs production. (Exclusive pho-
to by Bill Avery.)
fairs Of 1957" enjoyed a winter
run of 16-weeks in swank Dunes




Larry Steele, whose "Smart' Af- go's Regal theatre Friday for one
week.
Since the Las Vegas engage-
ment 'Affairs" has scored in sev-
eral midwestern cities including





HOLLYWOOD — (ANP) —
" 'Praise House,' stage play star-
ring Louise Beavers, is no good,"
Belafonte Album
In Nest' Ratings
RCA Victor is releasing a new
LP titled AN EVENING WITH
BELAFONTE—Harry Belafonte,
that is. Until Belafonte came
along, there was something cliqui-
ish about the audience for folk
songs. It was loyal and enthusi-
astic, but it was relatively small,
and it did not seem likely that
any folk singer &old command
a mass following.
Then Belafonte began setting
attendance records everywhere.
Audiences saw in him more than
just a singer of folk songs. He
combined the talents of an actor,
a folkorist and a showman. These
elements plus his own intense
personality and strength of proj-
ection make up the source of his
overwhelming appeal.
declared Hollywood and national
Variety magazine, last week after
reviewing it. In short the powerful
little daily gloss-sheet, which
doesn't bite its tongue, like our
actors like publications of their
own race to do, said: "Plot im-
possible: Beavers in stereotyped
old southern mammy role;—poorly
acted;—story ridiculous, and could
not have occurred, especially in
the South, locale of post war
story."
Success of opening here at the
elaborate new Huntington-Hatford
theatre, much in doubt now, be-
cause adverse publicity is like a
withering desert blast. Personal-
ly I wish it all the Luck for the
sake of old times, when we used
to work as extras in the movies
together.—P. S.— "Praise House"
run was just cancelled in Frisco
and opening here called off. Also—
theatre here refunding thousands
in advance ticket money.
trons of the Flame cafe. Follow-
ing the Chicago engagement Steele
heads back for San Francisco
where 'air is scheduled to pre-
sent his "Affairs" for an exclus-
ive cafe run.
Highlighting the array of star
performers are America's most
beautiful dancing girls, Larry
Steele's "Beige Beauts," said to
be the most outstanding line of
precision dancers in the country.
Among the 50 entertainers to
be seen, Dakota Staton, sensa-
tional Capitol recording star is
perhaps best known to the local
pop vocalist following. Other star
acts are The Wanderers, Sir Lionel
Beckels, the exciting Pouches PAS
dancers, exponents of calypso in w
its finest style; Willie Lewis, out.
standing comedian; the show-stops
ping tap stars; The Leonard
Brothers, also Sterling Bough,
Jimmy Fields and Clyde Webb.
Bacilmg the sensational stage
show is Lonnie Simmons and his
popular recording orchestra.
"Smart Affairs" is another of
taculars like Sammy Davis, jr,
taculars like Sammy Davis, Jr.
Larry talked of taking the attrac-
tion he headed in Atlantic City's
Little Harlem Club on the road,
critics argued it would not sup-
port a large show. However Steele
like Davis' backers proved t h •
prediction was all wrong. "Mr.
Wonderful" ran on Broadway for
• year and Steele has found will-
ing promoters wherever he has
sought to take his famous "Smart
Affairs." His stay at Dunes is
Las Vegas; guarantee at Chica- •
go's Regal and the offer from
San Francisco are proof he can
remain on the road as long as
he wishes.
Scream We Want SatchmoAs The
Saga Of Armstrong' Hits Ghana
(See Photos, page 1) week when the celebration honor.
ACCRA, Ghana — "We want ing this nation's independence,
Satchmo" was the chant of dig- settled to a theatrical level.
nitaries and just plain citizens this The plea came when the film,
"The Saga of Satchmo" made by
Edward R. Afurrow and "Satch-
mo" when the famous musician
appeared here several months ago.
was shown.
Predict Special 'Oscar'
For Poitier This Time
By HARRY LEVETTE
HOLLYWOOD — (ANP) — Just!
as Hollywood has "grown up" and
ceased limiting Negro actors to
burlesque and strictly menial
BETTI MAYS who toured
with the Joe Louis show sev.
eral seasons ago was reported
being sought for role in film
version of "Take A Giant
Step" to he made later this
season. Talent scouts touring
the country were inquiring
shout the whereabouts of Bet.
ti,
roles, so Negro fans themselves
have learned that Negro artists
are not barred from winning in
the annual Academy Award con-
tests, because of their race and
color.
Instead they too accept the fact
that the contestant's vehicle must
be qteaty enough for him or her,
to really act, and the acting must
be so outstanding as to win the
attention, and merit the decision
of the film figures who serve as
judges.
Two winners, so far, the late
Hattie McDaniel, and the late
Jimmie Baskette, helped bring
about this change of opinion, and
nomination two years ago of Har-
ry Belafonte, and Dorothy Dan-
dridge, convinced them further.
With this state of mind, millions
of colored TV fans will be watch-
ing on March 27, when this year's
Academy Award winners will he
announced, and take their bows
from the television screen, as they
receive their "Oscars," on stage
at Pantages theatre. There is still
possibility of a sepia star, win-
ning an "Oscar," even though the
nominations have not chosen one
as the best actor or actress.
Many here think Sidney Poi-
tier's name will have been writ-
ten in so often, that he like Jim-
my Baskette, will receive a spe-
cial Award. However the best one
of his career, "Something Of Val-
ue," has not been released, and
another great one "Band Of An-
gels" Is still shooting at War-
ners. However there will be sus-
pense among colored audiences as
well as whites on the memorable
night of March 27.
Minister Of Musk
Award Goes To Six
BALTIMORE, Md. — (ANP) —
Six persons were commissioned as
ministers of music in The Metho-
dist Church in a "service of insti-
tution" at Sharp Street Metho-
dist church here.
Bishop Edgar A. Love, head of
the Baltimore area of the denom-
ination, commissioned, in the first
such service of its kind in Metho-
dist history, the following:
Mrs. Agnes T. Abernathy of
Westminister, Md., teacher of mu-
sic in the Coppin State Teachers
College, Baltimore: the Rev. Ju-
lius S. Carroll, 'associate minister
of Sharp Street Chureh, and for-
mer organist at Tuskegee Insti-
tute; Mark Fax of the Howard
University School of Music; Mrs
Mamie B. Miller of the Baltimore
City school system; Morris C.
Queen, organist and choir direct-
or at Sharp Street Church, and
the Rev. Daniel L. Ridout, admin-
istrative assistant to Bishop Love.
Carol Brice
Concert Tops
NEW YORK — (ANS') — Carol
Brice, the great alto, whose ,
genius of song and opulence of
yoke, has thrilled music lovers
of three continents, sang William
Grant Still's cantata "They Lynch-
ed Him on a Tree" at Town Hall
here last week before a capacity
crowd.
The reels of the film were brought
here by the orkster's wife, Lu-
cille who arrived for the celebra-
tion last Tuesday.
She was sent on a good will
mission by her husband and man-
ager Joe Glaser. The film made
by Murrow and Fred W. Friendly
was shot for television screens but
is often presented for entertain-
ment of civic croups.
Mrs. Armstrong also appears
in the film. The screening was
well received but the screaming
"we want Satchmo" could, be
heard everywhere. They loved the
picture but wanted Louis. He had
been here before and they remem-
bered well the socko performance
he put on before tens of thou-
sands at that never to be forgot-
ten concert.
Among the notables at the
screening were Prime Minister
Kwamt Nkrumah, Vice President
Nixon. The Dutchess of Kent,
Governor-General Sir Charles Ar-
den-Clark, Dr. Ralph Bunche, A.
Philip Randolph, Vice President
AFL-CIO, Congressman A. Clay-
ton Powell, Rev. Martin Luther
King, former Chicagoan Richard
L Jones, now serving as Ambas-
sador to Liberia and many oth-
ers.
The screening of "The Saga of
Satchmo" was one of the high-
lights of the celebration and was
a welcome addition to a round
of social affairs staged in con-
junction with the independence
celebration.
Original plan for bringing the
picture here called for Armstrong
to make a personal appearance
at same time. However due In
previous committments abroadVV
that could not be broken, Louis
could not accept the data. How-.
ever it was decided that his wife,
also in the film would make the
trip and present the film *





NEW YORK — (CNS) — CALL
FOR NEW TALENT. . .with Jac-
kie Gleason shopping around for
new talent for his summer tele-
vision show — Negro youngsters
can bet their life if they've got
what it takes, there's a great fu-
ture for them before the TV cam-
era. . .All that's needed is the
courage and patience to keep at
it till they're "discovered.". . .
for Gleason and others have come
to the conclusion that in all these
years of TV, the public will al-
ways clamor for "new faces" and
they are always on the lookout
to please the public. When Glees-
AMANDA RANDOLPH. origi-
nal "Birdie" on the "Great
Gildcr,leeve" telecast w a s
back on air this week when
she appeared on CBS - radio's
"Workshop." With Amanda
are author Edmund Brophs
and director Sam Pierce who
directed her In title role of
"Anna Christmas" a legendary
story about the Mississippi
river.
on brought in the Dorsey Broth-
ers—many Negro up-and-coming
starlets were given chances to
show their ,wares.
Harry Belafonte's new record
"Mama Look at Bulm" backed t
with "Don't Ever Love Me" is
going over great. Fats Domino's
new hits remain in the top 20
tunes of the nation: "Blueberry
Hill" and "Blue Monday.". . .
Hazel Scott was signed by Deere
to do a series of piano albums
no singing. . .Lena Horne, who
made such a sensational showing
over Ed Sullivan's show, thrilled
when Victor tape-recorded her en-
tire show at the Waldorf. . .Her
album, with the gorgeous four
color picture of her in full face,
is doing so well, Victor wants to—
study the tape to choose her best
for another one.
Louis Jordan, out with new ca-
lypso records, goes into Pep's in
Philadelphia, enroute to New
York.
Olga James, just out of Sammy
Davis jr.'s "Mr. Wonderful," off
to London, Brussels, Antwerp. aft
Stockholm and Paris for a heav-
enly time singing and enjoying
Europe. If Fats Domino isn't prov-
ing daily that vaudeville and stage
shows are creeping back into our





HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. — , ANP)
— The whole town is talking about
Lockettes, newest gift to the vocal
world currently featured hen- it
the Sky Lark, one of the largest
sepia night clubs in these parts.
The teenage vocalists have only
been together about a year. Dur.
ing that time, this great trio con.
sisting of Judy Harrell, Sharlene
and Maxine Sherlock, the latter
two, being sisters have really
; made a name in the "poi?' and
; "rock 'n roll" field.
Their singing careers started ie


















































































































































































































































Three years ago Rhodman was
one of the top bowlers in the coun-
try. His 719 series in the ABC
*tournament at Chicago in 1953 had
established him as a bowler to be
reckoned with in listing top b4w1-
ers in the nation.
And then disaster struck. Late
in November of flirt year Bill was
stricken With a heart ailment. For
four months he was flat on his
back in a hospital. He made an
attempt to compete in a tourna-
ment in April, but after three
games had to retire
"I was anemic and weak and
just couldn't hold the ball," Bill
said. "So I went back to Detroit
and got ready for another trip to
the hospital. I've been in the hos-
pital four times since 1954.
"On one of my visits to the hos-
pital I had surgery on my heart.
But now I seem to be fully re-
covered, although there were days
when it was very dark, and it
seemed that I would never bowl
again. But I never gave up al-
tough things looked very darknever gave up."
Last fall Rhodman felt he was
strong enough to bowl again. He
rejoined the Allen Super Market
team, and has been going strong
ever since.
Two weeks ago Rhodinan paced
his team to a 3173 game in the
Michigan Chronicle league in De-
troit, as he rolled a three-game
series of 745. He is packing an
average of 204 in the league,
bowl in Detroit. He has won a
number of tournament prizes, but
in winning back his health he has
won the greatest victory of his
life.
"I didn't realize what bowling
meant to me until I got sick,"
said Rhodman, a factory employe.
4Everything Ready For Defender Sweeps
at
U.5 .1 CC•W8n3
Rhodman Makes Great Comeback
Bill Rhodman was nursing a big his bowling at the old Palmer
smile as he stepped up to chat
With friends who had gathered
around to congratulate lum on his
great comeback.
"Yes, it certainly feels good to
be bowling again," said the grey-
ing captain of the Allen Super
Market team from Detroit that
scored a victory over the Arch. ''It was during the long days in
way lounge team, Sunday night at the hospital that I realized that
Victory bowl bowling was part of my life, and
that it would be hard to give it
Bill looked away, and then said:
"But there was something great-
er than my desire to bowl again.
I prayed hard during those long
days, and I'm firmly convinced
my prayers were answered. Had
they not been answered. I would
now be a permanent cripple, un-
able to participate in the game
I love so well."
Bill said the biggest thrill he
bed in bowling was the 719 series
he rolled in the ABC tournament.
"There is a lot of pressure on
a bowler competing in the ABC,"
said Bill, "and when one is lucky
enough to hit 700 or better it is
a big thrill."
"We've got a good team right
now. DeShields is one of the top
bowlers in the country, as his 205
average proves. At the same time
we have two good young bowlers
in Kit Floyd and Jim Turner.
"Turner has come along very
fast. Two weeks ago he had a 684
series. He's improving with every
game."
Bill and his teammates will re-
turn to Chicago on March 16 to
compete in the Defender's annaal
Diamond Singles Sweepstakes, to
be rolled at Victory bowl. 284 E.
47th St. They'll also compete in
lUtz bowl individual championship
classic at the Ritz Bowl, 4320 S.
Indiana ave.
But there was a great pleasure
in watching Rhodman bowl again
And that feeling was expressed by
standing one pin behind Archie the many friends who shook his
DeShield's 205 for leadership, hand, slapped his back, and talk-
A truly great competitor is this ed to him before and after the
sott-spoken Detroiter who started three-game series Sunday night.
Determination Wins
Manion Gibson, University of
Michigan's top vaulter this year,
reached that post after a long and
hard battle.
The 18-year-old former Chicago
athlete was rebuffed when he ask-
add for his first chance to compete
Mb a pole vaulter. At that time he
was 12 years of age, towered 5-
feet-1 and hit the scales at 96'
pounds, soaking wet.
Coach Charles Harvey took a
look at him and said "Go away
boy, go off some place and grow
a little in height and put on some-
weight." Harvey' suggested that he
come around the following year.
Mamon took Harvey's advice.
He grew an inch or so and put
on some weight. As a sophomore
he made the team as a pole vault.
Cr, When he had reached his sen-
ior year Mamon won the city title
With a vault of 12 feet, 51/2 inches.
In addition to pole vaulting,
young Gibson was also doing good
In the running high jump. He
leaped over the bars at 6 feet 1,
• height that would have won 




Today Gibson is a sophomore at
Michigan, majoring in physical ed-
ucation, with hopes of getting a
masters degree in public health
administration. He is 5-feet-I0 and
weighs 140 pounds.
In the recent Big Ten indoor
meet in Columbus, Gibson finish-
ed in a five-way tie with Jerry
Stanners of Illinois; Gardner Van
Dyke of Iowa; Tom Lampel, Mich
igan State, and Billy Jones, Pur-
due, for fourth place. Each scaled
the bar at 13 feet, 4 inches.
In a dual meet with Illinois ear-
lier in the season Gibson clear-
ed the bar at 13 feet 6 3-4 inches,
his best jump of the year.
Coach Don Canham believes
Gibson will clear 14 feet by the
time he arrives at his junior year.
"Skinny," as he's affectionately
called by his friends and team-
mates, is kept busy with his stud-
ies, and athletic activities. But in
those scarce spare moments re
likes to listen to some jazz re-
cordings by his favorite bands.
Young Gibson can feel the hot
breath of Uncle Sam breathing
down his neck, and his greatest
height in his favorite event will
not put him beyond the long arm
of the armed forces. But if Uncle
allows him to complete his course
at Michigan, he hopes to get a
job that deals with community
health problems.
Skinny should be able to handle
these problems. He solved a big-
ger one when he overcame his
physical handicaps and became
Michigan's current top vaulter. It
was determination and spirit that
enabled him to attain his objec
tive.
Bell Switches To Sprints
Greg Bell, Olympic broad jump
champinon, has turned his athletic
skill to another field. Greg is nosy
competing as a sprinter.
The University of Indiana star,
rated the world's greatest broad,
jumper, finished third in the 300-
yard run in the recent Big Ten
indoor track and field meet at
Columbus. He also qualified for
the 60-yard dash.
Bell will compete in the 50-yard
li'aeth in the Daily News relays to
Wrun at Chicago stadium, March
16, competing against such crack
sprinters as Ira Murchison and
Willie Williams.
But switching to new events is
not a new venture for Greg. He
was a pole vaulter as a senior at
Garfield High school in his native
_ Terre Haute, Ind., in 1948. An in-
jury that made it impossible for
him to continue pole vaulting,
made him try broad jumping.
In the recent Big Ten meet he
leaped 25 feet, 7 inches bettering
his own indoor record of 24 feet,
11 5-8 inches he set in 1956. Last
year he leaped 26 feet, 61/2 inches,
and is shooting at Jesse Owens'
world record of 26 feet, 8 inches,
set In 1935, at Ann Arbor.
• • •
The first two leading American
league hitters during the 1956 sea-
son, Mickey Mantle of New York.
and Ted Williams of Boston pro.
A-v e d contrasting averages while
Taking during night games. Man.
de, loading the league with an elellle11111111111111111101111111iiiilliatailllialeeteall
ever-all mark of .353, hit only .316
in 51 night games. Williams, with
an over-all season mark of .345,
had a fat .382 night average thru
42 games which topped all league
hitters in games played under the
lights.. .The four American league
players who hit homers in each
of the eight parks in 1956 are:
Jackie Jensen, Boston; Yogi Ber-
ra, Yankees; Gil McDougald, Yan-
kees, and Roy Sievers, Washington
. . !Mantle, who led the league
with 52 homers, was one of the
nine American leaguers who hit
homers out of seven of the eight
fields. Mickey failing to hit for





BOSTON— (INS) — Harvard
University appointed a new foot-
ball coach Monday. School offi-
cial announced that John Yo-
vIcsin would succeed Lloyd
Jordan, who has been released
by the Cantabs.
It is a big step up for Yovic-
sin, who for the past five years
has been head coach at Gettys-
burg college. While at Gettys-
burg Yosiesin employed a Pro-
style straight T oftener to cren•
pile a record of 32 wins and 11
losses, lie was recommended to
Harvard by former Crimson
coach Dirk Harlow.
THE WINNER James Winston
(right), winner of the Chicago
Branch, National Alliance of
Postal Employee's Lincoln
birthday tournament, receives
postmaster's trophy from Chi-
e
0
cago postunaster, Carl A. Sch•
roeber, last Sunday in the post-
master's office. Winston rolled
868 in four games over eight
alley: to edge Percy Williams,
Sr., by two pins.
Needles Beaten
In First Start
HALLANDALE, Fla - (INS)
—Florida-bred Needles, tamed
1956 three-year-old champion,
mede his winter racing debut
Monday at Gulfstrearn Park end
was beaten by a nose in a tie
and a half furlong sprint.
The R & It Stable's colt would
probably have won it had it not
been for tough racing luck. He
was defeated by Admiral Vec,
who ran the distance in a $6.000
claiming race in 1:16 flat. only a





By EARL S. CLANTON, III
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C. —Ten-
nessee State, champions of the
Mid - West conference, collected
more laurels here Saturday night
when they defeated Winston-
Salem Teachers college, 100 to 80,
to win their second straight NAIA
District 29 crown befons....etowd
of 2,000 fans.
The victory gives the Tennes-
see Tigers a ticket to the NAIA
national tournament which start-
ed in Kansas City Monday, and
ends Saturday.
Tennessee defeated North Caro-
lina A and T, 91 to 72, in the
semi-final, and then heat Winston-
Salem, CIAA champions, in the
THREE MAKE TEAMS
The Mid-Western champions,
who went to the NAIA quarter-
finals last year, placed three
players on the tournament all -
star team — Jim Satterwhite, 6-
foot-7 sophomore center from Dur-
ham, N. C.; Ron Hamilton, cap-
tain and guard from Kansas City;
Dick "Skull" Barnett, the Tig-
ers top scorer from Gary, Ind,
Wilfred Johns and Jack Defares
were the other two players se-
lected for the team.
Coach John McClendon pulled
the bridle off his players at the
opening whistle and the Nashville
Tenn. Blue and White cagers be-
fuddled Winston-Salem by scoring
seven [Joints before the Rams
could find the range. After 12 min-
utes of play the Tigers were out
in front, 26 to 12. At halftime
the Tigers were ahead, 56-32.
Hamilton and John Barnhill, the
latter from Evansville, Ind., paced
the Tigers with 22 points each.
Satterwhite followed with 20
points. Johns, Rams' forward, pa-
ced the Winston-Salem .eam's
helpless cause with 26, to take the
scoring honors for the night.
With five minutes remaining in
the game McClendon unloaded his
bench.
SUPPLY OFFENSIVE
With Satterwhite, a home-stat-
er, and Hank Carlton, sophomore
guard from Harrisburg, Pa., sup-
plying the offensive might. the
Tigers racked up an amazing 59.7
shooting spree as they downed A.
and T. The Tigers were ahead,
41-36 at the halfway point.
The Tigers, launching a blister-
ing drive in the second half, dump-ed in 21 shots in 30 attempts from
the floor.
Winston-Salem gamete a berth
in the final by defeating Gramb-
ling college, 86 to 76, in the semi-
final. Grambling then came back
to defeat A & T. a3-96, to win




Needles, with Jockey !`ave Erb
in the saddle, carried 126 pounds,
seven more than Edward Sein-
feld's Admiral tee, the favorite.
Needles' main objective this
year is the $100,000 :reeled Gulf-
stream Park Handicap on March
23.
The famed Florida colt did not
have the speed to keen up with
The pack in the first quarter mile
and Erb took to the rail to save
ground.
Erb, apparently waiting for an
opening, found instead a wall of
four horses in front of him and
was unable to let Needles do his
best for at least a sixteenth of
a mile.
Then he squeezed through and
closed the gap. In another stride
or two he would have won the
sprint.
The crowd of 21.269, many
drawn to the Hallandale oval by
Needles appearance, gave the
home state horse a rousing ova-
tion for his game effort. Ted At-
kinson was up on Admiral 'ee.
which paid $8.50, $4.10 and $2.90.
Needles, at 4 to 1, returned
$5.10 and $3.50. Nan's Mink paid
$3.10 to show.
Monday's performance should
end rumors about the fitness of
Needles. He apparently needs
only additional training to be at
his best for the Gulfstream Handi-
cap against such formidaole riv-






The scoring championship in the
Catholic league was won by Art
Hicks, center for St. Elizabeth,
runnerup in the South section, ac-
cording to official statistics re-
leased Monday.
Hicks, who was fourth in the In-
dividual totals last seaFon fin-
ished the 12-game 1956-57 sec-
tional schedule with. 253 points on
83 goals and 37 free throws for
a 21.1 average.
James Sullivan of St. Patrick
LOOKING INTO 'FHE FU-
TURE. 3 veteran Dodger.,
players look into the baseball
future as they prepare for the
By RUSS J. COWANS
The balls have been cleaned
and polished, the alleys have been
polished, and everything is in tip-
top shape for the llth annual De-
fender Diamond Singles Sweep-
stakes which will be rolled over
the lanes of the Victory bowl, 284
E. 47th at., March 16-17, accord-
ing to announcement niade this
week by Rachel Ridley, tourna-
ment director.
"The alleys will be In top con-
dition," said Mrs. Ridley as she
rushed about to complete last
minute details. "The owner has
been working on them during the
week, and they'll be in excellent
condition when the tournament
starts."
The Sweeps will have a prize
fund of $1,000, and will be divid-
ed into sections for both men and ,
women. This will mark the third
year for the men bowlers, and
the 11th for the gals. Bowlers are
expected from 10 states.
GET DIAMOND MEDALS
In addition, the men and wom-
en bowlers will have two divisions
in their own sections — actual
pins and handicap. The first three
places in the actual pins — men
and women — will receive dia.
mond-studded medals, while t h
first three places in the handicap
— men and women — will re•
ceive trophies.
Further, there will be cash
prizes for the first 12 in both
the actual pins and handicap.
These cash awards will be for
both men and women.
That there'll be some sharp
competition for the top prize in
the men's section of the actual
pins was submitted last week
vs lien the members of the Allen
Super Market team from Detioit
entered the tournament.
Bill Rhodman. captain of the
team, was the first of the Allen
squad to file an entry. The Al
len Super Market team was m
Chicago to roll the first of a six-
game series with the Archway
Lounge. Rhodman is packing a
204 average in the Michigan Chron-
icle league in Detroit, a point be-
hind his teammate, Archie De-
Shields, who is pacing the league
with a sparkling 205. DeShields
wIl also compete, In addition to
Kit Floyd and Jimmy Turner.
This could develop into a rug-
ged battle for the championship
as a large number of top Chicago
bowlers will compete, including
James "Lank" Williams, J a a Is
Marshall, Kirk Ramsey, Bob In.
grant, all members of the Arch-
way Lounge.
PACKS 185 AVERAGN
Marshall is packing se aver-
age of 181 in one league, and 185
In another. He le a former match
game champion. Williams has a
191 average, and Ramsey holds
185. Ingram has 187.
Mae Gordon, a southpaw from
Chicago, looms as a serious
threat for the women's actual pin
champion. Mae is rapping t h •
pins for 183 in one league. Anoth-
er Chicago bowler who is always
a threat is Carole Collins, two-
time winner of the event.
But in the handicap sections the
title is a wide-open scrap, both
for the men and women. The win-
ner could be a bowler with an
average under 100, and that's what
has made the tournament so at-
tractive over the years.
Bowlers coming to Chicago, par-
ticularly the men, will be able to
academy was second with 239
points. Jim Monson of St. Igna-
tius was third with 224 and Em-
mett Jeffers of St. George was
fourth with 217.
John Pearson of St. Phillip, the
leader since the season started,
won the junior division title with
267 points for a 22.2 average.
957 sermon at Vero Beach,
Fla. left to right are: Roy
('ampanella, catcher; Manager
SEEK NEW LAURELS —Jes-
sie Jordan (left) and Ethel Al-
len, winners of the Chicago
'1- DEFENDER
Sot., Mar. 16, 1957
Sea water will generally freeze
at a temperature of 24 degrees
Fahrenheit.
Bowling doubles titles, will
compete in the Defender's lttls
annual Diamond singles
Sweepstakes to be tolled ie I
Chicago, March 16-17.
NAL Owners Gather In Memphis
For The Annual Winter Meeting
MEMPHIS, Tenn, — The own.
ers of the Negro American league
convene here Friday, March 15,
for their annual winter meeting.
The sessions will be held in the
office of Dr B. B. Martha, 211 2
Third se
There will he a nember of de-
cisions to be made by the owners
during the one-day meeting. One
Top Field Enters
DefenderTourney
That actual pin section for men
In The Defender's 11th annual
Diamond Singles Sweepstakes
could develop into one of the
most torrid battles in the oistory
of the tournament. Just take a
gander at some of the bowlers
who will be competing for the
$1,000 prize fund at Victory bowl,
824 F,. 47th street, March 16-17.
Jack Marshall, a seasoned bowl-
er with more than 30 years of
bowling behind him, will be a
tough cookie in the bid for the
top cash prize and the diamond-
studded medal. Jack is packing
a top average of 185 in one of the
leagaes in which he rolls.
He has had a high three-game
series of 763, and his highest
single game is 298. Back in 1946
he won the national singles match
game title in Detroit.
bowl in the Ritz classic at the Ritz
bowl, 4320 S. Indiana ave., which
will be rolled on the same days.
And the lanes are near enough to
be accessible for all.
The United States, Canada, Aus-
tralia and Argentina normally pro-
duced about 90 percent of the
world's total supply of exportable
grains.
Walt Alston, and Pitcher John-
ny Preires. hack with the Dod.
gels after a stint in the Navy.
James "Lank" Williams Is one
of the promising young bowlers in
the city. Right now Lank, a I-
foot-I athlete who hits the scales
at 165, has a top average of 191.
In another league he's sporting
181. In addition, young Williams
has a 300 game to his credit, and
also a three-game seriee of 790.
Kirk Ramsey and Bob Ingram
are two other crack bowlers who
will be seeking the top prize from
the $1,000 prize fund. Ramsey,
who also towers above six feet,
has a 185 average, while Ingram
has 187.
Now don't get the idea that the
bowler with a lower average has
no chance to walk off with a top
prize in the tournament, oecause
there's always a chance for him
or her in the handicap division.
Now take the case of ilerneda
Estella Thomas, a 20-year-old
miss who has been bowling only
six months. Verneda, who had an
average of 130, will get a big
handicap, and this could be





Wilt Chamberlain, the most •
talked-about college basketball
player of the generation, was one
of five players named to the first
five of the Associated Press annu-
al All-American basketball team.
The 7-foot, 2-ineh Kansas star
appeared with the other first team
nominations on Ed Sullivan's tele-
vision variety show Sunday night.
Chamberlain, who had not yet
reached his prime, was fourth
among the nation's top college
scorers and the leader in re-
bounds.
Elgin Baylor, the Seattle uni-
versity sophomore from Washing-
ton, D. C., whom many consider
a near equal of Chamberlain,
was named to the second team.
A third string choice was Guy
Rodgers, the clever playmaker
a n d junior at Temple univer-
sity.
Among those who received hon-
orable mention was Vinnie Cohen,
Syracuse star; Dick Ricketts, Die
quesne captain; Boo Ellis, high-
scoring Niagara center; Dick
Blanton, UCLA; Johnny Green,'
Michigan State and Dick Gaines.
Seten 11511,•
of the nu at Important will be
the ques:•an of adding two more
clubs to the four-club league.
Dr. J. B. Martin of .Chicago,
president of the league; has re.
eels ed a number of reouests foe
franchises in the .loop Martin said
he had invited those seeking frau.
chises to :Rend the meeting.
It is • NO beliertd the forme/
owner of the Birm-84e eu Beira
Barons will make a bid to regain
the he io,t in 1956. A
Memphis doctor is now the own.
er of the Birmingham club.
Ted Rasberry, former owneg
of the Detroit Stars and now (moo
or of the Kansas City Monarclss.
will represent the Stars at the
meeting as the current owner, e
woman, will not attend the IRO,
sions.
Last year Torn Baird, forma
owner of the Kansas City Morw
archs, attended the meeting and
was voted a life-time member a
the League. Baird Is expected
attend the sessions coming up this
week.
In addition to examining bide
for new franchises, the owners
will also set a date for the an.
nual East-West game, which 4
usually played in August.
WILLIAM DECKER, winner of
the Chicago Bowling Senate,
singles championship in the 1955
tournament, was one of the first
entries in The Defender's Diamond
Singles Sweepstakes which will
be rolled at Victory bowl, 124 E.
47th at., March 16-17.
4•M'
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BTW Wins Again-44 Meet Here March 15-16
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Mar. 16, 1957
SOME OF THE BID CROWD,
estimated at more than 1,560
which watched the finals of
the Region II tout 'lament play-
ed at Mt. Pisgah High spied
are seen here. A standing •
room-only audience saw most
of the night games. Another
page of pictures show the six




By PAUL V. COLLINS
Booker T. Washington of Mem-
phis woe the Region Ill high
school basketball tournament Sat-
urday night at Mt. Pisgah with
a 05-64 victory over E. A. Har-
rold High of Millington.
Playing before a standing room
only crowd, which hterally over
ran the spacious Mt. Pisgah gym-
nasium, Washington won its sec-
ond championship in as many
weeks as it added the Region III
title to its recently acquired Dig-
trict III championship.
Melrose, paced by red-hot
George Martin with 27 points, de-
feated Ripley for third place, 93-
76. Martin led all tournament
players with 48 points and w a
the outstanding player of the
meet.
SOMMERVILLE GIRLS
The girls from Fayette County
Training school, of Sommerville,
defending state champs, defeated
Whiteville 57-46 in the champion.
ship game. Ripley girls defeated
E. A. Harrold in the consolation
game.
Prof. Searcy Harris, principal
of the host school, introduced the
team players before the games,
and otherwise busied himself mak-
ing visiting school and athletic of-
ficials and other guests welcome.
Prof. Harris said "Mt. Pisgah
was indeed proud to have had
the pleasure of playing host to
this fine tournament. The 11 ii a
crowds which we had were indic-
ative of the good basketball the
fans expected and, we feel sure
they agree, enjoyed during these
playoffs.
"We wish to express our appre-
ciation to all the school leaders,
members of athletic association
officials and others whose work
and other efforts went into mak-
ing the meet a success."
SENTIMENTAL CHOICE
Millington came into the cham-
pionship game a sentimental fav-
orite of the crowd and this was
understandable. Here was a team
which had been forced to win
three games in three nights to
get to the finals and each game
had been a rough one.
The Hornets opened against Ma-
nassas, dropping them 70 - 64
Thursday night they met Gceter,
the team that was supposed to
put them out of the meet, and
walked away with a 67-66 upset.
Then Friday night they got by
Melrose 61-57.
By Friday night came the ques-
tion. Could the Hornets do ft
again. For about a two-minute
period the question went unan
ed as Millington broke into the
lead. But the answer began to
come right after that.
RITA'S 29TH WIN
Booker T. Washington's steady
Warriors began to hit. They led
21-9 at the end of the first quar-
ter and were never in serious
trouble.
This was the Warriors' 29th con-
secutive win. They may end up
playing Millington again. The two
teams will represent the region
here at Booker T. Washington on
March 15 and 16 in the inter-re-
gional tourney.
The Washington attack was led
by Charlie Fobbs with 32 points
and L. C. Gordon, with 22. How-
ever, this was a team victory
Tennessee State's Cage Tigers Go
Into NAIA District 29 Play-Offs
By EARL S. CLANTON III
WINSTON-SALEM — Coach J.
B. "Basketball" :McLendon's jet. 
footedTennessee State university
stagers combined amazing accur-
acy and a blistering fast break to
blast Winston-Salem Teachers col-
lege quint 100-80 for their second
straight NAM District 29 (East
ern Division) crown east Satur-
day night before 2000 WSST Ram
Routers.
The Tigers put on a two-night
netburning show and posted a 55.4
field goal percentage that gave
Tennessee a ticket to the Kansas
City-staged NAIA national playoff
March 11 through 16. The Mc-
Lendon coached sharp shooters
elipped North Carolina A&T 91-72
dor a shot at C1AA tourney
stamps and the district crown.
Mid Western loop champs and
lest year's NAIA quarter final-
ist, Tennessee placed three men
on the five-man District MI-Star
Seuection. Defensive whiz. 6 -
sophomore Diamond Jim Satter-
white from Durham; fastbreak
leader Capt. Ron Hamilton, Kan-
sas City-born guard; and Gary,
Indiana's boy with the amazing
touch, Dick "Skull" Barnett made
up the Tennessee trio. Big men
Wilfred Johns and Jack Defares
made up the first five. !final whistle. Both nights, Satter-
Coach McLendon unleashed his white's rebounding and blocking
Tigers from the opening whistle' shots combined with Carlton's ball
and the Nashville Blue and White hawking, paved the way for Tiger
cagers dumbfounded WSTC by victories.
scoring I points before the Rams
could find the range. In the game's
first 12 minutes the Tigers led
the Rains 26-12. By halftime Coach
C. E. "Big House" Gaines' lads
trailed 32-56.
Capt. Hamilton and Evansville-
born John Barnhill paced the Tig-
ers with 22 tallies each. Defensive
stand out slotman Satterwhite hit
for 20. Wilfred Johns, Rams' for-
ward, led Winston-Salem's help-
less cause with 26 points. Basket-
ball McLendon unloaded h
bench with five minutes remain-
ing in the game and nine Tigers
found the scoring range.
Opening night, home-stater Sat-
terwhite and Hank Carlton, soph-
omore guard from Harrisburg,
Pa., supplied the defensive might
foretold Tennessee's firm hold on
the District crown.
Tennessee racked up an amaz-
ing 5-7 shooting spree from the
floor to lead A&T 41-36 at in-
termission. A blistering second
half and dumping 21 of 30 shots
from the floor, Tennessee made
Ada run out of gas before the
Winston-Salem humbled Gramb-
ing 68-76 for a shot at the District
title. Grambling came from the
hind to overtake A&T 93-86 play-
ing for third place.
Tampa Tribune Slaps
Fla. NAACP Ban Talk
out-
lawed in Florida, t h e Tampa
The NAACP should not be 1
Morning Tribune has declared ed-
itorially.
The NAACP in Florida current-
ly is being investigated by a
state legislative committee, and
the Tribune editorial points out
that, "in the aftermath of t he
first sessions, we hear talk
again of 'outlawing' the
NAACP.
"This is a patg ste roe ressive
proposal of dubiety; constitutional-
ity, and the Legislature should
dtscard any such idea." the news-
lawful purpose, whether offensive
to majority customs or not."
"The NAACP, unlike the Com-
munist Party, is not trying to
overthrow ti e Republic. Despite
its aberrations, a n d its employ-
ment of methods which s o m e-
times severely damage racial
relations, the organization has a
right to exist and speak out for
its objectives."
The editorial appeared in I h e
Tribune edition of Feb. 9,
PROF. SEARCY HARRIS,
principal of Mt. Pisgah High
school, the young county school
which played host to the re-
gional tournament, introduces
players of the Booker T. Wash-
ington team before (hey met
Millington in the finals. To his
right is Ernest Brazzle, who
served as announcer through-
out the tourney. Millington and
Booker T. are representing
this area in the inter-regional




The biggest merger among Ne• COULD BE FORERUNNER
gro insurance companies in the
last two decades took place in De-
troit last Monday. The Superior
Life Insurance Society of 'Michi-
gan merged its resources with the
multi-million dollar Mammoth
Life and Accident Insurance Corn.
piper asserts. "It does violence pany of Kentucky.
to the democratic concept that 10 p.m. to 3 a.m., Grand ball- The merger plans were unani•
people may hand together for any room. 6351 Cottage (;rove ave. mously approved at a convention
of the .delegates of Superior Life
Monday morning. It was revealed
that the combined assets of the
two companies total over seven
million dollars. Between them
the companies have over 52 mil-
lion dollars worth of life insur-
ance in force, $52,947,078.00 in
fact.
The field force for Superior un-
der the new merger will remain
Intact. John Roxborough. president
of Superior, will become the di-
rector of sales promotion of Mam-
moth and Earl Hutchins, manager
of Superior, will become state
manager. C. W. White. secretary,
will be elected to the hoard of
directors of Mammoth. The com-
pany operates in 8 states. Ken-
tucky, Michigan. Indiana, Ohio, Il-
linois. Tennessee, West Virginia
and Missouri.
FORD BOYS S. C., pre-Easter
cabaret ball Saturday. March 17,
DAILY SUNDAYS - 8 A.M. - 12 P.M.
Tells Past. Present a n d future. Advises
on all the affairs of life. There is no prob-
lem so great that she can't solve. Tells you
how to hold your job, when you have failed
and how to succeed. Calls your friends and
enemies by name without asking you a sin-
gle word. Will tell you your troubles a n d
what to do about them. Reunites the separ-
ated. Upon reaching womanhood a n d
realizing she had the God-given power to
help humanity, Madame has devoted a life-
time to this work.
From the four corners of the world they come to her White
and Colored, men and women of all races and walks of life.
Guaranteed to remove evil influences and had luck. There is
no pity for those knowing they are in hard luck, and need help
and do not come for it. One visit will convince you Madam As.
ta is superior to any other Reader you have seen. Gives lucky
days and lucky hands. Lifts you out of sorrow and darkness and
starts you on the way to success a n d happiness. Madam is
here for the first time in this vicinity—Consult her today!
MADAM DAY
3092 HIGHWAY 51 NORTH
IN FRAYSER, TENNESSEE
PHONE EL. 7-9115
Take Millington Bus or Frayser Bus e‘ery 15 minutes. Get
off at Millington Road. Bus stops right at Madam Day's Door.
If you can't find call In and you will he directed to her office.
She will pay free taxi fare for any group of three readings.
She also cures ulcers and asthma. Where doctors tail she has






WPICRI POIKS EIKE YOU
OFT PRIFIRINTIAl
SIEVICf.
J. E. Hankins, president of
Mammoth Life, stated that the
action taken Monday in Detroit
could be a forerunner of a series
of mergers among our companies.
He declared: "It has been our
thought for some time that im-
proved operations of our compa-
nies demands joining forces."
John Roxborough, president of
Superior, said that the merger of
the two sound and solvent com-
panies would strengthen the com-
petitive position of both. He stat-
ed further: "Our business must
join forces in much the same pat-
tern of other industries in order
to achieve maximum strength. of.
End That Search
For A Home
I ha‘e short listings on 2 and
3 bedroom homes in Walker
sub-Division. These homes are
modern and LIKE NEW. Can
make you a direct Government
loan. No brokerage—small cis's'
ing charge. The terms are 5%
cash—S10e.oe with application—
balance of rash payment in 311
to 60 days. etonthly payments
less than rent. Call me for full
information as to how you may











In the insurance industry Mam-
moth Life is regarded as one of
the most progressive and mod-
ern businesses of our time. With
over a million and a quarter dol-
lars in surplus alone, the fast -
growing institution now ranks
among the largest insurance com-
panies among us. They count
among their assets over two mil-
lion dollars in first mortgages and
their total legal reserves exceed
five million dollars.
MT. PISGAH'S EAGLES ease
a good account of themselves
In the tourney but failed to
get past the first round. They
were co-hosts with the boys
team from Mt. Pisgah. The
girls, with Coach Betty .1. Wil-
hams, include Barbara Itob•
erts, Gustine Stokes, Charles
Etta Brown, Addie Robinson,
Mildred Watson, Mehalia Ow-
ens, Crawford. Ikerlp
thy Anderson and Dallas Don:
elson.
all the way. John Gray, the War-
riors' high shooter and ace re-
bound man, got into foul troubles
early in the match and saw limit-
ed action, fouling out as the third
quarter was closing.
But with Mason, Fobbs and Gor-
don rebounding superbly and ev-
erybody filling the bucket, it made
little difference.
ALL-REGION HONORS
All-regional honors went to Ros-
si Braden, of Ripley; George
Martin, of Melrose; L. C. Gor-
don, of Booker T. Washington;
Leon Bell, of Millington and Jes-
se Brown, of Geeter.
All-region girls were Dotson, of




Rev. Cleavant Derricks, with a
group of the best singers from
Jackson and Lane college, will in-
vade Memphis, Friday nigh t,
March 15, at the Metropoltan
Baptist church, Walker and Mc-
Dowell.
This group of 75 singers thrill-
ed delegates and visitors last Oc-
tober when the state convention
met there. There will be music
to appeal to all.
The Baptist Brotherhood of
Memphis is presenting this musi-
cal group.
Rev. Derricks has long exper-
ience in the musical world. He
has written many songs that are
being used in church and school
today. He, with a quartette, tour-
ed the country years hack and




ville; Hardaway of Allen - White: of Allen-White, and Palmer. if
Dickinson, of Sommerville; Beard, Ripley.
The Southern Bell Telephone
Company had its greatest year of
expansion in 1956. according to the
company's Annual Report, which
was received in Memphis today,
The report was released here
by Roy Freeman, Memphis Divis-
ion Commercial Superintendent
of Southern Bell, which serves
Memphis and 167 exchanges in
Tennessee.
The annual report for the com-
pany was made by Fred J. Tur-
ner, chairman of the board, for
the directors. Mr. Turner reveal-
ed that the company added 462,-
000 telephones in its nine-state
area and was operating 5,358,000
telephones at year-end. The com-
pany connected 1,558,000 tele-
phones, including 456,000 moved
from one local address to anoth-
er.
Sea water will generally freeze


























IRON II II II ROMS
NOTICE!
2 Shows Daily!
Matinee at 2:30 P.M.
Eve, Performance 8:00 P.M.
BOX OFFICE OPEN
AT 1:30 P.M.
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I WISH I COULD
FIND A TRAINEE.
0...
A Government contractor agrees in his contract not to
discriminate in employment or promotion oprocirtuni-
bes because of race, religion, color or national origin.
A FIRM POLICY OF
NON-DISCRIMINATION MEANS
EQUALITY IN PROMOTION AND
TRAINING AS WELL AS IN
IN1 IAL HIRING:
The contracting agency investigator gets all the facts.
If he finds discrimination, he points out to the Com-
pany its responsibility to offer equal job opportunity
regardlese of race, religion, color or national origin.
irUMBOIDT, TENN.
NEWS
By REV. C. F. FERRELL. IR.
Atwood Baptist church and its
membership is happy to recognize
a program sponsored by The
Company, Brownsville, Tenn. Sun-
day, Feb. 24.
The program was arranged by
the manager of Brownsville, Din:
Ariel for the occasion with C. W.
Clemons as principal speaker of
the hour. The introduction was
made by W. H. Baskerville, man-
ager of Rawls' & Baskerville Fu-
neral Home, Humboldt, Tenn. Mr.
Clemons spoke from the subject:
"The Right Type of Music in the
Church" thus: giving a most in-
spirational address which was en-
joyed by all, dove.tailing his sub
a definite need for whole.
1:91fted co-operation of the Negro
'citizenry in a time like this. In
a time when the world is facing
a terrific change and most eve.
the Southland was the
prediction of Booker T Wash-
ington more than 58 years ago.
The Golden Circle Life Insult-
awe company was founded July
5, 1950 and has made terrific prog-
ress under the administration of
its leadership, comprised of man-
agers, assistant managers and
hotite office staff. Its growth is
astbunding with a collectible deb-
it over 55,000 — recently opened
a new district at Nashville, Tenn,
The Memphis district is going for-
ssard each day The outlook for
this organization is beyend a
doebt bright.
the company has succeeded in
rigng constant strides when it
s to giving employment to
yelling men and women of our ,
group, thus enhancing the econom-
ic status of the Negro race as al
whble. However we are not un-
mipdful of the struggles and ex-
petiences ercountered by t h i 3
great organization. We are cog-
nizant of the fact they have un-
dergone many trials, disappoint-
ments and besetments to bring
this organization to a sizable do-
mestic insurance company, which
at one time was a veil of mystery
wherein the public is concerned,
but now that it has reached a
poibt of enthusiasm is discos,:
ered among the white and colored ,
over the progress for the short
span.
We solicit your cooperation in
the furtherancej of this move-
ment for the benefit of not. one
men or one family, but for the
*unity at large. For it pro-protection for .our people.
Thong lo • ii why poop!'
lit. to Jo butioost with us It
it out 'prompt friendly sortie&
eotortoous treatment and desire
to help you.
Open Thursday and Friday Nights.
Until 8 P. M.
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PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S
IF I WANT EQUAL J08
OPPORTUNITY I MUST






A man who believes he is subject to discrimination in
employment may write a complaint to the President's
Committee on Government Contracts, Washington 25,
I). C. Vice President Richard Nixon is Chairman and









The Committee reviews the investigation report and
the action which the company has taken to correct
any discrimination found. Sometimes it asks the
contractor to take additional steps to eliminate dis-
crimination.
EQUAL JOB OPPORTUNITY
THIS IS A WELL
PREPARED COMPLAINT-
ALL THE FACTS... AND NO
UNSUPPORTED CHAROES
OR VAGUENESS:
The Committee reviews the complaint and sends it to
the Government agency having a contract with the
company, with a request for aa'investigistion.
HE'S DOING FINE. IF I'D
ONLY THOUGHT OF HIM BE-
FORE WE WOULDN'T HAVE LOST
SO MUCH PRODUCTION TIME
AND MONEY r.'
President Eisenhower's Committee on Government
Contracts was established in August 1953, to obtain
compliance with the nondiscrimination clause in aN
Government contract&
I The Authority of Jesus ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONScripture—Matthew 21:12-22:46. 
Jesus went into the temple and threw The chief priests were angry with Jesus,
out all those who sold and bought in and at hearing children crying, "Hosanna
the court. end the money changers, say- to the Son of David." Jesus quoted
Mg that they made the house of God a scripture: "Out of the mouth of babes
den of thieves, and sucklings Thou has perfected praise."
Retail food markets in Memphis
and the Mid-South, according to
Leo W. Smith of the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture's Food
Distribution Division, are expect•
ed to have greater than Usual
supplies of hens and stewing chic-
kens during March because of the
heavy culling of laying flocks.
They offer the modern home-
maker a chance to try matching
her grandmother's skill for such
tempting dishes as "smothered"
chicken and chicken with dump.
lungs.
Southern food markets most
likely will feature stewing chick-
ens as hens or heavy hens. Also,
htey may be frozen or fresh-chill-
ed birds, and either whole or cut
in the familiar serving pieces, Mr.
Smith said.
BEEF SUPPLY
Stores also will be amply sup-
plied with beef, and much of it
will bear the U. S. Choice
grade mark, says Mr. Smith.
The main reason for a heavy
supply of Choice-grade beef is
that the marketing of grain-fed
cattle, principally in the corn belt,
is continuing on a seasonally large
scale. The cattle on feed early
this year was a new record-high
number of 6.1 million head, 4 per-
cent ab,-ey the n ..b on feed
the same (.me a ys .: age.
Unity Leader
May Rowland, director of Silent
Unity, Unity School of Christianity,
Lee's Summitt, Mo., will lecture
at the Unity Center of Memphis
on "Jesus Christ the Answer,"
Friday at 8 p.m. at the YMCA
branch.
Dr. Montee Falls, a licensed
Unity minister, Is director of the
local Unity group.
The public is Invited.
By Alfred I. Buescher
Jesus preached and healed in the temple. Realizing that Jesus' parables were dl.
The rulers asked by what authority He rected at them, the temple rulers would
did these things? He asked if John's bap- have laid hands on Him, but were afraid
tism was front heaven? Refusing to an. of the people.
suer Him, Christ did not enlighten them. MEMORY VERSE—Matthew 7:26. 29.
Life Mug Reports Bias Still Alive In North
In a roun d-up of the cur- , restaurants and theaters. al- as southern resistance to integre-
rent discrimination pr act ic es though they still feel a little tin-1 tion of schools.
against Negroes, outside t h e
South, Life Magazine in its issue
of March 11, says that "while Ne-
groes have advanced faster in
the North in the past 15 years
than in any previous time" a n d
their political equality is now as-
sured, they still encounter many
walls of exclusion. This discrim-
ination in the North, Life says,
-results from combinations of
subterfuge, subtlety, paradox and
hypocrisy."
The magazine finds "an enor-
mous difference" between legal
segregation in the South and prac-
tices in the North, where dis-
crimination is a matter of social ;
pressures. In the South resistance,
to desegregation is open and bla-
tant, In the North, it is covert.
"In most of the South, Life says,
"segregation is still a way of life
to be defended. In more and more
of the North, discrimination is
coming to be recognized a wrong
to be corrected."
THAT UNEASY FEELING
In the North, 15 states and 36
cities now have laws which for-
bid discrimination against Ne-
groes. Negroes can now frequent
most leading northern hotels,
easy about it because pretexts are
found to turn them away," Life
says.
"Though the prejudice of the
South is echoed in the North, it
is less fierce in the North and
hence more susceptible tp change
Politically and legally the Ne-
gro has established his equality
in the North. His hope for the
future is based on the fact that
this concept of equality is slowly
gaining more and more impor-
tance in social practice."
According to Life, Negroes be.
lieve that housing is the key to
their achieving more equality of
opportunity in the North. North .1
ern acceptance of integration in
everything front schools to teach-
es often still means segregation
in effect because Negroes have
to take what housing is avail-
able in the limited, areas where
they may live.
The Negro ghettos in northern
cities are more crowded today
than ever, and even so Negroes
have to pay up to half their in-
come for housing, far more than
the white average. Northern re-
sistance to any genuine integration
of private housing seems as firm
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office. I am the REAL
MADAM BELL that stayed at the Mississippi
State Line for years. Look for a little long
white house and two big Aluminum house
trailers and you will find MADAM BELL
there at ALL TIMES.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have you lost faith a
in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health?
Are you discouraged? If any of these are your problems.
come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She will read
life to you just as she would read an open book. Tell you
why your job or business is not a success. If you have failed
in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51, North of the way to Covington.
Tennessee just four miles above Millington, one block below
Colony Niglit Club. Other-wise known as Turf Club. Look for
sign on left hand side of the road, coming out of Memphis in
Tipton County. Look for MADAM BELL HAND SIGN. 30 mm
des drive from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam Bell's Door
5 Greyhound buses pass daily to and from Memphis, ask your
bus driver to put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can
take the Millington bus and get off at the Post Office in Mil
lington and get a cab and tell them to drive you to MADAM
BELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the addres.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily. Open on Sunday
1 don't make any home calls or answer any letters Re sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.
Life says that to keep Negro
and white sections separated from
one another with the frequency
which occurs throughout t h e
North "requires steady tacit coop-
oration among real estate men,
builders, bankers, home sellers
and home buyers." These groups
represent a large part of the whole
northern community, and to a
large degree reflect its attitude.
NEGRO FRUSTRATIONS .
Life survey of northern dis-
crimination practices against Ne-
groes also reveals:
In many places in the North,
Negro doctors and patients a r e
denied access to medical facilities
Using Chicago as an example, Life
says that there are no Negro sur-
geons at any of that city's 77
private hospitals except the Prov-
ident, a Negro hospital. Only half
a dozen of these private hospi-
tals accept Negro patients in ap-
preciable numbers, even though 22
percent of Chicago's population is
Negro and the city has an ordi-
nance forbidding hospital discrim-
ination.
While qualified Negro engineers
find a readier acceptance in the
North than any other profession-
al group, in spite of their high
vantages, they run into the same
problems on buying housing ifit
plague other Negroes.
Negro real estate men find new
Estate Boards (w hose mem•
attractive houses anywhere f o r
their clients, and seek to open
new areas for Negroes. But there
are many kinds of obstacles
placed in their way. Across the
country, while a few branches of
the National Association of Real
bers are the only ones permitted
to call themselves "realtors") al.
low membership to Negroes, most
in the North are Jim Crow
CONDUCTING ABROAD
No top American symphony or-
chestra employs any Negro instrib
mentalist—although Negroes sing
at the Metropolitan Opera and
have often appeared as vocal solo-
ists with orchestras. Negro Con-
ductor Dean Dixon won many rave
reviews a decade ago for h i s
'guest appearances with the New
York, Philadelphia and Boston
symphonies. Unable to find a reg-
ular post in the U. S., Dixon has
had to conduct abroad sine e1949,
and is now permanent conductor
of the Gothenburg Symphony in
Sweden.
Day laborers run into prob-
lems, too. In New York, though
some 5,000 of the city's dock
workers are Negroes, they have
not a single member of the wa-
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4-5557
To Meet At
Mt. Pleasant
The Shelby County Sunday
School and Baptist Training Union
holds its next meeting at Mt.
Pleasant Baptist church, corner
of Keel and Fourth sts., at 3 p.m.
on March 17, Rev, T. M. Hender-
son is minister.
This will be the Youth program.
Everyone is asked to attend.
The most recent session was
at Christian Union Baptist church,
Rev. M. Sexton, minister. T h e
doctrinal sermon was preached by
Rev. W. C. Jackson.
The finance banner went to the
Mt. Gilliam Baptist church and
the attendence banner to Seventh
Street Baptist.
terfront's more favored occupa-
tions such as checkers, coopers,
carpenters. weighers and watch.
Men. After five years of argu-
ment in Cleveland a qualified Ne-
gro electrician has yet to receive
his union card. Some large un-
ions such as the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen and the Na-
tional Postal Transport Associa-
tion, still have bars up against Ne-
groes.
Venice





Cindy, a three.act comedy, will
be seen in the auditorium of the
Wonder High school on March 15.
Mrs. T. Durley is director of the
music department sponsoring the
comedy. L. R. Jackson is princi-
pal.
Cindy is played by Minnie Whit-
lock.
Others with roles are:
Willie Mae Simpson as Sue El-
len; Tommy Parker as Cindy's
grandpop; Freddie S. Miller, as
Cindy's grandma: Nathaniel Flet-
cher as Mournful Grandpa hound:
Leodis Woods as the son; Leroy
Jackson as Frankie Davis; Broa-
dy Rodgers as Mr. Johnson:
Lenell Warnon as Cleo Buchan
T. L. Williams as Williams Mai-
on, Tondie White and others as
the mountain people, and Marilyn
Fannie Hubbard and Gail Car-
letta Jackson as other entertain.
ers.
• •
Mrs. Albert Mitchell, of 126 S.
12th at., was hostess for a birth-
day party honoring her daughter,
Miss Dossie L. Mitchell, last Fri-
day afternoon. T h e home was
beautifully decorated and a pink
and white birthday cake w a
served along with ice cream.
The honoree is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mitch-
ell and a student at Wonder High
school.
Guests for the party were Miss
Georgia Shelton, Miss Jearlesn
Jones, Miss Annie B. Slaughter,
Miss Ethel Taylor, Miss Jeer-
lean Fuse, Miss Vivian Person,
Miss Della Moore, Miss Mattie
Jean Parker, Miss Hattie Smith,
Miss Maudine Mitchell, Miss Joy
Gray, Miss Ethel Louise Kilgore,
Earlee Terrell, Roy Russell, An-
Dear Carlotta:
Several years ago, when I bad-
ly needed a friend, I met a wom-
an who helped me get straighten-
ed out. She was more like a moth-
er to trfe though the differenco
in our ages was not too great.
She died a few months ago, leav-
ing her husband and me grief
stricken. He has called me sev•
oral times since her death, but
has never suggested seeing me.
We had become friends over the
years and I saw no reason why
we couldn't continue that relation-
ship. During the winter he was
quite ill and I phoned him often.
He seemed pleased to hear from
me. Now I don't know whether
to continue the association or not.
I haven't heard from him for the
last few weeks but I believe he
went away for his health. I don't
want to give him or anyone the
impression that I am too forward,
but on the other hand I don't want
to be neglectful..He is a link with
the past. . about the only one
1 have now. .and I hate to lose
his friendship. What can I do?
R. C. A.
Dear R. C. A.:
I did not type all your letter,
but through it ran a decided in-
dication that your woman friend
was bossy and intent on running
the affairs of those around her.
At the time you met her you need-
ed a dominant personality to han-
dle your affairs, and she filled
the part with efficiency. Undoubt-
edly her husband was managed
with the same competence.
When a man has been dominat-
dres Scott, A. Jackson, Robert
Scott, Roscoe Jackson and Albert
Curtis
• • •
L. D. Becton, of 213 S. 12th at.,
left last Tuesday night for Chi•
cago on a indefinite stay. H i a
wife, Mrs. Equate Becton and
their grandchildren, Charles and
Maxine will join Mr. Becton lat-
er,
41
Willard Rodgers, a center, and
John E. Johnson, a forward for
the Wonder High team, made all-
conference for their outstanding
performances in the district tour-
nament. Coach Smith has announ-
ced that softball would be getting
underway now.
Mrs. Savannah Turnipseed and
Mrs. Mamie Lee Oliver, of Chi-
cago, were week end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Easley, sr..
of 1910 Madlictin ave., West Mem-
phis. Mrs. Turnipseed and Mrs.
Oliver are sisters of Mrs, Eas-
ley.
• • •
Benjamine Scott, of 134 S. 12th
st., is ill in the Crittenden Me-
morial hospital. Relatives a n d
classmates wish him a speedy rie
covery. Scott is a junior at Won-
der High and son of Mrs. Rosie
Dell Scott. He is grandson of the
late Mrs. Missouri White.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Collins, of
311 N. 10th at., have as their
week end guests, a niece, Miss
Valda I. Morris, of Clarksdale,
Miss. Miss Morris is a sophomore
at Higgins High in Clarksdale.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Ward and
son, R. L., jr., were down from
Brooklyn, N. Y. visiting relatives
and friends in West Memphis.
ed by his wife for many
years it is difficult for him to
learn the art of self-sufficiency.
If your friend's death left you at
loose ends, imagine what it did
to a man who was the chief ob•
ject of her domestic engineering.
Here is where diplomacy ow
your part is sorely needed. It
would not be at all amiss for you
to set the pace for a continued
friendship, provided you don't
make your purpose too evident.
Arizona consistently ranks
among the first states in the total
amount of money It expends for






and their eggs in one treat-
ment. A-200 works fast and
sure—but won't irritate your
skin, won't stain your
clothes. A-200 smells good—
and it washes right out, like
a shampoo.




of Gilbey's Gin proves
you'll like it best!
Gilbey's Gin
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FIGLOAC'S ANALYSIS The purpose of the group is to
Third in line comes the Omega instill in the students the effect of
Psi Phi Fraternity, another of fair play and scholastic achieve
LeMoyne's great frets. Upon in- ment. Also to prove to them that
terviewing the Basileus, Wm. it is nut necessary to vile to ob.
Diggs, FIGLOAC was able to ac- tam popularity. No student found
quire this information which leads participating in depreciative ac
to the assumption that this fret tions not fitting a college student
Is quite self sufficient and does is eligible to be considered,
not care in the least whether or This week the list of popular
not any members of the present Students remains unchanged and
"Grab Bunch" (freshmen) pledge the young ladies list reads: 1.
their way, Darnell Thomas 2. Mary Cole 3.
When asked about the unusual Jevita Edwards 4. Linda Herat-
policy of the frat Higgs had this son 5. Mary Crockett.
to say, "We do not have smokers,
nor do we encourage recruiting
for we feel that such action is
unnecessary. We'd prefer the fel-
lows to pledge of their own choice
and If so they'll make better fret
members.
The officers of the frat are,
Diadems, Wm. 0. Higgs, Vice, J.
C. Walton, Keeper of Records and
Seal, William Little, Keeper of
Finance, Clyde Johnson, Dean of
Pledges, Logan Westbrooks, Chap.
lain, Harold Goodrich.
The trend at LeMoyne seems to
be the judging of frats by the
elaboracy of their smokers. This
In certainly poor reasoning and if
frat life to a person seems that
trivial then he's better off as he
Is.
DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
Recently LeMoyne's campus was
visited by a distinguished per-
sonality from India. Miss Sighn.
She was speaker during Chapel
hour and later was the direct ob-
ject of the Student - Faculty Cof-
fee Hour which was held in the
Faculty Lounge. During the cof-
fee hour Miss Sighn was ques-
tioned and the following informa-
tion was obtained.
The vivacious young woman is
a graduate of Georgia university
and is now touring the colleges in
the Southeastern section of the
United States. She won a scholar-
ship to Georgia U. under stiff
competition with other students
from India and has seemingly en-
joyed her stay here in the U. S. A.I
However, she expects to return
to India soon and teach in one of
the colleges there.
India and the United States are
now engaged in a project of in-
terchanging students which Miss
Sighn thinks will broaden the
prospective of the students. She,
added "The students will find no
difficulty in communicating by
language in India." India is a
Sovereign Democratic Republic
and much of the student activities
there are closely related to those
In the States.
LEMOYNE'S 3F'S
The student body has the wrong
Idea as to how the five fabulous
freshmen of the week are chosen.
To satisfy their curiousity this




The Fabulous Five Freshman
are selected each week by a com-
mittee of three (3) freshman
headed by Miss Dorothy Jackson.
The remaining two members of
the committee prefers to remain
anonymous because of predjudices
and illfeelings on the part of their
fellow class members.
The basis for selection lies in
the students social activities,
character, leadership. outstand-
ing deeds on or off campus, and
also conduct.
The young men's list however,
receives slight alternations as
Plunkett resumes his previous
rating which is no. 1. The list now
reads: 1. Marvin Plunkett 2. Wil-
lie Shotwell 3, Charles Baker 4.
Ronald Anderson 5. Jake Kelly.
STEPPING TOWARD FAME
The youthful social and civic
club known as the Espirit decorps
is well on the road to fame and
to the stage where the fellows
can render very needed service
to their community,
Recently the Members of the
club served as ushers at the Ma-
son Temple, Headquarters of the
Churches of God in Christ during
the current visit of Jackie Robin-
son. The ex-Dodger base-ball star
spoke to a crowd of approximately
3,000 Memphians on a present
problem which is confronting the
Negro.
Says the president of the Espirit.
de-corps, "we were chosen by the
authorities to serve at the meet-
ing because we are the only fel-
lows who deal with civic as well
as social affairs . . ."
NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
Mrs. C. P. Roland returned re-
cently from her trip to Washing-
ton, D. C. where she met with
the National Audio-Visual A i d
Department on LeMoyne's cam-
pus.
The Alpha Phi Alpha's recruit-
ing program started recently as
they held their smoker in the
new commons. The Alphas are
the dominant frat members on
campus and the fellows really
turned out to view the sights and
dig the happenings.
The Spring Recess is due in
April along with many other out-
standing activities which include.
The annual "Spring Festival." the
"Jazz Concert." presented by the
music dept.. and the coming per-
formance of Miss Marian Ander-
son.
Fourteen seniors at LeMoyne
have received their practice
teaching assignments in the Mem-
phis City schools. They are: Mau-
rice Bullet who will teach at
B. T. W. in biology, Ezelle Cooper,
B. T. W., English, George W. Cox,
Melrose, chemistry. Wm. Cross,
B. T. W., soc. sci. Julia Harden,
Manases, biology. Russell Greg-
ory, Melrose, soc, ci., George
Gwin. Hamilton. soc. sci., Wil-
liam Hawkins. BTW, biology.
Sheridan Hick s,s Hamilton,
Smith, Melrose. math. Nellie Tate.
Hamilton, soc, sci., Dorothy Tol-
liver. Melrose, biology, Shirley
Westbrooks. B. T. W., soc sci.,
and Vera Lee Herron. Florida,
3rd. INGRATITUDE
In our anxiety to advance. and!
secure more of the things of this'
life: we often fail to show our'
appreciation for what we have al-
ready and especially do we over-
look the ones who have helped us,
along this tedious journey of life.
Some of us borrow money from
our friends in a time of emergency
but fail to nay it back when things
go well with us. Others of us
often receive profitable employ-
ment through someone else hut
never take time to tell them how
much we appreciate what they
did for us.
All of our businesses, churches,
and professionals are supported
by the loyal members of our race.
hut often, those who profit most
from these ventures show no gra-
titude. Let us consider the words
of Brooke. "If there be a crime
of deeper dye than all the guilty
train of human vices it is IN-
GRATITUDE.
At Southern U. Event
1 mar in Poona, India on an all-
expense scholarship sponsored by
Sims Gets Commission the World University Service,Sims was selected by the USNSA
to go on a tour of a number of
countries.
Harold Rudolph Sims, son of
Mrs. Geraldine Sims, of 83 S.
Parkway W., and the late B. W.
Sims sr., completed his college
work at Southern university in
January and received a c,omis-
sion as 2nd Lieutenant in the ad-
jutant general's corps.
The oath of office for the ROTC
members was administered by Ma-
jor John H. Reaves and the corn-
missioning address was by Dr "
Felton G. Clark, president of
Southern university.




By C. J. GASTON
LAY ASIDE THE WEIGHTS
The Bible teaches us that we
should lay aside the weights that
hinder our spiritual progress. The
writer here is pointing out some
weights that are retarding our pro-
gress as a race and hindering us
in our effort to become first class
citizens of America.
POOR CHARACTER
Several years ago a questionaire
was sent to several College pres-
idents asking them to name the
qualities they considered neces-
sary for success. All of them
agreed that character contributes
forty-one percent to a person's
success. character is the sum
total of one's qualities whether
they are good or had, whereas.
reputation is no more than what
the people think one si. The ma-
jority of 'us seem to he more in-
terested in making a reputation
than we are in building real
character.
H. W. Beecher has well said,
"A man may be outwardly suc-
cessful all his life long, and die
hollow and worthless as a Puff-
ball; and he may be externally
defeated all his life long and die
in the royalty of a kingdom es-
tabished within him. — A man's
true estate of power and riches,
is to be himself; not in his dwell-
ing), or position or external rela-
tions, but in his own essential
! character. That is the realm in
which he is to live, if he is to live
as a Christian man.''
The people of Belgium speak
two different languages. It is
Flemish in the northern part of .
the country and French in the
• southern region.
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MAGNOLIA SUNDRY EDWARD GARNER
709 Broadway Bus Station
CITY DRUG STORE — 1201 BROADWAY
HAROLD SIMS
in political science at the graduat-
ing exercises in June and will en-
ter active duty on June 19.
Meanwhile, he is connected with
the United States National Student
Association with headquarters a
Harvard university.
ATTEND SEMINAR
Last year while attending a sem-
The organization immediately
hired him to it's staff after learn-
ing that he would have the interval
between January and June and his
new duties Include making talks
to various bodies. His foreign tour
carried him Into numerous uni-
versities where he observed the!
students.
With LEODA GAMMON
The main dish is important in Simmer 15 minutes or until liquid
meal planning because it supplies1 is reduced to a few tablespoonfuls
add salt to wellyolks ,
about a fourth of an individual's! 
Beat 
eggstiff
daily need of protein which 
egg w i es anea un 
—
so essential to building and re-
pairing body tissues.
To brighten your main dishes,
try using eggs occasionally, sug-
gests the U. S. Dept., of Agricul-
lure. Eggs not only add variety
When buying eggs • select the
grade that will best suit the dish
you have in mind. Grade AA and
A are best for poaching, frying
or cooking in the shell. Grands B
and C are good for dishes in which
appearance and delicate flavor are
not so important, such as baked
dishes, custards, sauces, and salad
dressing. Shell color of eggs has
. nothing to do with their nutritive
! value or flavor. White or brown'
eggs are equally good for all pun!
poses.
When you serve eggs as an al
ternate for meat in a main dish,
be sure to allow more than one
Stork Stops,
%al
Born at John Gaston Hospital:
MARCH 2, 1957
A daughter, Bobbie Jean Archie,
to Mr. and Mrs. David Archie, 628
E. Person.
A son, Barry Scott, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Scott, 1878 Swift
A daughter, Regina Brown, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Brown, 674
Linden.
A daughter, Mary Elizabeth'
Crout, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L.
Crout, 729 Marble.
A son, Willie McDonald, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie F. McDonald; 489
Leath.
A son, Anthony Wayne Lester,i
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie H. Lester,
2076 Swift.
A daughter, Beverly Ann Baptist
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baptist.
4081 Rochester Rd.
A daughter, Lola Watson, to Mr.
and Mrs. Cornelius Watson, 1571
Honsarratt.
A daughter, Angelo Eloise Still,





The CME Ministers Wives held
their most recent meeting at the
home of the president, Mrs. .1. C.
Martin, of 40 S. Parkway E. Devo-
tion was led by Mrs. Eula Con.
ningham.
Mrs. L. A. Storey and Mrs. A. L.
Turner r the et '
Each member was presented a
copy of the year book and the
committee responsible for getting
out the tfook received .:ommenda-
lion for its work.
A daughter, Marilyn Ann Math-1
ews, to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond'
Mathews. 949 Lemoyne Dr.
A daughter, Linda Fay Heard,
to Mr. and Mrs. John L. Heard,
421 Lauderdale.
A daughter, Debra Lynn Levy,
to Mr. and Mrs. Hilton V. Levy,
1215 Keel.
MARCH 3, 1957
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Bond, 1577
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman oBnd, 1577'
Britton.
A daughter, Millicent R ene
Hayes, to Mr. and Mrs. Marion 0.
Hayes. 5119 Tenth Row.
A son, Rondie Earl Kent, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie T. Kent, 2063
Wabash
A daughter, Addie Marie Jack-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Jack-
son, 223 Bakers Alley.
A daughter, Jacqueline Dennis's ,.
Seals, to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Seals.
237 Gracewood.
MARCH 4, 1957
A son, Ulysses McConnell Jr.
to Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses McCon-
nell, 2128 Ethlyn.
A daughter, Peels Denise Ru-
bin, to Mr. and Mrs. John H. Ru-
bin, 795 Winrow.
A son, Eugene Evans, to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Evans, 1376 No.
Seventh. •
Twin sons, to Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
die McNeary, 927 Woodlawn.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
lie I. Graham, 575 Wicks.
A daughter, Roselyn Yvette Rod-
gers, to Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt
Rodgers, 118 W. Person.
A son, Alonzo Eugene Shelton,
to Mr. and Mrs. Landus Shelton,
436 Beale.
A daughter, Sandra Ann Brant-
ley, to Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Brantley, 1573 So. Orleans,
A daughter. Jeanie Carolyn Jack-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Ed L. Jack-
son, 4252 Sewanee.
A daughter, Veloris Coleman, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Coleman, 499
E. Georgia.
A son Sampson Alexis Townsend
A
and taste appeal but contain valu- torn. Cover and 
cook until set. The club finished the secretarial! Jr., te Mr. 'and Mrs. Sampson




elder of .South, A son. Michael Lorice Wright, to
baking 10 to 15 minutes at 350 de- Memphis district, Rev. N. T. Walk.' Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Wright,
grecs Fahrenheit (moderate oven),
to help protect health. Cr,er, was present and took pictures 3216 Germanton Rd.
of the group and showed some MARsClIon,5, 1957
Luckey Jr., to
Also present were Rev. L. A.
 slides of different churches.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Luckey,
Storey, Mrs. Robbie Flemming, 1531 Oriole
Mrs. Eddie Riley, Rudolph Smith. A son, Frank Ciayborne, to Mr.
son of Mrs. D. W Browning. and Mrs. Frank J. Clayborne, 936
Mrs. Vivian Robinson thanked Olympic'
-the hostess on behalf of the club 
A daughter. Martha Sue Hinton,
for the lovely evening. Mrs. E.
to Mr. and Mrs. James W. Hinton, 411111.1111111111111111111116,
Holmes was cateress. 2145 Dublin.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Tem
Brit:lance, 503 
Runty-n.A daughter Wallese Randolph,
to Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Ran•
dolph, 985 So. McLeah.
A daughter, Bertha Mae Joy,
to Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Joy, 879
egg per serving or add enough 
Negro NAACP I-lead Circle Rd.





ak.Yarbary and son Gus A son, Ronald Trent Phillips,
jr. spent last weekend in Memphis
Puffy Spanish omelet is a good 
Givento Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Phil.protein content.
with relatives and friends. Mrs  Key To lips, 83 Looney.
main dish that will whet the ap-
Yarbary attended the Socialite's
annual affair at Club Tropicanna, Del guest of Mrs. Dorothy M. Boozes,
a member of the club.
Mr. and Mrs. William Vasser
and son visited with their aunt
and famliy in Jackson, Tenn. last
Sunday evening.
Mrs. Viola aleFerren spent sev•
eral days in Memphis, with her
sister, assisting with the care of
their mother, who have been ill,
but much improved now.
Mrs. Elizabeth Tate, daughter,
in-law, grandson were the dinner
guests of Mrs. Tate's sister and
brother Mr. and Mrs. Junius 'Cro-
tell on last Monday night.
"
field, 1471 Bridgewater Rd.
A son, Keith Orlando Hendricks,
to Sir. ,and Mrs. Jerrah Hendricks,
386 Butler.
A son, Larry Lee Ford. to Mr.
and Mrs. Luevnia Ford, 348 Ma-
hannah.
A daughter. Gloria Jean Taylor;
to Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Taylor, 618
Peebles Rd.
A son, Robert Yancy Jr. to Mr.
and Sirs. Robert Yaney, 1788 Kelt-
nor.
A son, Michael Antonio Webb.
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webb. 975
Poplar.
MARCH 7, 1957
A son, David Eugene Givens. to
Mr. and Mrs. lionday Givens, 3687
Frisco.
A daughter, Katherine Lamileis
dale. to Mr. and Mrs. RayfW
Lauderdale. 29 Armstrong.
A daughter. Dolor's Lea Tolbert,
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tolbert, 705
Alston.
A daughter. Lois Lynne Griffin.
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Griffin,
237 Waldorf.
A daughter, Glennie Elizabeth
Joyner, to Mr. and Mrs. Parker
Joyner, 6952 Stout Rd.
A daughter. Patricia Diane Reed,
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Reed, 622
Wilkerson.
A daughter, Dernice Bell. to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Bell, 1561 Cella.
A daughter, Denise Jeanette
Herman, to Mr. and Mrs. John
D. Herman. 262 Tillman.
A daughter, Beverly Denise Dan-
ish, to Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Danish,
74 Looney.
MARCH 8, 1957
A daughter, Vernita Louise
Rorie. to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Rone, 1393 Anna.
A son, Ray Charles Cobb.
Mr. and Mrs. Brooksie L. Cobb,
1406 Willette.
A son Keith Eric Meriwether,
to Mr. and Mrs. James W. Merl-
v''ether. 1594 Davis.
A daughter. Portia' Ann Swift,.
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. Swift,
483 Richmond.
A son, Ernest Owens Walker
to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest 0. Owens,
630 So. Orleans.
A son, Eugene Russell, to Sir.
and Mrs. Jim W. Russell. 69 So.
Parkway E.
A daughter, Margaret Taylor. to
Mr. and Mrs. Eaai Taylor, 990
Poplar.
A son Willie Curtis Booth, to
Mr. and Mrs. Zeddie Booth, 1670
Gill.
Next club meeting will be at
the home of Mrs. N. T. Walker
on Thursday, March 28
Mrs. W. H. Taylor is reporter,
petite of just about any family.
PUFFY SPANISH OMELET
Take:
1 cup cooked or canned tomatoes
or 1 1-2 cups of chopped raw
tomatoes
1 small green pepper - chopped
1 small d fine
1 tablespoon parsley • chopped
1-4 cup celery - chopped
8 to 10 stuffed olives • sliced
4 eggs • separated
1.2 teaspoon salt
1-8 teaspoon of pepper
1 tablespoon of cooking fat or oil
Combine tomatoes, green pepper,
onion, parsley, celery and olives,
Rev. C. W. Guy
Rev. Charles W. Guy ,will be
the guest speaker at Arkansas
Baptist college in Little R o c It,
Friday. March 15.
Rev. Guy is ambassador for the
B. I. college. Hernando, Miss.
Rev. Edgar Allen Rogers jr., is






Tri-State Bank of Memphis,
386 BEALE
Need worry no longer about
Where to Park
You may pork your car for 15 minutes FREE in
The T & T Service Station lot,
382 Beale (Next door) just west of The Bank
but not dry. Gradually fold the
beaten egg yolks into the whites
and then fold in the cooked vegeta
bles. Add pepper. Heat the fat 07
Oil in a fry pan and pour in the
egg mixture. Cook over low heat
until lightly browned on the hot-
Somerville
News
By MRS. DOROTHY M. YASSER
Sirs Birdie Scales from Treze•
vent, Tenn. spent last Wednesday
with her daughter, Miss Vennie
Si. Scales, ass't. H. D. Agent In
aware City
Opening the annual membership
drive of the Wilmington branch
or the NAACP here last week.
Roy Wilkins, the Association's ex-
ecutive secretary, was presented
with a key to the city by City
Treasurer Abrams on behalf of
Mayor August F. Walz.
"In giving you this, the symbolic
key to the city of Wilmington," the
embossed inscription reads, "we
extend to you the hearty greetings
and well wishes of its citizens.*May
your stay ever he remembered
with the fondest thoughts of us."
MARCH 6, 1957
A son, Don Rico Wilson, to Mr.
and Mrs. Hughlett W. Wilson, 2884
Hornlake Rd.
A son, Johnnie Lee Green, to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie L. Green,
807 Edith.
A son, Edward Lee Price, to
Mi. and Mrs. Earnest L. Price, 566
Hernando.
Gloria Ester Kelly a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Lon Kelly, 575
Lauderdale.
A son, Karl Anthony Hicks, to
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Hicks, 824 So.
Lauderdale
A son Derrell Dean Crutchfield,
to Mr. and Mrs. Connell Crutch.'
IRONS REPAIRED I
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Out of Kentucky, the great bourbon country, comes the greatest
of them all, mellow, warmhearted, aged to perfection six full years
... Ancient Age. We challenge you to find a better bourbon. Ken-
tucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Years Old • is0 Proof • MAncient
Age Distilling Company, Frankfort, Kentucky
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